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While it is still true that the majority of music recording studios specialise in the production of
records, there is still a very large market for film and television dubbing. Film sound track albums
are perpetually near the top of the charts and production companies now market film and album
as a complete package with publicity for each assisting profits in the other. Television programme
production has reached the stage where dubbing (and editing) are often performed off -line using
multitrack recorders and timecode synchronisation to video recorders and this development is
discussed elsewhere in this issue as are synchronsiers.
But until now, most film dubbing has been performed using perforated magnetic film on electrically or mechanically locked multiple magnetic film drives also locked to 35mm or 16mm
projectors. Commonly termed the dubbing suite, only a few relatively specialised studios can
justify the totally different technology's expense. Until now that is The synchronisers appearing
in many studios also allow a video recorder to be locked to a multitrack -so transfer the film to
video tape, hire a video recorder and you can dub film. The completed multitrack can be directly
used for the album and locked to a portable magnetic film recorder to provide the final sprocketed
master. No fuss with 35mm film spools, projectors with arc lamps, dubbing theatres, screens,
umpteen mechanical transports and so on. Versatility is the word. Studio Sound will be taking a
closer look at film sound and dubbing next February.
!

Imperialisation

Although Studio Sound has been a stout advocator of metrication for many years, intensive
research (reading a few back issues) shows that most companies still manufacture 2in not
50.8mm tape recorders using 10 ¡in rather than 26.7cm spools and that these still run at 30ips. Facts
are facts-surprising the only manufacturers using metric advertisements are generally British,
not European where metrication originated. Also bearing in mind that about 90% of Studio
Sound readers reside in `Imperial' countries, I intend to abandon metric units for such colloquial
measurements as tape dimensions, spools, and room sizes from early in 1979. We will however
retain metric units for technical measurements such as equipment sizes. If British public houses
can continue to pull imperial pints, so will Studio Sound!
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IVIE
IS A NATURAL

A state-of-the-art
real-time analyzer

The /E-30A RTA from IVIE is
the most advanced audio analysis
system in the world, yet it weighs a mere 3 pounds.
It's so small that you can place your complete acoustics
laboratory under an airline seat.
To assure the ultimate in measurement accuracy, IVIE uses
.6-Pole (Class I11)113-octave fi:ters, and built in a low noise, precision (Type 1)
e features combine to provide unmatched measurement capabilities for
n and evaluation. Having a calibrated voltage input range of 180 dB
) allows for accusate measurements from the noise floors of preamplifiers to line
"
(selectable true rms. average or peak detectors).
microprocessor accesepry With the new IE-17A accessory, the
calculating power, and an X-Y recorder
OA has
interface for data outpur. Now you can automatically analyze RT60,
time delay events, reflections, articulation losses,
under
tone burst and absorption characteristics
computer control. Don't settle for bulky test gear
that dces only half the job. Get the 1E-30A System.

microproc&ssor,

SPECTRUM ANALY

MD

1 3 h

shipped fully calibrated in
rugged flight case with a precision
Type 1 microphone, RTA test probe
and rechargeable batteries.
The IE-30A is
a

For the professional, it's a
natural.
Call or write for a brochure
and a demonstration.

tiecmosics

IVIE ELECLRONICS INC.

500 West 1200 South
Orem, Utah 84057

801)224-1800
TELEX or TWX:

U..

910-971454k

(r,

SENKHEISER
fjo oWr 'the
musicians
microphone

This newly developed microphone is
Sennheiser's answer to many of the problems
performers of popular music encounter.
Considerable efforts were necessary to find the
best solution for the various demands put by
professional musicians. The result was
"profipower " - beyond doubt a microphone in a
class of its own.
To find out more about this exciting new
development and the full range of Sennheiser

microphones, complete the coupon
below. We will then send you a free copy
of the recently published Micro
Jea
Revue 9 -a 124 page catalogue
Qe,
packed full of information on
all Sennheiser products.
NI`e,°
.y
re
yeec

Hayden Laboratories Limited
HAYDEN

HAYDEN HOUSE, CHURCHFIELD ROAD,
CHALFONT ST. PETER, BUCKS, SL9 9EW
Telephone: Gerrards Cross (02813) 88447

5e`

Professional
Price
We Will Beat Any Genuine Advertised

Europe 's Largest Suppliers of Studio
IMICS -OVER S00

REVOX
lMfR*-

ALWAYS IN STOCKS

Incredible stocks at
ridiculous prices!

11114+1+

..

t

l

EQUALIZERS
SOU NDCRAFTSMEN

..

JVC

SEA 10 (2 x 5 Band),
SEA20 (2 x 7 Band)
TECHNICS SH9010 (2 x 5
Band), SH9090 (I x 10 Band)

MXR (I

x 5 Band), (I x IO

Band), (2 x

MM -Pace

10

4 ti,
,

r

Graphic EQ's.
SAE Parametric EQ's.

Band)

(2 x Band), SR271

(I x 27 Band)

WOLLENSAK

WOLLENSAK /West
End Distributors

TEAC A3340S

,

AKG We carry every model

;Iww

inc. capacitors
BEYER Most dynamic --.ribbons.
CALREC 600 Range.
SENN HEISER Large stocks.
4- channel recorder.
A77, B77, A700 Off the Shelf.
SONY All models.
Symul -sinc. 101 " reels,
High speed, low speed, variNAKAMICHI All models.
7 ¡+- 15 ips.
pitch + all accessories!
E.V. Selected range.
Ring us now for the lowest price. SHURE Very large range.
NOW BACK IN STOCK
Price on application.
NEUMANN All popular
models.
TAPE AT
-- Cables, Transformers, Stands,
MIXERS
TRADE PRICES
Connectors & Clips, Windshields, The widest range under one
Any quantity
etc.
roof!

-

,,

same price .1"
tape, 10 ¡" reels.
AGFA PEM368 Metal
AGFA PEM368 Plastic
SCOTCH 207 Metal

v

High Speed Duplicators.
£1498 90+-VAT. New 2772A/V
gives 2 stereo musicassettes in
under 4 minutes. Call in for a

demonstration.

UHER PORTABLE
RECORDERS
As used by most

Broadcasting Companies.
All models in stock plus every

E10.06 ANY QUANTITY -SAME PRICE
SOUNDCRAFT 16/2, 12/2,
£7.79
IXLR
-3 -I
E1.39 VAT 12/4 Series Il.
£9.81
XLR -3 -12C £1.06 +VAT HH 16/2, 12/2.
SCOTCH 207 Plastic
E8.03
MM All models.
MAXELL UDI80 Metal
E8.89
XLR
-3
-32C £1.06 VAT TEAC -TASCAM Models
TDK AUDUA LB3600 Met El 140
1, 2, 3, 5
Accessories.
TDK AUDUA L3600M Met £9.50
CANARY 10/2, 10/4.
SONY SLH -11- 1100BL Met £10-00 AMPLIFIERS
HILL 16/2, 10/2.
SONY SLH -740B Metal
£6.89 HH S500D, TPA, All stage
SONY MX8, MX5I0, MX650.
REVOX 601 Metal
£11 80
amplifiers.
Plus ALLEN & HEATH,
REVOX 601 Plastic
£1000 SAE From 2 x 50 watts to
JVC, UHER, EAGLE, etc.
All above prices exclusive of VAT. 2 x 400 watts RMS.
Also large stocks of 7" & 5" reels.
QUAD 405, 303, 50E usually
in stock.
JPS A fantastic range of budget

I

accessory available.

--,

`,

I C

,

studio amps.

AMCRON

DC 300A, DI50A,
D60. Trade prices.

Very low
prices, e.g.
4000IC £225

SPECIAL

-i- VAT.

SONY -NAKAMICHI
i

)VC -.TECHNICS+TEAC.
Portables all
Off the Shelf.

From £35- E2500.
Mixers in stock:

CANNON XLR'S

8 TRACKS f"

or

Both Tascam and Brenell
Recorders in stock for immediate

delivery.
Plus complete range of 8 Track
ancillaries.

PRO -AUDIO & DISCO:
VIDEO

OFFER

I"

AMCRON DI SOA
13

146

I

1

VAT FEW ONLY

Plus Echoe's, Phasers, Flangers,

Limiters, Noise Reducers,
Expanders, Mix -Downs, Mic
Stands, Cable Drums, Disco
Gear, Chassis Speakers, Studio
Monitors, Headphones, Demags,
Splicers, etc.

Charing Cross Road WC2 01-836

2372

HI -FI: 114-116 Charing Cross Road, WC2. Hi -Fi 01 -240 3386 Video 01 -240 3066
TAX -FREE EXPORT & EXPRESS MAIL ORDER: REW House, 10 -12 High Street,
Colliers Wood, SW I9. 01 -540 9684
Also at 230 Tottenham Court Road, W.I.
&

The Professional Everything Store
6
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Audio

Established 1948

Largest Stocks lowest Prices!!

& SFage Equipmenl
EXCLUSIVE FROM REW
SAEA

superb range of studio electronics from the U.S.A.

AF
POWER AMPLIFIERS
PARAMETRIC EQUALIZERS
Prices exclude VAT
2800 Parametric equalizer 2 x 4 Bands
£408.00
1800 Parametric equalizer 2 x 2 Bands
£239.00
4000 Electronic crossover, stereo, variable frequency
£15500
4100 Digital time delay, stereo
£354.00
2200 Power amplifier 2 x 100 watts
£346.00
2400L Power amplifier 2 x 200 watts
£57800
2500 Power amplifier 2 x 300 watts
£755.00
2600 Power amplifier 2 x 400 watts
£887.00
5000 Impulse noise reduction unit
£176.00

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
America's Largest Manufacturer of Graphic Equalizers

GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS
2204 2 x 10 Bands
2205 2 x IO Bands,

£19900

rack mount

£226 00

2209 2 x IO Bands,
in /out XLR

NEW CLASS H

POWER AMPLIFIER

rack mount,
600 ohm balanced

MA5002 2 x 250

£31900

watts, meters

£399.00

Prices exclude VAT

HH DIGITAL
MULTI ECHO

Studio quality at an economic
price.
Facilities include
A.D.T., echo and reverb.
Fully electronic (no tapes or
discs) giving exceptionally

low noise.

-6

-

-6

Open 9.30 am
pm
days a week
lust walk in
95% of advertised
gear available off the shelf
Payment by: Cash,
Barclaycard, Access,
American Express, Diners,
HP (Instant credit possible)

Transformers.
Gardners make 10 ranges of
high performance audio frequency
matching transformers.
There are 95 standard types
which meet most demands:
precision audio, hybrid matching,
measurement, instrumentation and
line data transmission.
Illustrated is an extra wide band
transformer for microphone and AF1
line matching -ideal for sensitive
signals. Frequency response is -1dB
at 20Hz, -0.25dB at 30KHz. Hum
reduction is -40dB and phase shift
is extremely low.
At the top end of the
range are super fidelity
wide band transformers with
frequency response -0.25dB at
20Hz (5° shift), +0.05dB at 30KHz
(5° O shift) and power handling
+20dBm at 50Hz. Models for power
handling up to +37dBm (5W) at
30Hz are also available.
Included in the standard range
are audio transformers with high
voltage proof insulation, approved
by the Post Office (Technical Guide
No.26) as permitted attachments to
Post Office lines.
Send for full details.

Gardners Transformers Ltd.
Somerford Road
Christchurch
Dorset BH23 3PN
Tel: Christchurch 2284

THE LOW PRICE HOT

LINE 01 -836 2372

Telex: 41276

REW4

NEAREST TUBE STATION
6D
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD UNDERGROUND

Def. Stan. 05-21 approved
BS 9000 capability approval
(BS 9720) in progress.
7

You always perform better

with the right equipment
With Neal Ferrograph you get the right equipment for
the job, and the best in its class. A good formula for
success, of which you can be assured every time you
choose from the frilly - integrated range ofspecialist
recording and ancillary equipment in the NEAL

FERROGRAPII range.

The NEAL 302.
Incorporating a 3 -motor mechanism, controlled by a
full solid state logic system actuated by ultra light
touch buttons, this is the machine used by top
recording studios and broadcasting stations, for
quality cassette copies and for in - cassette
duplication masters.

The Ferrograph Logic 7.

tape recorder of unrivalled facilities;
taking all spool sizes up to 27 cm, and providing
three speeds, plus positive action push buttons in
association with logic circuits ... for fast, safe tape
handling under all conditions.
A transportable

Studio 8
studio tape recorder logic cunt rolled for
superb tape handling characteristics,
offering a choice of stereo, twin track
and full or half track mono heads,
meters, IEC( CCIR)
PPM or
or NAB equalisation,console
or transportable models.

.1 professional

The R.TS 2.
Combines in one easy to use compact instrument the
measurement of gain, noise, frequency response,
input sensitivity, output power, distortion and the
parameters relating to recording equipment, such as
wow and flutter, crosstalk, drift and erasure. Its
range of application can be extended even further by
the addition of the Auxiliary Test i'nit ATU 1.

XIEAL Fh2I,,, OIII!APH

TOTALTAPE TECHNOLOGY
SIMONSIDE WORKS SOUTH SHIELDS TYNE & WEAR NE34 9NX
8
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Telephone SOUTH SHIELDS (0632) 566321 Telex: 537227

SHORT FOR

m CATALOGUE
Autumn'70

All your auxiliary processing needs

in one compact and inexpensive package

from
audio

ft design

(recording) ltd.

The S 01 Compressor- Limiter has all the necessary refinements of a
sophisticated studio device, whilst retaining a simplicity of operation that
will delight the hard -pressed engineer. It offers compression ratios from
1.5:1 to 10:1 plus a peak level limiter with a slope of 30:1. Thus the
system can provide subtle compression for classical work or vocals where
the retention of dynamic range will be valued, whilst at the same
time it will give overload protection for unexpected input levels. The
tighter ratios will be found effective on instrumental tracks to aid in the
creation of impact and intensity. The S 01 has variable attack and release
controls; stereo couple facilities with a column to indicate compression
and the operation of the peak limiter. It is only necessay to set the output level required into the following system and increase the input control
to determine the amount of compression.

The S 03 Sweep Equaliser is an attractively simple form of parametric
equalisation that has the virtue of being easier to work with than a fully
parametric unit, yet equally effective in studio applications. There are
three continuously variable frequency controls each covering an audio
bandwidth of some six octaves. The bandwidth between 75Hz and
7.5kHz is covered twice, whilst frequencies from 400Hz to 1kHz can be
obtained on all three sectional controls.
Most important for studio users
is the range of amplitude control available on each section:
The 20dB
range has proved to be invaluable when used on instrumental tracks. A
'peak- off -dip' switch enables amplitude pots to be pre -set and switched
in for momentary effect when required.
The advantages of sweep equalisation are really self evident, the operator
being able to select exactly the area that requires attenuation or accentuation without the inevitable compromise of fixed positions.

The S 04 Parametric Equaliser offers the ultimate in flexible equalisation within a small yet ergonomically sensible package. It has three independent fully parametric sections with overlapping coverage of the
audio bandwidth (as described for the S 03 Sweep Equaliser).
This unit however, besides having sweep frequency control, has a
variable bandwidth of one -fifth to five octaves, whilst the same range of
amplitude is provided as on the S 03 (20dB lift or cut). The response
curves of the HF and LF sections have an assymetrical relationship between lift and cut; they may be switched to a variable slope shelving filter
characteristic, the depth of shelf being defined by the amplitude control.
The system gives very flexible overall control of sound spectral balance,
particularly in controlling the relationship between fundamentals and harmonics.

The Dynamic Noise Filter -Gate has been an extremely successful concept that has found a useful place in many areas of sound production and

processing.
The S 05 is the high-pass system which acts as a selective expander in
the low frequency band. The attenuation is level dependent, such that as
the LF content drops below a selected threshold it is increasingly attenuated. Rather than use a conventional fixed filter which will affect all
programme levels, the S 05 can be adjusted to attenuate such source
noise as rumble (often the plague of the mobile recording) and hum (electronic amps), whenever insufficient LF programme signal fails to mask
it.
In this way there is no effect on higher level LF signal, since a flat
response prevails above threshold level.
Complementary to the S 05; the S 06 is a low -pass filter -gate, which will
progressively and selectively attenuate high frequencies below the
prescribed threshold.
It works well with electronic instruments, attenuating noise and hiss with no apparent effect on the transient quality
of the signal. Units are well suited for use on instrumental tracks and
have been used successfully in reprocessing older classics and on film
sound tracks.

On both these devices the area for processing is determined by the
variable slope filter; each unit having three turnover frequencies from
which to choose. The slope control (0dB to 18dB per octave) sets the

maximum rolloff; the setting of the threshold will control the point at
which the filter moves from the flat response towards the maximum slope
set. Attack and release parameters being variable in order to facilitate
optimum dynamic characteristics.
Alternatively these units can be used as a full frequency band, programme gate with frequency conscious side -chain; giving an optional
20dB or 40dB attenuation range.

The S 07 Octave Equaliser has been devised primarily as a system
equaliser for monitor speakers or transmission lines. For general recording use, the S 03 or S 04 will be found more applicable.
The idea of equalising the monitoring environment is excellent, although
electronic correction should be kept to a minumum. There is a growing
body of opinion that favours the use of octave rather than third -octave
systems; claiming the improved transient performance to be preferable to
a definitive equalisation.
Frequency points adopted on the standard units run from 61.25Hz to
16kHz at octave intervals. The amplitude can be varied by 12dB (lift or
cut) at each frequency,with I.e.d indicator to assist in maintaining optimum modulation levels throughout the system.

Distribution Amplifier (not illustrated) provides 2 in /8 out
distribution amplifier facilities via discreet independent line amps with excellent, front panel, troubleshooting access via mono /stereo jack
sockets.
Either of the two inputs can be routed to any of the eight outputs, is
strappable for 60052 termination (balanced or unbalanced) and features
±4dB gain through a multiturn front panel preset. In addition an optimum
modulation indicator of peak sensing, slow decay characteristic operates
at + 12dBm for efficient line utilization.
The S 08

The S 14 L.E.D. Display Column has four 12- section displays that are
accurately calibrated and provide adequate information around peak
30dBm. A sensitivity control
level; indicating signal levels down to
allows variations about the calibrated markings of some 10dB higher or
lower than indicated. The ballistics have a PPM characteristic, though
they can be modified simply to read as a VU device. Where a number of
columns are used, they can be linked together and brightness controlled
from one pre -set point.

-

The F 300 Expander-Gate module preceded the concept of the SCAMP
system. Although it does not have a SCAMP reference, it is entirely
compatible with the other modules in the SCAMP range.
Without doubt the F 300 Expander is the most sophisticated device of
its kind available at the time of writing. It is produced for multi -track work
in systems of eight, sixteen and twenty-four units,including rack and
power-pack.

Those starting a multi -track studio with limited budgets will realise that
the F 300 Expander System offers a far more flexible response to studio
problems than does a conventional noise reduction system: sixteen-track
tapes made without noise reduction have been mixed-down through the
F 316 -R System and have proved most satisfactory. It is suggested that
it could make good sense both from an engineering and management
the
stand -point,to invest initially in an F 308 / 316 / 324 system
package that not only facilitates dramatic effects possiblities and
dramatically attenuates source noise, but also prevents tape noise buildup, tightens the sound and brings a degree of automation to the mix down. All at a price that is delightful to the ear!
Being a single -ended processor, it works well with a complementary
system to clean -up source noise and to provide a useful degree of
automation on mix -down (tracks only opening in the presence of wanted
signal). In many instances where dynamic requirements are more limited
(as in most pop work), complementary noise reduction system will be
unnecessary, since the F 300 System will prevent tape noise build-up.
In addition, units have been found very useful in the wider context of
Broadcast,TV, film location and theatre work

-

The S 23 Pan Module has been devised to create sensational panning
effects. It will accept two inputs from a stereo source or a dual
track /group signal which can then be switched to provide varying output
configurations. Functions available are 'Alternative Pan' which 'crisscrosses" outputs (or pans a mono signal) at a regular rate determined by
the SPEED control and triggered sweep which pans according to
available, pre- determined L -R -L, L -R and vice versa. Both programme
controlled and manual triggering is possible with RATE & SPEED variable
also front panel LED indicators show normal/ track reversal modes, speed
and trigger rate.

The S 24 Time Shape Module (ADT/ Flanger) is the result of a carefully considered development programme that has resulted in an exceptional
unit at a competitive price. Its unique feature is the use of a limiter on input to prevent overload of the delay line. Not only does this ensure optimum modulation and noise parameters are maintained effortlessly, but
also opens up a whole new range of effects possibilities. Used with
100% feedback around the delay line, the limiter controls the level and
creates a sustained signal that can be further modulated by another input
signal with varied delay. The unit is divided into two sections: Audio frequency chain Er controls and Delay section Et controls featuring
45mS delay, pos/ neg flange, programme controlled or manual delay
setting, modulation, frequency and feedback. The S 24 easily competes
with all contemporary analogue time processors and outdates a
few
a must for any SCAMP system!

0-

SCAMP is a fully professional modular system operating on a 60v supply (stabilised to ±24v), having electronically
balanced inputs and outputs, with an output drive capability in excess of + 24dBm. Great care is taken in the
design stage to use 'state -of- the-art' techniques in order to optimise system performance; especially in respect of
noise and distortion.
The SCAMP frame will accept up to seventeen, one inch modules. It is recommended that the system be hardwired from the 'motherboard' to a distibution patch field at the mixer console; or ideally
have it built -in to the
body of the mixer itself.

-

SCAMP is flexible allowing easy between session reconfiguration from
inexpensively updated with the latest addition to the SCAMP range.

a

basic pool of modules. These can be

Get details NOW of how you can join the fast growing number of SCAMP users (FACT:
FEB -JULY '78 incl., we have installed one new SCAMP rack nearly every working day!).

Standardised

Compatible

Audio
Modular
Package

-

-

on average, during the six months

all units fit 19 inch rack frame
all units match pin connections in any position
the business we're in
easy to add to and swap around

all tidy in one "box ".

Full information on the individual module is available in the

SCAMP update pack available from:

audio Ft design (recording) ltd.
84 Oxford Road, Reading, Berks. RG1 7LJ England
Telephone: Reading (0734) 53411

Telex: 847 605 a/ b Tillex G.

There is a Dolby noise reduction unit for every professional
application
Professional recording and
transmission applications

Motion picture industry

Professional encoders for
consumer media

360

364

330

The Dolby 364 Cinema Noise Reduction Unit is
intended primarily for use with Dolby A -type
encoded optical sound-tracks. The 364 also

includesa standard 'academy' filter for
conventional tracks, and provision for playback
of magnetic sound tracks with or without
Dolby system encoding.

The Dolby 330 Tape Duplication Unit is a
professional quality unit with B-type
(consumer) noise reduction characteristics.
The unit is used for encoding duplicating
master tapes in the high -speed duplication of
Dolbyized cassettes, cartridges, and open-reel
tapes. The 330 is a two-channel unit.

361

E2

The Dolby 361 is similar to the 360, providing a

334

The Dolby E2 Cinema Equalizer is a companion
unit to the 364, and has been specifically
designed to solve the response equalization

The 334 FM Broadcast Unit allows broadcast
stations to encode stereo FM broadcasts with
the Dolby B -type characteristic. The unit also
provides fqr a reduction of high frequency
pre-emphasis to 25 microseconds; this reduces
the need for high frequency limiting, thus
allowing a significant additional improvement
in reception quality.

The Dolby 360 is a basic single- channel A -type
noise reduction unit for encoding or decoding.
This unit is normally used in a fixed mode such
as in disc cutting or landline sending or
receiving; the operating mode is manually

selected.

Wm",
single channel of A -type noise reduction, but
with relay switching of operating mode and
tape recorder connections. The changeover
can be controlled automatically by the

recorder

problems of cinemas. Used with the 364 and
Dolbyized optical sound -tracks the E2 enables
most cinemas to achieve modern sound
reproduction standards without replacement
of existing equipment.

Test set (A -type)

1Il!!H!!!!!PU i
M-Series

CP100

The Dolby M16H A -type unit is designed

Cat no. 35

The Dolby CP100 Cinema Processor is
designed for the reproduction of all current

The Dolby NRM Test set, Cat no. 35, permits
rapid verification of performance of Cat no. 22
noise reduction modules without their removal
or the need for additional test equipment.

specifically for professional multi -track
recording, and incorporates 16 channels of
noise reduction in a compact chassis only
10' inches high. The similar M8H is an 8 -track
version, and the M8XH allows simple extension
of the M16H for 24 -track use
-2

and presently foreseeable film sound -track
formats including conventional optical and
magnetic tracks, Dolby encoded monaural
optical tracks, Dolby encoded magnetic soundtracks and the new stereo optical release
prints. Up to three noise reduction modules
can be incorporated. Typically, three channels
of theatre equalization. as in the E2, will be
incorporated, but facilities exist for five
channels of equalization and the connection of
an external quadraphonic decoder

Noise reduction module

Noise weighting filter

41110
Cat no. 22
The Dolby noise reduction module, Cat no. 22,
is the basic functional unit employed in all
A -type equipment. The Cat no. 22 is available
as a spare or in quantity to OEM users for
factory installation. A half -speed version of the
module (Cat no. 40) is also available.

CP50
The new Model CP50 is intended for the
reproduction of all optical soundtrack formats,
Dolby encoded and conventional. mono and
stereo. The unit is designed to interface with an
existing fader and magnetic stereo installation.
A

wide range of accessories

is

available.

Noise weighting filter to CCIR/ARM
characteristic (recommended by Dolby
Laboratories). Filter is used with average
responding meter (ordinary millivoltmeter)
allowing noise measurements to be made on
tape recorders, tapes, FM tuners, etc, with
results which correlate closely with the
subjective effect of the noise. Filter can be used
for the testing of professional and consumer

equipment.

DO Dolby
Dolby Laboratories Inc.
Dolby, Dolbyized and the double -D symbol
are trade marks of Dolby Laboratories Inc

Cat. Nr. 98A

731 Sansome Street, San Francisco, CA 94111
Telephone (415) 392 -0300, Telex 34409
Cable Dolbylabs

346 Clapham Road,London SW9 9AP
Telephone 01-720 1111. Telex 919109
Cable Dolbylabs London

9

music class'

power amplifiers from JPS

Shown above: 1502 LS -150w
150w. Also available
3002 LS -300w 300w 1002 LS 100w
100w

oov
J P S

ASSOCIATES Belmont Rouse Steele Road. Park Royal London NW

10 7AR

01 961 12 74

Available from
ENGLAND

(South)

ENGLAND

REW

Audi.

Vowel

S.eermrde

146

Charms

Cro..

London

te

01

Contact

W

C

2

240 1064
John Conan

Road

6,10oi
Tel

6TZ
0212 41666

Contact

BS7

Dave

SCOTLAND

(West)

Audro

A

The Promenade
Gloucester Road

29

Lrehnrq

(North)

Atmosphere lrehnne
Nelson
Aberdeen
17

6 Sound

Street

Scotland
0224 072901
Contact Aenh Ma,n
Tel

Microphone windshields
& shock mounts

IN THE P.A.

CHAIN...

rugged,

M 260 NS

DYNAMIC RIBBON
MICROPHONE
Specifications:
Frequency Response
Polar Pattern
Output Level
EIA Sensitivity Rating

SL)-

1ö000Hi

-153 dbm

Send now for Brochure to:
BEYER DYNAMIC (GB) LTD.,
1, Clair Rd., Haywards Heath, Sussex.

ADDRESS

made to last,

Hypercardioid
0,9 mV/Pa
-60 dbm

Electrical Impedance
200 ohms
Load Impedance
> 1000 ohms
Excellent anti- feedback characteristic over the
whole frequency range

NAME

lightweight

by
Edgehill Farm,
Edge, Stroud,
Glos. GL6 6PA

Rycote
for Sennheiser 816, 416, 435, 803
AKG 451, CK1, CK8
Schoeps CMC series

Telephone: Painswick

813615

e

O COMPETITION

superb 3.77 is the only choice in compact professional recorders.

ho says?
ndreds of satisfied professional users- Broadcast authorities, studios, record companies,
iversities etc etc.

hat makes it the best?
e 3.77 provides more performance and features for your £ than any other model. Like 3 speeds, flat
etal facia with excellent editing facilities, 100% variable speed control, logic control with motion
nsing, line -up oscillator.

An

lJ
-7 Harewood Avenue, Marylebone Road, London NW1.

Tel: 01 -724 2497.

Telex: 21879

If you aren't thinking about this
you shouldn't be buying a console.
Solid State Logic Ltd. Church Rd. Stonesfield Oxford England. Telephone (099 389) 324.

U.S.A.

-

Australasia: Sierra Audio Corp. 621 S.O. Glenwood Place Burbank California 91506 U.S.A.
Telephone 213 8438115. Telex 691138
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32 -32 Console at
Country Lane Studio
Munich Germany.

The unique TEAS

range from ITA

Only ITA offer such a wide range of models -always in stock.
TASCAM 80 -8

A2340 SXH

A3340S Industrial

This 8 track recorder is available with or
without DBX noise reduction.

All the advantages of 15 ips operation
now available on this model. Outstanding
value among 4 channel recorders.

This upgraded version of the A3340S
standard model features 63dB signal to
noise ratio

Exclusive to ITA.

Exclusive to ITA.

Immediate delivery.

We hold the largest
stock of TEAC in the UK

MIXERS
The Tascam Serins Model 3 and Model 5
In stock, and ava fable for demonstration.

for immediate delivery.
Visit our new showrooms
for a demonstration.

OlA

-7 Harewood Avenue,
Marylebone Road, London NW1.
Tel: 01 -724 2497
Telex: 21879
1

poPROLINE

PROFESSIONAL

In

2000TC
recorders

action with the professionalsat Radio Clyde

Proline 2000TC recorders are now in action at Radio Clyde.
Fitted with a control panel which was designed in collaboration
with John Lumsden, Chief Engineer of Radio Clyde these
machines suit the particular requirement of independant local
radio.
The Proline 2000TC is a state of the art 6.25mm professional recorder
designed for heavy duty operation.

Electronics have replaced mechanics wherever possible. All board switching
is via solid state analogue switches. Together with modular construction
which is used throughout the Proline 2000TC is an extremely reliable
recorder which is easy to maintain.

The comprehensive specification also includes servo controlled DC spooling
motors using a digital open loop servo (patent pending) to provide constant
tape tension for all reel sizes. Twin servo controlled DC capstans with built
in varispeed. TTL logic for fast foolproof operation with the facility to
programme the logic and select various editing facilities depending upon
the users requirements. Velocity controlled spooling for easy editing and
position location. L.E.D. tape timer providing real time readout in minutes
and seconds at both fixed speeds.

00

LEEVERS -RICH

EQUIPMENT LIMITED

319 Trinity Road Wandsworth
London SW18 3SL
Telephone 01 -874 9054
Cables Leemag London SW18
Telex 923455 Wembley

3

7

This is ITAM '79
1.

ITAM 1610.16

track 1"recorder
2. ITAM

3.

ITAM 10-4.lOinput4
4. ITAM

5.

806.8 track 1/2"recorder

output mixer

882.8 input 2 output mixer

10 bands per channel
Stereo,
Equalizer.
ITAM Graphic

ITAM Compliment Stereo compressor

6.

7.

limiter

System
ITAM Modular Ancillary

ITAM
rom Britain

-7 Harewood Avenue, Marylebone Road, London
NWI. Tel: 01 -724 2497 Telex: 21E79
FRANCE: Son Professionnel, 2 Rue des Tennerolles, 92210 Saint
Cloud (Paris). Tel 602
1

:

6815

THI EVERTIDE mona
H910 HRRORIZER
The HARMONIZER employs digital circuitry and random access memories to actually
transpose input signals by .gyp to a full octave up or down. Any musical interval can be
achieved by the continuously variable control and the optional monophonic or
polyphonic keyboard allows real -time `playing' of the HARMONIZER so that the
musician can harmonize with himself. The HARMONIZER can be used to maintain
constant pitch in direct ratio when the speed of pre- recorded tape is varied up or down.
DIGITAL DELAY

addition the HARMONIZER is a low cost, very versatile delay line. The delay is
variable in 7.5 ms steps up to 112.5 ms. A second output is optionally available that
varies up to 82.5 ms.
In

SPECIAL EFFECTS

Simultaneous use of feed back, delay and pitch change can be used to create
previously unobtainable effects.
Other devices available in the Eventide range include the
1745M Digital Delay System
FLANGER
OMNIPRE.

C,Vt.

1

,

-,4

:141rm.111=.sNIAMII

U

U.K. Distributors

Feldon Audio Limited
126 Great Portland Street, London W1. Telephone: 01 -580 4314. Telex: London 28668

Eventide, Instant Flanger, Omnipresspr and Harmonizer are trade marks designating the
Eventide Clockworks Inc.
16
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OREAN

from USA
Dual channel multispring reverb unit. Each channel features tour
springs -- far smoother than single spring systems. "Twang" and
"boing" are virtually eliminated by incorporating a floating threshold
limiter. Bass, mid -range EQ and bandwidth controls. The best compact reverb unit available.

ITAM 882
New Stereo Mixer, built
to a specification not a
price Ultra low noise,
-128dB. 8 inputs -{ 8
direct outputs, 2 outputs
with VU meters. 2
limiters. XLR mic inputs
(balanced). 3 band EO
-1
mid sweep.
!

£395

!
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NEW! Cassette copiers from
The amazing 5C Super Sound Cube.

Only 6"

x

6"

enormous!

- but

it sounds

PE

NTAG ON

Simple operation -fully automatic
16 times speed. Choice of one or
three copies. C32 /34- outproduces all other makes -75 C60
per hour.
Budget price from
E587

---

VAT.

Only £38 per pair.
Model C -I
Model C -4

Model C325
Model C34S

--

-- Mono
-- Stereo

Mono
Stereo

AMPEX ATR -700
Now every studio can afford legendary
Ampex performance and reliability.
Fully professional specification including
balanced inputs /outputs, Cannon connectors, variable tape speed, sel sync.
The price will fit this year's budget, not
next year's! Sole distribution by ITA.

QUAD
The new 405 power amplifier is now in stock. 100 watts per channel
- simply the best, for £££'s less! Immediate Delivery!

-7 Harewood Avenue, Marylebone Road, London N\N1
Tel: 01 -724 2497 Telex: 21879
1

OlA

FRANCE: Son Professionnel, 2 Rue des Tennerolles
92210 Saint Cloud (Paris). Tel. 602 6815

.

SYNCON

t

t

t

1

1

t

1-4----1

-it-__. 1. 4

28

x

28

1

x 4 Modular Console

Automatic mixdown switching = quad mix, monitoring and subgrouping Multiple channel status assignment: 16 + 24 track routing:
The most versatile mixer of it's kind, SYNCON will be demonstrated
at the forthcoming AES convention, Paris Berlin and Barcelona
exhibitions or by arrangement at any of three London 24 track studios
now equipped with SYNCON.
:

Andrew Munro

Audiomarketing

Marketing Manager

Glenbrook Road
Glenbrook Industrial Park
652

Pembroke House
Campsbourne Road, Hornsey
London N8

Stamford
Connecticut 06906
ALLEN AND HEATH BRENELL LTD.

U.S.A.
18
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Tel: 01 -340 3291
Telex: BATGRP G 267727

Logar Squiierfi

U DIO

No I FOR MICS, MIXERS, MULTITRACK & BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

'Whether your budget is £100 or £10, 000, we promise
you the best service and the keenest prices."
E EE

AAE

4,

MICROPHONES

2 TRACK MACHINES

I

REVOX B77 Hi -Speed
The world's No
Professional recording
machine. Varispeed
option & other
models available.

rto

£86.00
£80.00
£57.00
£37.00
£375.00

NEUMANN U87 Studio Mic
BEYER M201 -C (cannon)
inc. windshield

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
RUSSCO INSTANT
START TURNTABLES

1

AKG D202 ES Mic plus lead
AKG D224 E Mic plus lead
AKG C451 E Condenser Mic (body)

Choice of uni and omni capsules
for the above mics

I

G

O

ua-bor

We are sole agents tor Russco
in the UK. The Studio -Pro
model (illustrated) as used by

the BBC. Start time one - sixteenth revolution- £300.00

GRAY ARMS

BIG DISCOUNTS FOR
PRO USERS.

The model 206S as used by
the BC id eal for Radio
Station usage. £1.00

B,

TELEPHONE FOR
PRO- PRICE!

PLUS

TEAC A3300 SX -2T
FERROGRAPH Logic

£468.00
£688.00

7

TAPECASTER

NAB MACHINES
17

£71.00

4 TRACK MACHINES

Hundreds of microphones in stock from
AKG, BEYER, CALREC, NEUMANN & SHURE

-

MUSICIAN'S MIC
specia/offer,
Shure UNIDYNE 111I55-98£39.00

We are the sole agents for
Tapecaster in the UK. Mono

and stereo models available.

Prices from £470.00

TEAC 3340S

BROADCAST
NAB CARTRIDGES

SPECIAL OFFER
0/111 Y FROM

PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
MM 7 band
stereo Graphic
Equaliser £67.50

EP 141

DBX

ANGLEPOISE MIC ARMS

ONLY £699.00

o

c ó é

ó

ó

;

- flangers, Phases, Distortion Plus, envelope

Full range in stock at bargain prices.

£2,099.00

Studio monitor headphones

beautifully engineered portable
studio machine using 1" tape
Features include sel -sync and
real time counter. £3,500.00
Complete systems inc. cables,
plugs etc.

H

H

MM

8/4
12/2
12/2
12/4

SPECIAL OFFERS
HILL Series B 12 /4 mixer
ALICE 6/2 mic mixer

£957--98
£34-6786
WOLLENSAK Cassette Duplicator

£749.00
£239.00

£98098

£833.33

KLARK- TEKNIC Graphic

stand worth £27.00
with each mixer purchased.

FREEmixer

55 Charibert Street, London NWB 6JPJ
Telephone 01 -722 8111 Telex 298133

Ms special deals

AT LEAST 10n/o OFF ON ALL
TEAC -TASCAM PRODUCTS.

Roger Squint's P Ft 0-AUDIO

100W

£31.30

BRENELL MINI 8

£1,440.00
£2,585.00
£571.00
£430.00
£330.00
£400.00

+

BEYER DT100

MIXERS

TASCAM
A &H

100W

The famous current
dumping amplifier. £160.00

superb 8 track machine
with sel -sync and many
other features

SOUNDCRAFT 16/2S
SOUNDCRAFT 16/8

QUAD 405

Tascam 80 -8

filter compander and graphic equalisers.

MXR

the UK of this special
model, which is ideal for
studio applications £25.00

8 TRACK MACHINES

- 2, 4 and 8 channel encode /decode units

available from £224.00.

We are sole distributors in

4 ch. DBX noise reduction unit
30 dh reduction ONLY £326.00.

stereo Compressor Limiter £75.00

__-ä
:_iza

MISCELLANEOUS

SQUIRE'S PRICE

ATD (Al len & Heath 2 ch.) £280.00

MM

Large range always in stock

SQUIRES
RRP £779.00

OPEN
TUE -SAT
CLOSED

MONS

Ask for pave Whittaker or Branch Manager Cliff Lake

TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE INSTALLATIONS FINANCE ARRANGED
UK DELIVERIES EXPORT SERVICE INSTANT QUOTATIONS BY TELEX

WE ARE AGENTS FOR: H FI .AKG SOUNDCRAFT
HILL
&H
.ALICE SQUIRE TEAC

A

I

MM

* NEUMANN BEYER

CALREC .SHURE
REVOX
UHER.NEAL.QUAD.WOLLENSAK.TANNOY
BOSE.OBX*TECHNICS

TASCAM

OTARI .BRENELL .FERROGRAPH

Send

off

today for
your FREE
60 page
Roger
Squire's
PRO -AUDIO
CATALOGUE
No stamp required fUKI

r-------- r-- - - - -fir
Please send latest Catalogue

I Name..
I Address
I

i
I

I
I
-

Send

in

Roger Squires, Freepost, London NW6 6YA

PA

SS

i
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otroducing

WEED'S NEW BABY

THE

PROFESSIONAL PORTABLE

Compact extendable system which is fully modular
Battery (rechargeable)/Mains supply (charger) built into lid
8 mic /line inputs (with switchable phantom powering on each channel
2 mains outputs balanced (with switchable limiters optional)
2 auxiliary outputs unbalanced
2 auxiliary returns unbalanced
Stereo monitors switchable to outputs /playback
VU Standard (PPM optional extra)
Space for extra channel or communications module
Inputs/Outputs by XLR connector
Conductive plastic faders

EGIZI=MMI21

Tweed Audio
Pinnaclehill Industrial Estate,
KELSO, Roxburghshire,
Scotland.
Tel. (057 32) 2983

Telex: 727633

3M (U.K.) Ltd.,

Witley Works,
Witley Gardens,

SOUTHALL, Middlesex.
Tel. 01 -574 5929/6045
Telex: 932510

Tweed Audio U.S.A.
Fifth Street,
SANTA MONICA,
California, U.S.A.
Tel. (213) 451 -0688
1640

Telex: 65 -2337

Itnc

Soundtrack
Copenhagen

Cherokee

Los Angeles

Rock City

Shepperton, England

Location Recording Service

London

Los Angeles
Sound 80
Minneapolis

Radio Band of America

jydsk Grammofon

Sarm
New York

Nibe, Denmark

Tony Visconti
London

... and these TSM consoles
are in pretty good company

- worldwide - like this studio

oT'onv Visconti's in London.

Join this recording elite See
the TSM in action at the New
York A.E.S. on 3 -6 November,
!

booths 105 and

106.

ATrident Audio Developments Limited
Shepperton Studios, Squires Bridge Road, Shepperton, Middlesex,
TRIDENT Telephone: Chertsey (09328) 60241
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professional miixers

Designed to team up with professional equipment
for studio sound on location
A -Picomixer AD 045

Of advanced design and proven performance these are purpose
built battery powered portables, of solid %" aluminium with
carrying handles. Top quality components, modular construction
and stringent quality control ensures the highest degree of
reliability. For use on location with professional tape recorders
Nagras/Stellavox etc, outdoor broadcast, stage mixing or to
supplement studio consoles when added capacity is required.
Over 300 in trouble free use world wide.

B-Micromixer AD 031
C-Minimixer AD 007

New

-

MINIMIXER AD 007

8 in 4 out. Compressors. size 540 x 480 x

MICROMIXER AD 031
8 in 2 +

1

out + options

PICOMIXER AD 045
6 in 2 out

PICOMIXER AD 045

225mm Weight 22.7 kg

size 420 x 335 x 127mm Weight 10 kg

size 340 x 265 x 110mm Weight 6.2 kg

Mk II

Specification
1.2 s
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Limiter

channel

TI

AD 075 SuperSystem
AD 055 Stereo Compressor Limiter

Hall Lane, Walsall Wood
WALSALL, W. Midlands, WS9 9AU
Telephone: Brownhills 5351/2/3 (STD Code 05433)
Telex: 338212 Audio

Studio Compressor

OUTPánd
OrMP

Lam,ted

S 4m

Ir

i

MAX

IR

Coherent Communications
Ivan Kruglatt

l

13733 Glenoaks Boulevard
Sylmar California 91342 USA

NEW from

amcron

REAL TIME ANALYSER RTA 2
* 5" CRT Display
* Internal Pink Noise Source
*

or

I

octave Display

* Frequency range 20-20 kHz

* Outputs for X -Y Recorder
* Compatible with any microphone
* Price £1960 ex. VAT
The Amcron RTA2 Real Time Analyser is designed as much for use as
analysis of Theatres, and Recording Studios. A flight case is available.

a

production tool

as

it

is

for on -site audio

POWER AMPLIFIER D75
The Amcron D75 power amplifier replaces the
previous model D60. Employing completely new
type circuitry it offers also many new features, but
without any increase in the price.

* New Amcron IOC comparator.
* Balanced XLR input connectors.
* Signal presence indicators.
* Separate Signal /chassis earth.
* 45 watts into 8 ohms per channel.
* Price £230 ex. VAT

Other Amcron Products include:
DC300A 500 watts /channel
DI50A 200 watts /channel
VFX2A Crossover unit
EQ2 Equaliser unit
ICI50A Preamplifier
IMA Intermodulation Distortion Analyser

£550

£350
£270
£599
£260
£610

MACINNES LABORATORIES LIMITED

Macinnes France

Carlton Park Industrial Estate,
Saxmundham, Suffolk. Tel. Sax.

Paris 75019.
Tel. 206 60 80
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2262 2615

Rue Botzaris,
206 83 61
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Multitrack Consoles
by

AMEK

AMEK M2000:the
purpose-built
multitrack console
mainframe
for 28 inputs, with 24
track -reading meters -16 buss
outputs and 8 direct
assigns.
In -line format with panning
AMEK M2000:
between live busses; mic and two line
28 inputs; 16 busses;
inputs; 4 band equalizer with
8 direct assigns; 24 meters
switched frequencies; 4 auxiliaries; Penny and
Giles faders; in -place solo on channel and monitor.
Stereo buss for remix; 4 separately addressable stereo subgroups to remix;
monitor
facility; separate studio and control room monitor selection
eq. to
systems; built-in oscillator and talkback systems; 240 pointjackfield; 48V phantom
power supply.
Excellent performance specifications.

-

AM EK M3000: Favourably comparable to any console currently available,
the M3000 features VCA faders with DC subgrouping; overall status commands for
desk operation; 32 -track monitoring; complete quad mixdown; comprehensive
reciprocal -curve 4 -band parametric equalization on all i/o modules; + 24 dBm
headroom on the mic amp, and a favourable price.
A computer will be available by Advanced Music Systems using time -lock
to tape via SMPTE code and floppy disc store, with access to several mixes.

-

Contact
UK: Nick Franks and Graham Langley, AMEK SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS LTD.
Islington Mill, James Street, Salford, Lancashire M3 5H N. Tel: 061.834 6747. Telex: 668127

Or- Australia:

Con Psorakis,
AUDIO CONTROLS,
22 Finnis Street,
North Adelaide,
Tel: 08-267-4529
Telex: 88729
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Benelux:
Luc Ardyns,
JUST BORN STUDIOS,

Terlindenstraat 76,
1790 Hekelgem,
Belgium.
Tel: 053.70 50 03
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France:
Francis Linon,
SOCIÉTÉ CYBORG,
72 Ave. Lenine,
Gentilly 94250.
Tel: 161.657 0812
161-3661772

Germany:
USA:
Manfred Brunwey,
Brian Cornfield,
RECORD STAR STUDIO, EVERYTHING AUDIO,
Bernstorffstrasse 123, 7037 Laurel Canyon
D-2000 Hamburg 50.
Boulevard,
Tel: 40. 439 7254
North Hollywood,
California 91605,
Tel: 213-982.6200
Telex: 651485

SYNTD VOX 221
The Intelligible

20- channel analysis and
synthesis

54 dB /octave filters
real time analysis LED
read -out

matrix patching

1rrhrm

Syntovox 221 is one of the latest developments
in sound effects equipment by Synton Electronics, also the creator of the famous 903 Phased
Band Filter.

Syntovox 221 is a 20-channel electronic effects
vocoder which features a range of fascinating
new sound effects for everyone who is involved
with music, film, television, radio or theatre.

fill -in facility

One of the most distinghuishing qualities of
Syntovox 221 is its intelligibility which can be

built -in audio pulse

considered
a vocoder.

generator
random vlf and step

modulation
Ifo modulation
56 -way multiconnector
for external control and

as a

standard for technical quality in

More than one year of research resulted in a
highly accurate analyzing and synthesizing system which is the heart of Syntovox 221.
An extensive control system was designed to
make Syntovox 221 sound more natural than
any other vocoder.

computer applications

19"

case

3,000

.

electronics
syntori
HOLLAND

b.v.

breukelen
holland
P.O.B. BO TEL. 03462/3499
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are More Equal...
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MO

The PA :CE Studio range of graphic
equalisers represent the technical
solution to the equalisation requirements of users in the field of
professional recording and sound
reinforcement system. They provide
uncompromising performance and
reliability through state of the art
circuitry incorporating ultra -linear
gyrators and the unique "current
sourced
filtering
monitoring
technique " (pat pend).
The twenty seven bands provide
third octave equalisation at the ISO
standard frequencies, giving calibra-

V.. 5,VICLAILLI

ted cut and boost characteristics
via smooth operating 60mm faders.
They may be noiselessly switched in
and out of the circuit, even during
live use, and signal level within each
band is continuously monitored by
means of variable threshold LED
monitoring circuits. These circuits
are exceptional in that they provide
monitoring at no expense to the

noise and distortion characteristics
of the filters and give an invaluable
indication of acoustic feedback, or
system response.

PACE
STUDIO

REMO.. COY.,

Mlf73

RANGE

PA:CE LTD., ROYSTON ENGLAND
TEL: ROYSTON 45214

The full-function
one-inch eight-track.
Otani MX7800.
The sophisticated machine is the new
criterion for one -inch eight -track mastering. It comes with the latest electronics
and every function indispensable for
heavy -duty applications.
DC -servo 15/7 -1/2 or 30/15 ips direct
drive with minimum wow /flutter and
± 12% pitch control. Constant - tension
reel servo with motion -sensing control
logic for minimized tape shock and tighter timing.

And it features perfect remote controllability. Full remote selective synchronous
reproduce on all eight tracks. Automatic
monitor switching to the preset mode-

record, reproduce or synchronous. Remote coarse /fine pitch control for variable speed playback. Precise remote timing with return-to -zero memory. Remote
position locator with automatic click -free
punch -in /punch -out function.
Easy to access transport and plug -in elec-

tronics for improved serviceability, and
heavy -duty design for extra reliability.

If you've been looking for a full- function
one -inch eight -track machine, this is it.
For the full story about the ingeniously
designed masterpiece, contact your nearest Otani distributor and ask for demonstration.

U.K.: Industrial Tape Applications, London
Phone: 724 2497
France: Reditec. Paris Phone: 300 -9630
West Germany: Peter Strüven GmbH. Hamburg
Phone. 801028/29
Belgium: Trans European Music S.A.. Brussels
Phone: 569 1823
Italy: Exhibo Italiana S.R.L., Monza
Phone: (039) 360021
Switzerland: Audio Bauer AG, Zürich
Phone: 643230

Australia: Klarion Enterprises Proprietary Ltd.,
South Melbourne

Phone: 613801
4 -29 -18 Minami Ogikubo,

Japan: Otani Electric Co., Ltd.,
Suginami -ku, Tokyo 167
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Otani 8 -track
A new 25mm 8 -track `full function'
tape recorder has been introduced
by Otani. Termed the MX-7800,
price is $8,695 (including floor console) and it features full remote control capability including selective
reproduce and varispeed, remote
LED readout tape timer with return
to zero feature, total freedom from
clicks and pops when punching into
record, automatic monitor switching
to properly match input or tape to
record, reproduce or sync mode,
constant tension system for better
tape handling and timing, dynamic
braking for smooth stops, direct
drive DC capstan servo with 76 and
38cm /s speeds, and built -in 700Hz
and 15kHz test oscillator. Otani has
also introduced a completely new
version of the popular MX-5050
series 2- channel professional recorder, the MX-5050 -B which sells
for the same price ($1,795)
yet includes newly designed TTL
logic noise free punch -in and out,
28dBm maximum output, three
calibrated record levels, DC capstan
servo providing +7 % speed control,
field selectable 38 /19cm /s or 19/
9.5cm/s with automatic equalisation
switching, peak reading LED inditors, XLR connectors, and many
other features.
Otani Corp, 981 Industrial Road,
San Carlos, California 94070. Phone:
(415) 593 -1648.

Eventide /Feldon
Recent Sunspot activity has been
upsetting the Studio Sound typewriters! Yes, Feldon Audio is still
British distributor for Eventide and
particularly the 6.4s broadcast delay
line featured in News last month.
Sorry.

Acoustic Transducer
speakers

Two monitor speakers omitted from
the recent survey, were the Acoustic
Transducer Co S50, and S85. Maximum input power of each is 300W
with a nominal impedance of 652
the S50 has a bass reflex 4th order
Butterworth enclosure (50 litre) while
the S85 is infinite baffle (85 litre).
Sensitivities are 10W and 8W respectively for 96dB. Designed to go with
every speaker is an electronic package incorporating Bessel filter technology with optimised phase and
frequency response matched to the
drive units used. The speakers include
rear panel switching from the built in passive crossover to this optional
external active crossover.
Acoustic Transducer Co Ltd, Pier
House Laundry, Strand on the
Green, London W4. Phone: 01 -994

-

People
Peter Moody has been appointed
regional sales manager at Helios
Electronics Ltd covering the development of Helios standard and custom
desks in the UK and Europe.
Gerald Solberg has been elected
to the board of directors of Technology for Communications International in California. He is now
vice president responsible for structural engineering, manufacturing and
antenna activities for the company.
Richard Chilvers has been
appointed sales manager of the public address division of Amdio Ltd,
an associate company of Keith
Monks Audio.

British AES meetings
Winter meetings for the British
Audio Engineering Society are provisionally planned as: November 14
Microphone Techniques, December
12 Tuners, January 23 Digital Audio.
Meetings are held at 7pm at the IEE,
Savoy Place, London WC2. Information about the AES from 32 Knoll
Rise, Orpington, Kent BR6 OEL.
Phone: 0689 25423.

Pop and click eliminator
KLH Burwen Research has introduced the TNE7000A Transient
Noise Eliminator which is now available in a rack mount. The unit was
designed to eliminate ordinary medium and small clicks and pops transmitted from records due to scratches,
dirt and imperfections in vinyl, and
static build -up.
KLH Burwen
Research, the new brand name for
Burwen Research products (the
company was acquired by KLH two
years ago), has also patented a music
simulation circuit which keeps the
musical signal smooth without introducing its own noise when taking out
impulse noise.
KLH Burwen Research, 145 University Avenue, Westwood, Mass 02090
Phone: (617) 326 -8000.

Mustang amplifiers
Omitted from the recent amplifier
survey were Mustang Communications who manufacture 50W and
100W amplifiers either free standing
or rack mounting. The SS/00
claims 100W rms into 150, 150W
into 80 or 175W into 452, while the
SS50 offers 50W, 80W or 100W
respectively. Input is zero level
unbalanced on jack while outputs
are on a barrier strip. Options are
available for output transformers,
balanced inputs, locking DIN or
XLR input and output connectors.
Mustang Communications, Nelson
Street, Scarborough, Yorkshire
Phone: 0723
YO12 7SZ, UK.
63298.

3654.
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heirs
Deltalab digital delay
Scenic Sounds Equipment has concluded a representation agreement
with Deltalab Research Inc of Massachusetts, covering the DL -1 Digital
Delay Unit and forthcoming products. The use of new generation
digital semiconductors has resulted
in a unit which offers: delay from
5ms to 160ms in 5ms steps, full 20Hz
to 15kHz frequency response at all
delay settings, dynamic range greater
than 80dB (broadband) on long delay
settings, greater than 85dB on short
settings, THD 0.2% (0.4% on long
delay settings), and also offers a
variety of effects. Price is £726 and
applications are seen in recording
studios and PA installations.
Deltalab Research Inc, 25 Drum
Hill Road, Chelmsford, Mass 01824.
Phone: (617) 458 -2545.
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment, 9799 Dean Street, London WI V 5 RA.
Phone: 01 -734 2812.

Contracts
The Harris Corporation has
received a $6$ million contract for
FM broadcast transmitting equipment for National Iranian Radio
and Television. It includes 144 FM
transmitters to be installed at 24
sites throughout Iran.
Neve has supplied Polyvideo in
Switzerland with a 20/16 8066 console which will be used for television
and film production work both in
the studio and mobile, based in
Guibiasco, near Lugano.
Technology for Communications
International has announced the
completion of a joint contract with
Siemens in Germany for a $14
million 1.2MW antenna system for
the Government of Syria's Broadcast & Television Authority. A
further order for a 2MW four tower
antenna system valued at $2 million
has also been received.

IBA Technical Reviews
Two new Technical Reference
books have been added to the

Independent Broadcasting Authorities series of occasional texts. No
10, A Broadcasting Engineer's Vade

MXR price reductions

Loft Delay Line, Flanger
Connecticut based Loft Modular
Devices Inc has introduced the Series
4400 Delay Line/Flanger which is
claimed to provide greater depth of
effects than earlier analogue delay
lines, but without sacrificing sonic
quality. VCO time based processing
combines with straight delays from
0.5ms up to 160ms (switchable
ranges v bandwidth) to provide a
wide range of unusual effects as well
as regular delays. Effects include
slap -back, loudness enhancement,

Doppler, flanging, Leslie-type sounds
(with different speaker speeds), vibrato, altering reverb chamber characteristics, tunnel inversions, feedback control and realistic double and
triple tracking with the important
pitch and timing variations. Bandwidth is 18kHz at 40ms, and 9kHz
(same as most reverberation systems) at 80ms. A noise reduction
system (compander) is incorporated
for increased dynamic range.
Price is $800 from Loft Modular
Devices
Inc, 91
Elm
Street,
Manchester,
Connecticut
06040,
USA. Phone: (203) 646-7806.

A microprocessor controlled acoustics analyser whose broad capabilities include the measurement of
reverberation time in 4- octave or
I- octave bands has been developed
by Ivie Electronics Inc. Used as an
accessory to Ivie's IE -30A, the 1E17A has a built -in source control

Harman Kardon Citation
16A
It has been pointed out that the
Harman Kardon amplifier reviewed
in September Studio Sound was in
fact the Citation 16A, not the Citation
16 as the front panel testifies. Principal differences over the 16 (not
reviewed) include decreased transient

Mecum, contains 17 sections ranging from light units and TV camera
photometry, to preferred viewing
intermodulation distortion, darlingconditions and metric units and
ton output transistors, reduced crossconversions, the loudness of sound
over distortion, and no integrated
and relationships between power,
circuits in the input stages. The vervoltage or current ratios, decibels
sion without the output level LED
and nepers, noise definitions and
indicator on the front panel is the
measurement. No 11, Satellites for
Citation 165.
Broadcasting, provides an introduction to the practices, possibilities
and problems of using artificial
earth satellites for television broadcasting and for national and interengineering centre. Each volume
national interchange of programcosts £1.50 and can be ordered
mes. The 72 -page book includes a
from: Chief Accountant, IBA,
description of the compact satellite
Crawley Court, Winchester, Hampreceiving station built at the IBA's
shire SO21 2QA, UK.
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Actilinear recording
system
Tandberg has introduced its new
Actilinear recording system which is
designed to accommodate the new
iron metallic particle tapes which
are expected tq become available
later this year such as 3M Metafine.
Actilinear recording is available on
the NAB open reel TD20A and
TCD340A stereo cassette deck. Basically, the process uses a transconductance converter (active current
generator) for optimum matching
to the record head -this allows up
to 20dB better signal capability with
less intermodulation caused by slew
rate limitation. Additional filtering
helps to prevent bias current from
mixing with the signal current thus
reducing
oscillator
interference.
When used in the cassette format
with pure metal tapes, a 10dB better
signal to noise at 10kHz can be
achieved and 5dB at lower frequen-

Ivie acoustics analyser

which provides tracking 4- octave or
1- octave bandwidth filters for prefiltering room signals. Room delays
are measured accurately to tenths
of milliseconds for the direct wave,
or for any reflection. Using the time
gated feature of the IE-17A, the
sound pressure level and spectral
content of a given reflection can be
isolated, measured and compared
with the direct wave.
Ivie Electronics Inc, 500 West 1200
South, Orem, Utah 84057, USA.
Phone: (801) 375 -6200.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald
Street, Boreham Wood, Herts WD6
4RZ.

It isn't often that it happens, but
Atlantex Music Ltd has reduced the
price of the MXR Digital Delay unit
from £998 down to £783.16 -this
includes one memory board which
provides 40ms delay with 20kHz
bandwidth, while extra boards cost
£116.78 each. The MXR Dual
Fifteen Band Equaliser comes down
to £275.67, while the Thirty-One
Band Equaliser is now £293.73.
Atlantex Music Ltd, 16 High Street,
Graveley, Herts. Phone: 0438 50113.

cies.

North London Polytechnic
studio course
Roger Driscoll is organising a part
time Sound Studio and Recording
course at the Polytechnic of North
London which commences in October. The course is run for two
hours each Thursday afternoon for
three terms leading to an examination next June and provides a knowledge of both the fundamental principles and techniques of the subject
to the standard required by City and
Guilds subject 271 Part III. The syllabus includes sound fundamentals,
microphones, loudspeakers, acoustics, sound studios and outside
broadcasting equipment, communications equipment, disc and tape
recording and reproducing equipment, sound and noise limiting systems, simplified equivalent circuits
of transistors and simple circuits,
gain, noise etc, principles of transmission lines, equalisation, attenuators, power supplies and filters,
regulation and acoustic standards
and references. Course fee is £17.
Dept of Electronic and Communication Engineering, The Polytechnic
of North London, Holloway Road,
London N7 8DB. Phone: 01 -607
2789.

Tandberg (UK) Ltd, 81 Kirkstall
Road, Leeds LS3 IHR. Phone: 0532
35111.

Stellavox In -line head
blocks
John Page is now offering a new head
block type SIS for Stellavox portable
tape recorders that features two high
quality sound tracks with a central
cue track, all in -line in the same
head. Advantages include only three
heads instead of four, enabling an
additional flutter roller to be added.
larger gap and lower impedance
heads, no time lag between different
tracks, simultaneous record and
replay even from cue track. Stellavox
has also intoroduced a new Universal
Tape Deck TD88 designed for film
sound location recording that can,
very unusually, accept 6.25mm,
12.5mm and 16mm sprocketed audio
tape (film) by replacing headblock
and tensionmeters. It also features
remote control, electronic counter,
36cm spools for 6.25mm, 26.5cm
spools for I2.5mm and up to 610m
of polyester perfotape.
John Page Ltd, Wesley House, 75
Wesley Avenue, London NWIO.
Phone: 01 -961 4181.

Deltalab Research
DL-1 Digital Delay Unit
Better
Performance...
frequency response,
lengths. m/s
Better Dynamic Range. .
Better Operational F
variable
m/s
Best Value
in Digftal Delay Devices Today
Full 20 -15Khz

all delay

Over 90db 'A' weighted on delay settings to

Delay

UK

:

01 -734 2812

m /s, over 85db to

160

m /s.

recording or PA use, the DL -1 is flexible (3
outputs each with selectable delays) easy to install
(balanced input outputs) and small in size
(19"

1á ").

France
3M France SA, Mincom Div.,
Boulevard de l'Oise,
95000 Cergy
Tel Paris 749 0275

Denmark

Holland
Pieter Bollen Geluidstechnik,
Hastelweg 6,
Eindhoven
Tel Eindhoven 512 777

Artillerivej 40,
DK-2300 Copenhagen S
Tel Copenhagen 570 600
:

160

m /s.

Spain
Mike Llewelyn -Jones
AP Postal 8178
Madrid 8
Spain
Lake Audio APS,

to 160 m /s.

Professional User List £726.

:

Tel

steps to

in 5

Fully professional 'no performance compromise'
Digital Delay has at last become available at a
reasonable cost with Deltalab Research's DL -1
Delay Unit. Equally suitable for high quality

U.K. Distributors
Scenic Sounds Equipment,
97 -99 Dean Street,
London W1V 5RA

100

5

:

:

Norway
Kvam Audio,
Tollbugt 7,
Oslo
1

Tel Oslo 412 996
:

Sweden
Tal

& Ton Musik & Elektronik AB,
Kungsgatan 5,
411 -19 Gothenburg
Tel Gothenburg 130 216
:

Scenic Sounds Equipment, 97/99 Dean Street, London W1V 5RA.
Tel. 01 -734 2812. Telex 27939.
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studio diary
Soundtrack Studio,
Copenhagen

The Danes have always managed to
produce the most up to date studio
designs, well finished and, to the
SoundEnglish, very expensive
track is no exception to this rule. It
is beautifully designed and finished
and it did cost a lot of money.
Situated just a stone's throw from
the harbour and the walking street,
Soundtrack's 24 -track studio is located in an 1810 storage house. Its
0.6m thick walls, 35mm beams and
general appearance have been preserved throughout but, apart from
this character, a completely efficient
aesthetic modernisation has been
completed for £150,000. The acoustics, which were designed by Eddie
Veale and completed in Denmark,
cost another £40,000 and the studio
area of 150m2 incorporates every
different acoustic effect desired,
from parquet flooring with concave
ceiling, to heavily carpeted, oblique angled corners made up from
screens. Egg boxes are back, or so it
seems. The walls are made of
slightly larger, egg -box shaped, high
density sponge with slightly larger
pointed protrusions. The control
room is 100m2, big enough to
accommodate the new Trident TSM
40/32 desk, and Lyrec 24 -track
machines, with amplification by
Harman and Kardon, and speakers
by JBL.
The owners are Ole Hanen, who
looks after the business side and
engineers occasionally, and Klaus
Asmussen, son of Sven Asmussen,
the famous gypsy violin player.
Klaus is a member of Shubidua, the
largest selling Danish pop group
ever, and it was after that group's
association with Ole and Klaus, in

-

MCI for Powerplay

Powerplay Recording Studios, in
Horgen, Switzerland, expect delivery
at the end of September of a new
MCI JHI14 console, with 24 -track
and stereo JH110 tape recorders.
The console is MCI automated and
is prepared for 32 -track (MCI 76mm
tape) operation. Booking information from Jim Duncombe at Powerplay Recording Studios AG, Tödistrasse 68, CH -8810 Horgen, Switzerland. Phone 01 725 68 77/87.

New Studio in El Paso
Howard Steele, co-owner of Los
Angeles's Studio 55 and designer and
co -owner of Quantum Audio Labs,
has opened a new recording studio
in El Paso called El Adobe. The
new studio is equipped with a
Quantum Audio Lab console, MCI
32

their smaller 16 -track studio, that
everyone decided to get together a
more ambitious project.
Soundtrack Studios incorporates
all the good things in a studio,
with very high finish and an almost
Germanic attention to detail and
technical excellence whilst being
warm and charming, well designed
and clean. And all this for £40 per
hour. Yes, Ole Hansen tells me, the
Danish record companies won't pay
more, even if you gave them automation!
Jeremy Rose

24 -track and 2 -track tape recorders,

JBL monitor loudspeakers and a
wide range of outboard accessories.

Audiogenic takeover Sun
Recording Services
Audiogenic best known for their
cassette duplication and record pressing handling service have taken over
the recording studios of Sun Recording Services in Reading. Audiogenic
had been operating in association
with Sun for the past three years
but now take control of Sun. With
the takeover the Sun studio and
control room have been completely
rebuilt. Whereas previously there
was no visual contact with the
studio from the control room, this
has now been rectified. In addition
the control room has also been
enlarged and new flanging and delay
line units installed.
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Portland Recording Studio

well pleased with the new arrange-

ment remarking that, `one of the
nicest features of the two recorder
32 -track operation is that once the
basic tracks are recorded, a monitor
mix is bounced to the second
machine, and the original basic
master is put away in the tape vault
until mixdown. All the overdubbing is done on a new 50mm tape,
and the two machines are finally
locked together for a mix. This
format really saves the quality of
sound on the basic tracks when
compared with single master 24track operation'. Other news from
Sea -West is that the Heart album
Sea -West goes 32
Sea -West Studios of Seattle have Magazine is enjoying chart success
gone 32- track, with the addition of and that the group have just comtwo Ampex MM-1200 16-track pleted their new album Dog and
recorders with full SMPTE inter- Butterfly for CBS /Portrait, using the
Sea - new Sea -West 32 -track facilities.
lock for the two machines.
34
West president Richard Keefer seems

First appointment to the newlynamed Portland Recording Studio,
formerly IBC and now part of the
Barn Group of Companies, is
George Peckham as Chief Cutting
Engineer. George, who joined Portland at the beginning of September,
previously ran the cutting rooms at
Apple and latterly the Master Room.
This appointment is the first step in
Barn's plans to redevelop the
facilities at Portland, including the
24 -track main studio, cutting room
and tape- copying facilities.

The Industry
Standard
Allison Research 65k Console
Automation ProgrammerNearly one hundred units in world -wide daily use
with API , Harrison, Helios, Sphere, Trident and other
fine mixing consoles.

Allison Research's 65K second generation
programmer accepts and processes control
voltages in the range 0 to + 5.6 VDC from VCA
type faders. These analogue control voltages are
converted by the 65K Programmer to data words
which can be stored on any non -critical tape
medium. Upon replay of the data the original DC
levels are re- created .... accurately and
unerringly.
Applications of the 65K Programmer to any
recording console fitted with suitable VCA faders

permits comprehensive and reliable level
automation. The 65K Programmer illustrated can be
expanded from a basic 16 fader capacity
(UK list £2362) to 64 fader capacity (UK list £3153)
simply by the insertion of expander cards.
Unlike other console automation
programmers, the Allison 65K when fully
expanded can handle 8000 analogue functions
or 65,000 digital bit functions - sufficient capacity
to allow it to be used with subsequent generations
of programmable equalisers and other devices.

For full information on Allison Research's Industry Standard Automation Programmer contact
UK

Scenic Sounds Equipment
Dean Street
London W 1 V 5RA
Telephone 01 -734 2812
97 99

:

France

3M France SA, Mincom Div.

Boulevard de L'Oise
95000 Cergy
Telephone 749 0275
:

Scandinavia

Siv Ing Benum A
Skovyn 22
Oslo 2

Telephone (02)
:

US
S

56 57 53

Allison Research Inc.
2817 Erica Pl.
PO Box 40288

Nashville Tenn. 37204
(6151 385 1760

studio
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and 24 -track studios opening
almost monthly. Meanwhile, the
While there are obviously exceptions, existing studios are continually upLos Angeles is primarily responsible grading.
Naturally it is in LA that the
for the recording of much of the
known world's music, film, and large corporate enterprises base
video. However in many ways it is their studio complexes (A &M, CapiSan Francisco (a much smaller area) tol, CBS, Filmways /Heiders etc).
which sets the pace in an industry It's an interesting contradiction that
which continues to thrive and expand it is these giants who find it hard to
by make ends meet in San Francisco.
throughout the West Coast
West Coast I mean from San Diego A case in point is Columbia Records
on the Mexican border to Seattle (CBS) who finally closed their SF
north on the Canadian border. It is facility at the end of 1977 due to
San Francisco where much innova- unacceptable losses, leaving only
tion and experimentation take place Wally Heider Studios (a legendary
and the studios are `risk- takers' in independent studio now absorbed
terms of trying new ideas and equip- as a branch of the Filmways giant)
ment which, when proven 'worth- as the last bastion of corporate
and
while', can then be safely adopted enterprise in San Francisco
by Los Angeles. This isn't to knock the rumours fly about the future of
LA but the competition between SF Heiders.
Finally, when appraising the West
studios there is much greater allowing less risk-taking. There are Coast recording scene, it would be
approximately four studios in Los a mistake to omit the Pacific NorthAngeles for every one in San west Area as a new recording centre,
a total of 120 odd. It primarily based around Seattle in
Francisco
is also true that the industry is Washington state. While still in its
expanding at an extraordinary rate teething stage, the industry in this
in San Francisco's Bay Area with area is expanding at a faster rate
numerous smaller eight track studios than anywhere else in the country
(including a lot of Teac Tascam) given its size now compared to two
Enbee
along with larger 'State of the Art' years ago.

West Coast recording
scene

16
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Canadian developments
From Canada comes news of two
studios, Eastern Sound of Toronto
and Studio Experience of Montreal,
both of which have an eye to the
future. Both have recently improved
and extended their facilities, and
now plan to actively promote
themselves abroad.
Eastern Sound has had a major
exterior and interior facelift and
now boasts a second 24 -track
studio to complement the previous
one. Their Studio One now has a
custom built 24-track Neve console
with JBL 4350 loudspeakers and
Studer recorders, whilst Studio Two
which was formerly a 4-track studio
has been enlarged and now has a
standard 24 -track Neve console
with JBL 4350 loudspeakers and
Studer recorders. In addition to
these Eastern also have a small
production studio with an 8 -track

Neve, JBL 4311 loudspeakers and
Studer recorders. All control room
designs were done by Jack Edwards,
the Los Angeles based studio
design team.
formerly
Experience,
Studio
known as Studio Six before recently
changing hands, has undergone
extensive alteration and expansion.
The studios are now operated by
CAM Canada Ltd, a company
which offers record production,
film recording and editing, commercial production, and music publishing facilities. The remodelling
of the studios now means that
Studio A has a Neve 28/24 mixing
console with a Lyrec 16/24 -track
recorder, JBL 4343 loudspeakers

and Studer mixdown machines;
whilst Studio Two now has a Neve
16/24 console, a Studer recording
desk and tape recorders, JBL
monitors and an Intercine film
editing table for 16 and 35mm film.

-

-

Westlake Studios, Los Angeles

Westlake Studios control room with Harrison console, 3M
and TMl monitors

24 -track and Studer 2-track
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One year on!
Soundmixers (New York City) celebrated their first anniversary recently
and dropped us a line about their
progress to date. All is well on
Broadway it would seem for the
studio has been kept busy with a
host of users, including John
McLaughlin, Kenny Loggins, Meat loaf, Television, the Shirts, Fotomaker, Ben E. King, the Werewolves,
and Ace Frehley of Kiss.
Housed in a studio complex
offering two 24 -track studios; a
16 -track studio (soon to be upgraded to an automated 24- track);
an automated 24 -track reduction
room with SMPTE timecode lock -up
and overdub studio; and with film
and video transfer, Soundmixers is
well endowed in facilities.
Equipment in use includes MCI

mixer desks (two 538's a 528 and
a 432), MCI tape machines, custom
designed built -in monitor loudspeakers utilising a variety of Altec,
JBL, and other components powered
by Phase Linear amps, and Dolby
and dbx noise reduction. Microphones available are the usual
assortment of Neumann, AKG,
Electro- voice, RCA, Beyer, Sony
and Sennheiser. Ancillary equipment includes Eventide and Lexicon
DDL's and harmonisers; Marshall
time modulator; MXR and Eventide
phasers and Hangers; Aphex aural
exciter; Audio and Design, dbx,
Urei LA -3A and /176, and Allison
limiters and compressors; Pultec,
Klein and Hummel, and Orban
parametric outboard equalisers; and
Kepexes. Echo is provided by a
selection of EMT plates and AKG
springs, and the studio inform us
that they have a Lexicon digital
reverberation unit on order.
For film, video and advert work
each studio boasts a Sony colour
monitor and videocassette deck with
full screen video projection in
Studio A. The Soundmixer studios
were designed by John Storyk of
Sugarloaf View, in conjunction with
Soundmixer president Harry Hirsch,
and his staff, with special attention
being paid to aesthetic considerations as well as technical performance. A more unusual feature of
the design is that all the studio
rooms have been acoustically designed to be not just `flat' but
acoustically identical to allow producers to move from room to room
without the need to make any mental
adjustments. All in all Soundmixers
would appear to be in good health.
It only remains to wish all concerned
'Happy Anniversary, and many
more of them.'

More Than Great Specs,
Great Ideas.
For the past three years we've been telling you about the
benefits of using graphic equalizers; now we've made it
even easier to appreciate them. Introducing tf MXR Dual
Fifteen and Thirty -One Band Equalizers. Two equalizers
designed with the imagination and understanding to solve
your toughest equalization problems. Designed for use in

When used in conjunction with any PA system. our
equalizers can make a bad environment sound good.
and a good performance sound great. Unlike parametric equalizers, the frequency response change is
immediate and easily visible. so that when you shape a
response curve you know what it's going to sound like.
Both units feature a range of -12 to -12 decibels on
each band. standard 19" rack mount. and the rugged
construction you always get with an MXR product. Both
units also feature phone plug input'output connections.
(the Thrity -One Band also features Cannon type XLRs).
high slew rate (7V microsecond). and incredibly low noise
(better than -90 dBM). But not only do we offer great
specifications. we produce great ideas... you wouldn't.
expect any less from us.

e

either studios or sound reinforcement situations, our new
eqs offer features not previously available at any price.
The Dual Fifteen Band Eq features two channels of equalization with the bands set two -thirds of an octave apart. By
breaking the frequencies down further than conventional
octave equalizers, you now have the flexibility to
contour your music with much greater selectivity As
most musical information occurs in the midrange.
this is where you need even more definition, and the
Dual Fifteen Band Eq gives you six bands of contour
in this area rather than the usual four. In addition.
each channel has its own level control.
The Thirty-One Band Eq divides the frequency spectrum even further. A single channel unit. the Thirty One Band features frequency bands set one -third of
an octave apart, generally regarded to be the optimum amount of resolution.
.
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Tape synchronisers

borrowed, as far as the sound
engineer is concerned, from time
film
code's parents of invention
and TV. Film equipment expose or
project 24 frames of photographic
emulsion each second. Just to be
awkward, UK television equipment
scans 25 complete pictures or frames
not a deliberate
every second
incompatibility but one dictated by
mains frequency (50Hz in the UK).
In countries where mains power
alternates at 60Hz, the number of
frames per second is 30. For sound
synchronising purposes only, such
as is the case in most studio situations, all this is rather irrelevant and
the frame count serves simply as
ostensibly arbitrary divisions of one
second.
Maglink,
code,
The
other
pioneered by Automated Processes
Inc of New York, USA, is not
directly SMPTE compatible. Perhaps the best way to outline
characteristics of the two codes is to
compare one with the other. As an
aside, Maglink is now manufactured
in the UK by a company hitherto
AP Ltd, specialising in welding
electronic control units used for
North Sea oil rigs, now called
Maglink Audio Products Ltd. A
SMPTE code comprises an 80 bit
word every frame. Hence where
mains frequency is 60Hz, and the
frame rate is consequently 30 per
second, the date rate is 2,400 bits
per second. European versions,
designed for 50Hz mains systems
where the frame rate is 25 per second,
comply with EBU Standard (European Broadcasting Union) and a
data rate of 2,000 bits per second.
This data is recorded at, or near,
saturation on a spare tape track and
is relatively easy to generate and
decode since at no time does the
data stream deviate from a purely
digital format. Although a widely
accepted and adapted code, SMPTE
does suffer a couple of drawbacks.

-

Richard Dean

-

Timecode synchronisation was primarily developed for video tape
editing, but in recent years has been applied to audio recorders
providing 46 -track capability using two 24 -track machines. Richard Dean
describes the basis of the two systems (SMPTE and Maglink) and
examines the capabilities of various synchronisers on the market. The
Television Sound Dubbing and Production feature on page 64
gives an insight into the practical use of timecode for stereo television
programme production.
chronisation, and is also used for
television and film post production
sync requirements. Hence, a wonderful though often rare attribute
compatibility But so much for this
what
code's popular usage
exactly is SMPTE? The digital
waveform appears in fig. 2. Time
values are superimposed on the
basic waveform, which you will
notice by its squarewave appearance
is purely digital, by a technique
called bi -phase encoding. Rather
than simply recording a pulse in
the time section of the waveform
only when a binary 0 or needs to be
written in, this method of encoding
uses a regular pulse pattern changed
by Is and Os. In this way, the likelihood of error is reduced because,
in simple terms, the dynamic range
of the waveform is constant. Hence
time values are recognisable as
shape changes in the 'silent' waveform. Fig. 2 shows a time value of
20 hours 47 minutes, 58 seconds,
and 19 frames. While most of us
know the meaning of hours, minutes
and seconds even if we don't know
what day it is, 'frames' may be a
bit of a mystery. The word is

production techniques developed,
constituent soundtrack tapes had to
be processed in sync with action,
and for years the equipment used
relied heavily on the mechanical
locking of separate transports

THE SYNCHRONISATION OF
two or more tape machines to a
common time index is still a relatively
new practice in the studio industry
and certainly one which baits a good
deal of controversy among engineers
and managers in the business.
Although the early seventies boom
in recording tracks has passed, a
perhaps surprising amount of 'uptracking' momentum is still active.
While many engineers pursue a
renaissance in minimum track recording (or even direct cutting), the
more -tracks -the -better faction has
split into two groups:- those who
favour larger multitrack machines
(for instance the Telefunken 32track model), and those who prefer
the 'locking' of existing multitrack
machines. Right now it looks as
though the latter's preference may
win, not least because it's cheaper
but of course the
to accomplish
situation could change, particularly
with the imminent dawning of a
digital recording age where more
discrete tracks can be stored with
acceptable results for a given track
width.
Like so many items of audio
hardware, synchronisers were initially
born in an allied industry and later
adopted by the inertia- ridden sound
world. The allied industry in this
instance was film and TV. Ever
since the advent of 'talking' movies
in 1926, a system of synchronising
sound to pictures was required.
Initially this was achieved physically
an optical soundtrack accompanied the visual image. As post

-

only relatively recently have pulse
been
techniques
synchronising
adopted, a sort of electronic equivalent to sprocket holes. But pulses,
whilst being fine for keeping various
slave sources in step with a master
tape or generator, do not index the
separation to time. Winding and
rewinding (rock and rolling in the
film trade) can be tedious because
of the system's consequent blindness
to slip. So a more complex code had
one which provided
to be derived
the essential synchronising pulses
while additionally placing the pulses
in a time context. Such a code would
allow error to not only be detected,
but also quantified. With the auspicious use of relatively simple corn parator electronics, 'slave' machines
could be speeded up or slowed down
until the time reading from their
code tracks matched that of the
'master' code track or generator.
An operating schematic appears in

1

-

-

-

-

!

fig. 1.

The two codes in extensive use
for tape synchronising are Maglink,
and the code pioneered by the
Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers called, unsurprisingly, the SMPTE code (also
termed EBU code in Europe). This
is by far the most widely accepted
code for automated mixdown
systems, audio tape machine syn-
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Keying, FSK for short. This means
that the carrier is modulated by
rapid changes in frequency, a
maximum shift of ±600Hz. In
coding each data bit is divided into
four equal parts
the first quarter
will always contain the highest
frequency (3.8kHz) while the last
quarter always contains the lowest
(2.6kHz). The second and third
quarters contain either the highest
or lowest frequency according to
their designated value
low
frequency representing a binary 1
and high frequencies representing
a binary 0. The 3.2kHz carrier is
modulated in this way by 32 bit
words consisting of a sync word and
20 data bits at a rate of 300 bits per
second. The 30Hz carrier is switched
on or off for a binary 1 or 0, in 32
bit word format, but has a data rate
of 1/128 that of the HF carrier,
and each word contains only the
13 most significant bits of the high
speed data word. Hence, the low
frequency element is used for coarse
tape location, in rewind while the
high frequencies define the point
more exactly during play mode.
So what does all this mean? Well,
firstly Maglink claim that crosstalk
is reduced by their code being firstly
sinusoidal and secondly recorded at
something like 10dB below saturation level. Also the code need not be
reprocessed on transfer
from
machine to machine and, the cornpany claim, can stand a number of
transfer generations. But because
each Maglink `frame' occurs every
0.107 seconds against SMPTE's
0.04 seconds, a microprocessor is
essential for precision applications
to count the 32 bits of information
that occur in each frame and
calculate finer increments of time.
Maglink frames are labelled with a
single digital number running from
0 to 2E0 (because there are 20 data

Firstly, since the major component
of the data stream is a 2.4kHz
squarewave recorded at high level,
the recorded code tends to be very
it can crosstalk to the
sociable
adjacent track, as indeed the reverse
is true
one moral of this story is
never to record bass drum on the
adjacent track (usually this is track
23 on a 24 track machine, code
going on track 24). Conversely
sounds centred around the mid
range are best diverted from the
adjacent track to avoid a reverse
crosstalk
audio to code. Another
aspect is that at even moderate
rewind speeds of 50 times play speed
a bandwidth of 120kHz (30 frames/
sec) or 100kHz (25 frames /sec) was
required. Such code track bandwidths had to be detectable by the
replay system to permit search
facility (location of a preselected
time position) and completely synchronous operation of linked
machines in all modes. Hence a
modification of replay electronics
and head contact during wind
modes was required. This problem
has largely been overcome by the
superimposing of a low frequency
signal on the data corresponding
with the frame rate. During rewind,
the low frequency signal (by now
of course approaching mid frequency), is reasonably easy to count
without intimate head contact. Adding or subtracting the stored previous
decoder reading permits coarse positioning of tapes prior to play mode
selection.
The Maglink code however, is
significantly different in concept.
It comprises a 3.2kHz sinusoidal
carrier frequency superimposed with
another sinusoidal carrier of equal
amplitude, this time alternating at
30Hz. The higher frequency is
nominal, as data is encoded by a
technique called Frequency Shift

-

-

-

-

FIG. 3
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Below: Fig. 4 Studer Tape Lock System TLS 2000.

bits), rather than SMPTE's system
of labelling hours, minutes, seconds
and frames. There is no straight
forward relationship between Maglink frames and SMPTE frames,
although a conversion unit is
available. A schematic of Maglink
code appears in Fig 3.
Maglink code synchronisers are
made only by Maglink Ltd but
synchronisers interfacing SMPTE
codes are available from a number

of manufacturers. Probably one of
the best known SMPTE synchronisers is the TLS 2000 (Tape Lock
System) by Studer fig 4. As hard-

-

ware veterans may expect, this unit
provides a wealth of facilities
perhaps more than those of a studio
requiring purely straight audio to
audio lock -up. In common with
most synchronisers, the unit provides
an offset facility which permits the
shifting of time position between
master and slave tape machines.
In the audio context, this could be
useful for simply correcting a time
code mismatch between two tapes.
If, for example, the two 24 -track
component tapes of a 48 -track
production were engineered at different studios using a guide track, exact

`slating' (as in film clapperboard) of
each tape's timecode would be made
less critical as discrepancy could be
corrected by offsetting the lock
between machines during mixdown.
However, the TLS 2000 is unusual in
providing an offset swing of +24
hours where most provide substantially less. The unit is designed to
`slave' a number of A80 tape
machines with a video tape recorder,
film equipment, or any other SMPTE
which in this case would
source
be another audio tape machine. The
manufacturers claim a synchronisa100ps with a
tion accuracy of
parking accuracy of
I frame
which could be 24, 25, 29, 30 or 97
per second.
As you might expect, synchronising
devices require a run -up to the
synchronising point to achieve lock.
While film and video engineers call
this period 'preroll', sound buffs
prefer (quite logically) `lock-up
phase'. During the lock -up phase,

-

-

f

master tape machine timecode is
generally compared with slave code,
and relatively drastic slave capstan
speed changes effected until codes
match. On the TLS 2000, however,
38
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TAPE SYNCHRONISERS
the master is cued ahead of the
slave, whose timecode value is
known. When the master code
matches this stored value, the slave
machine is cued. The synchronous
record cycle for this device is shown
in fig 5. Clearly machines are locked
ahead of the required sync point
(see prelistening). This allows a
stabilising period between the
on some synchronisers
machines
this has to be dialled up manually.
At any given point, machines can be
locked immediately irrespective of
the procedure in fig 5 by selecting
`lock fast' on the centre tracking
a 'lock
behaviour button group
slow' facility is provided in addition
where an unobtrusive lock -up is
required. Where code is unavailable
or not continuous, the system
alternatively can work with tape
time counter pulses for take search-

-

-

ing.

MCI's JH45 operates a similar
synchronous recording procedure
as the Studer device, with the fast or
slow lock options. In the latter case,
slave capstan speed variations are
restricted to less than 1.45% (I
semi -tone) for an imperceptible
pitch change lock. The unit offers
nine memories which can be used
for storing park and offset values
and which are entered by keyboard.
Offset can additionally be introduced incrementally by advance and
retard buttons whose momentary
actuation introduces a one frame
offset. Holding either of these keys
introduces offset at the rate of three
frames per second. The device will
synchronise one MCI master /slave
combination. Some video tape recorder interfaces are also available.
BTX Corporation produces an

admirably simplified synchroniser
for use between two machines (or
code and machine). Offset is easily
entered on thumbwheel switches,
doing away with a numeric offset
display. In fact, no readout displays
are included on their 4500 model.
Instead, LEDs indicate slave lag, sync
and lead (relative to master). Offset
can be quickly introduced or cancelled by a sync /offset toggle on the
front panel.
The unit provides two control
a DC voltage for DC
outputs
controlled capstans, and a square wave for frequency controlled capstans. An external source of SMPTE
code is required for code track
laying on tapes to be synchronised.
Such a unit is the 4100, which
includes a numeric display. But
back to the sync unit. Three modes
of operation are provided: -sync,
frame and auto. In sync mode, the
4500 simply matches sync compoactual
nents of the SMPTE code
time values are ignored. In frame
mode, the unit operates as a full
Auto
time- locking synchroniser.
mode initially operates as frame
mode and then switches to sync
mode once the exact time locking
has been achieved. The offset
thumbswitches offer +29 seconds
and +29 frames adjustment. However because hours and minutes
code information is ignored, the unit
can lock still profoundly differing
the proviso being that
tape codes
master and slave must be cued
within ±30 seconds of the desired
sync point. Calibration software, in
common with more expensive synchronisers, is built into the unit to
provide a tape machine response
earning facility. This means that the
characteristics of tape machines
(such as braking and accelerating

-

-

-

Central Dynamics ED200 being used at Ewart Studios to synchronise Sony Video
tape recorder and A80 8 -track

EECO MQS -103 synchroniser for three machines

speeds) are learned, resulting in a
speedy location of tape code values.
A synchronisation of ±50µs is
claimed.
Massachusetts - based Adams Smith manufactures a tape synchroniser, the 605, marketed in
Europe by Pye TVT Ltd. This
model is designed to synchronise
one or two slaves with one master,
and like the Studer system, offers
ancillary control outputs triggered
by preselected time values. Here, a
time value is entered on the keyboard and stored in a memory.
When the master code matches the
stored value, a relay changes over in
the unit permitting the cueing of
external equipment (such as a

-

cartridge machine or another tape
four
machine) at a specified time
values can be stored in this way.
The feature is particularly useful
where music compilations, complex
mixing or audio visual post- production requirements have to be met. A
comprehensive range of search and
cue facilities are available, and offset
may be entered by numeric keyboard. Three synchronising modes
are selectable for each slave, these
being normal, freewheel and external.
In normal mode, the synchroniser
is fully active but when freewheel is
selected, the device is active only as a
frame-pulse driven servo controller,
allowing operation with breaks in
timecode. In external, the slave
servo is referenced to an external
input for use with a pilot tone or
special effects. The unit is claimed
to synchronise to one frame for 24,
25 or 30 frames per second standards
and, incidentally, offers an optional
teleprinter output
Finally, EECO of California manufacture a tape synchroniser type
MQS -100 series which is marketed
by Ampex outside the USA. The
unit costs around £7,000 to £9,000
(as against the Studer TLS 2000 at
around £14,000 with options) and
includes offset adjustment, fast and
slow sync lock buttons, and two
preselectable memories for ancillary
equipment cueing. The unit operates
on the familiar technique of initially
locking machines on time information in the codes, where slave
capstan speeds are radically corrected
!
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by as much as 50% (where slaves
were seriously mismatched to master
code, a wind mode would be
selected). When lock has been
achieved, the MQS-103 uses the

tape code as electronic sprocketing,
that is, achieves synchronisation by
so-called 'flywheel lock'. At this
point, sync accuracy is a claimed
± 100µs. One or two features are
provided such as single button
functions where other units would
require separate specified instructions. One such example is the 'store
direct' facility enabling time codes
for all three machines to be captured
into store simultaneously and 'on
the fly' (whilst machines are running)
and hence a log of cue points could
be assembled in one pass. A 'roll
back' button cancels the mode at
time of actuation and rewinds all
machines back by a predetermined
period of code time. Roll back time
is normally set at 30 seconds, but
can be adjusted to any lesser period
to the nearest frame. After roll back,
machines are automatically engaged
in synchronous play mode.
A 'chase' feature permits control
of all transports from the master
machine control panel where manual
tape positioning is desired. A
matching CRT is available, the
D400, to interface with MQS-103
this provides a detachable keyboard
which can be used instead of the
synchroniser controls and of course
a CRT screen which displays machine
status alpha-numerically as opposed
to the sync unit's LED status lights.
A slightly cheaper model is the
MQS -102, which synchronises a
single master /slave pair.
Synchronisers seem to be providing an answer to the industry's
apparent hunger for more tracks in
addition to allowing off-line video
and film dubbing The first question
must be, do we ;ed 48, or even 72
69 respectively
tracks (46 an
excluding code tracks) to record
music? If the answer to that is yes,
varying
then the choice is diverse
from an electronic variation on a
toothed fan belt theme to minicomputers that know more about
your tape machines than the best
tape operator, and even print you
a note telling you so !

-
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- DIGITAL DELAY LINE - HARMONIZER - MEMORY MODE

STEREO DIGITAL DELAY LINE with continuous
variation ,Oto600mS for option A and 0to 1,2 second for
option B.

-Ito

two digital V.C.A. inputs allowing separate voltage control of
the gain of the two outputs.
REVERSE POSSIBILITY, by setting crosspoint I, smaller
than crosspoint II, reading direction is inverted, which is the
electronic equivalent ofa magnetic tape running reversed.
MEMORY MODE with keyboard remote control, one can
play any memorized sound - it is also possible to obtain
rhythms with any existing sound.
TRUE DYNAMIC RANGE 100 dB by means of a quasi 16
bits flying comma D converter of prime quality.

HARMONIZER: from
+ Octave -a micro
computer operates a sophisticated phase coincidence ofjoining
points, taking into account both the instantaneous phase and
the envelope phase, so that transition "glitches" are
eliminated,
1

VARIOUS REMOTE CONTROLS Include

E.C.L. 20.A

in particular

- EXPANDER - COMPRESSOR - LIMITER - NOISE GATE

The heart of the system is an exclusive digital V.C.A.,
featuring: very low noise (-96 dB), very low distortion
(0,02 %), fast response time (I microsecond), logarithmic

-

Ratio (1-2- 4- 6- 12-20).
Expander: Threshold from +10 to -40 - Attack time from

to 40 mS - Release time from 0,03 to 2 s - Gain reduction
from 0to30dB- Ratio 2.
Noise gate: Uses previous setting but ratio is 20.
0,01

response.

Compressor Limiter: threshold from +20 -30dB-Attack
time from 0,01 to 20 mS - Release time from 0,05 to 4 S.

C.L. 20C COMPRESSOR LIMITER PUBLISON

Stereo-Compressor Limiter with fast photocel -very low
noise: 102 dB and low distortion when compression operates:
0,05 % - use FET operational amplifier bandwidth 100 kHz
even for +20 dB- insertions in side- chains - stereo -coupling

-displayofcomprwss on 6 ratio 2- 3 -4 -6- 10 -20 -by
led - special circuitry to suppress distortion on low
frequencies - X.L.R. connectors.
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of preattenuation (OdB, -10dB, and -20dB);
and three low frequency roll -off points (OHz,
75Hz, and 150Hz). Frequency range is rated
20Hz to 20kHz, with a claimed sensitivity of
-44dBm at IkHz. Also on show will be the
company's new studio condenser microphones
including the C-424 large diaphragm quadraphonic unit; the C -422 and C-34 remotely controlled variable pattern stereo microphones; the
C -33 dual cardioid; and the C- 414/EB remote.
Hammond will be showing a new ribbon microphone from Beyer, the M260S. This is a new
version of the M260 which incorporates a four
stage pop and blast filter; a refined steel mesh top
The 61st AES Convention will be held from November 3 to 6 at the
basket for increased durability; and an on /off
Waldorf- Astoria, New York. This year over 125 manufacturers will
switch.
be showing a wide range of products, which is a substantial increase on
Electro -Voice will be introducing two newly
the number of exhibitors at the last New York convention. A series
developed internally shock-mounted dynamic
the
convention,
of technical seminars will be running concurrently with
microphones, the RE18 Variable -D super cardiodi
which opens at the following times:
and the D056 omni. In addition they will be
showing their System C condenser microphone
1pm to 9pm.
November 3
Friday
system which features a number of interchangeable
10am to 7pm.
November 4
Saturday
elements that can be variously assembled for a
11am to 5pm.
variety of different applications.
November 5
Sunday
Shure will be previewing their new Model SM8I
10am to 5pm.
November 6
Monday
unidirectional condenser microphone which has
field transmission measurement at each freMeasurement
been designed to withstand extreme physical
The new Model 232A reverberation timer to be quency. The unit has a calibrated oscillator and abuse. The unit features a built -in low frequency
exhibited by Acoustilog features many optional recorder to check all audio equipment perforresponse switch and attenuator. Also on display
mance; and full facilities for measuring sound
facilities including outputs for hard copy data.
will be their full range of microphones and
In addition the company will be showing the insulation characteristics, noise level, and other cartridges, including the V-l5 Type IV phono
acoustic and electronic data.
TR -300 multichannel metering and spectrum
cartridge.
Neutrik Products are to show the Audiotracer 3201
analysis system.
Swintek Enterprises will be demonstrating their
which measures and makes hard-copy recordings
New from Amber will be the Model 4405 fully
range of low power communications equipment
automatic, programmable distortion analysis of the audio response of electronic and electro- including the DB -S wireless microphone with a
range
a
two
includes
The
unit
system. This measures harmonic and IM distor- acoustic systems.
claimed signal -to -noise ratio of 86dB.
tion, and difference frequency distortion, with (20Hz to 20kHz and 200Hz to 200kHz) voltage
automatic ranging, tuning and nulling; nonvolatile controlled oscillator (VCO) which can be driven Mixers
by a 5Hz warble generator; a 'kHz reference
storage of test sequence programs; and sweeping
On display from Acoustic Design by Jeff Cooper
capability. Also on show: the Model 4400A oscillator; 3W output amplifier; input amplifier will be examples of their latest studio and control
with
-drive
with calibrated attenuation; pen
multipurpose audio test set.
room designs including details of the new recording
switchable amplitude and writing speed; and
Audio Developments International (ADI) will be
and mixing complex which the company designed
adjustable paper speed. Also on display will be for Polydor Records in Mexico City.
exhibiting their new Model 1103 }- octave real
is
a
which
line
delay
audio
analog
time analyser, with 127mm CRT and eight the AD -4
Allen and Heath will be presenting the USA
nonvolatile memories. Also on display will be the bucket brigade design with four discrete delayed launch of Syncon, a series of 16/24 -track recording
Model 1500 automatic graphic equaliser with ten outputs, commonly adjustable over a 4:1 range consoles intended for medium- budget studios.
(12.5ms to 50ms, 25ms to 100ms, 37.5ms to Available with up to 28 in -line modules, with
band centres; the Model 1503 }-octave graphic
50ms, and 50ms to 200ms), and independently free routing and grouping based on the switching
equaliser; the Model 1252 Class A reference
adjustable in level. Input sensitivity is continuously system and function designation; the unit features
amplifier; and the Model 1000 octave analyser.
adjustable from 10mV to 10V for +18dB output. completely discrete circuitry utilising plug -in
1
Badap
their
showing
Barclay Analytical will be
audio testing and display system. This uses a A new distortion measurement system, Model amplifier cards; and includes parametric equalisa1701A, can be seen on the Sound Technology stand.
230mm colour CRT display, has microprocessor
tion, stereo auxiliaries, 48V phantom powering,
control, and shows simultaneous peak and The system which automatically measures IM and single button control of master record or
as low
average readings on 31 ISO i-octave bands, and THD has a claimed residual distortion
remix status. The company hope to have a
allowing for peak versus average mixdown as 0.0009%. A wide range of other instrumenta- Syncon equipped 24-track mobile studio available
show.
be
on
will
also
control, overcut versus cutter -head heating tion products
for inspection. Also on display will be the Brenell
properties, and many other control, test and align- White Instruments will be showing their new
Mini 8, 25mm 8 -track tape recorder packaged
two
ment programs. A memory analysis program will Model 200 signal analyser. This features
with
the Mod III console. In addition to these the
LED
allow RT60 analysis, and the checking of room microprocessors, eight memories, multiple
SD12-2 stereo mixer, S6 -2 broadcast production
7three
and
-SPL
dB
absorption and reflection properties. All data can display, plus calibrated
mixer, and the new SR 20 sound reinforcement
segment alpha- numeric displays. The unit can console will be shown.
be stored for later analysis.
analyse in octaves, 1j- octaves, and i- octaves
Ivie will be introducing the IE-17A microprocessor Allison will be showing Kepex II a second generacontrolled acoustics analyser for use with their in both peak and average modes. Functions are
tion version of the original Kepex keyable, proby
be
updated
can
the
unit
so
IE-30A spectrum analyser. Attached to the software controlled
gram, wide band gain expander. It has VCA gain
will
the
be
IE-30A, the IE-17A will allow measurement of reprogramming. Also to be shown
adjustable expansion ratios, attack times,
control,
Series 4300 active equalisers.
reverberation time in i- octave or single octave
time law. The unit has facilities for
release
and
bands; room delays being measured to tenths of On display from Xedit will be an RMS /DIN
automated control and offers many effects
has
a
which
meter
flutter
and
drift
their
version of
milliseconds for the direct wave or any reflection.
additional to the original system. Also being
sensitivity of 0.05 % full scale flutter and autocal
The unit features a built-in time gate which
shown is Fadex, a programmable fader system
function for fast drift measurement. In addition
allows the SPL of any reflection to be isolated,
designed for inclusion in new equipment, or for
they will also be showing a new range of splicing retrofitting into conventional nonprogrammable
measured, and compared with the direct wave. It
and
can be programmed to control the pulse width of blocks together with their film strip pulser
audio consoles. This unit can be interfaced with
the source, the time that the IE -30A begins and converter.
the 65K automation programmer, and provides
stops analysis, and will also transfer any IE-30A
programmable grand master, groups, mutes, and
screen pattern to an X-Y or strip chart recorder. Microphones
solos.
C
-414EB
Model
their
On display from Kenwood Electronics will be the AKG Acoustics are to exhibit
Audio by Zimet will be displaying professional and
four
SE-3000 acoustic measuring system, which uses condenser microphone, which features
semiprofessional recording studio packages, inswitchable directional patterns (omni, cardioid,
an automatic sweep warble oscillator connected
42 ).
to a recorder for reverberation time and sound figure -of- eight, and hypercardioid); three stages
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Nevesuoreme in

sound

superior in multi -track
music recording consoles

-

Neve multi -track recording consoles enjoy a
worldwide reputation for their high standard of
performance, reliability and operator convenience
Realistic price tags make them a good long term
investment too.

The 8066
an 8 or 16 track full facility console
for the modest budget.

MODELS INCLUDE:

Rupert Neve & Co. Ltd.,
Cambridge House. Melbourn, Royston, Herts. SG86AU. England.
Tel. Royston (0763) 60776. Telex 81 381
Cables NEVE Cambridge.

-

The 8078 with 40 inputs and 32 tracks
probably the world's most sophisticated music
recording console available as a standard item.

The 8068/8058

-

24 track consoles featuring a

compact in -line layout.

Neve

4 track or stereo
capability ideal for broadcast production and

The 5315 with a versatile

film use.

Rupert Neve Inc.,
Berkshire Industrial Park. Bethel.Ct 06801 USA.
Tel.(203) 744 6230. Telex 969638.
Rupert Neve of Canada Ltd.,
2721 Rena Road, Malton.Ontario.
Tel. 416 6776611 Telex 21 06 983502.
Rupert Neve GmbH,
D -6100 Darmstadt. Bismarckstrasse 114. W. Germany.
Tel. 6151 87038. Telex 419581.
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automated recording console with their Audio
Machinery shared -access memory system based
on random- access memory. The console can
accommodate up to eight plug-in modules to
access the memory, for such functions as delay,
pitch shift, and reverberation. Also on display
will be the 1280 recording console and two new
stereo reverberation systems.
On display from Tangent will be the Model 3216
console, available with options for 16, 24 and 32
channels. It has parametric equalisation, 16
submaster groups, five echo /cue /monitor busses,
low-cut, phase reverse, solo, mute, and FET

AES PREVIEW
eluding recording consoles, tape recorders, signal
processing equipment, and professional sound
reinforcing equipment. In addition they will also
be highlighting construction techniques for
studios.
H/H Electronics will be showing their range of
consoles including: the SM200 designed for small
club or mobile applications; the Stereo 8 and
Stereo 12 consoles with 4-band active equalisation
on each channel; and the Stereo 16, 16-in, 2-out
mixer which has multiway connectors for remote
control usage and 7 -way graphic equalisation on
each output group. All these mixers accept the
company's plug-in digital effects module, capable
of producing a wide variety of effects including
echo, reverberation, flanging, and automatic
double tracking. Also to be displayed are the
5500 -D stereo power amplifier; their 305mm and
381mm, 150W loudspeaker chassis drivers; their
HF200 bullet radiator; and their CD400 compression driver.
Harrison will be demonstrating their Model 864
Autoset microcomputer -based control system for
multitrack recording, live performances, television
production, master control, and other applications. Other products being shown include their
Third Edition automated consoles, including the
3624 series and the Model 3232C.
A selection of mixers with 8 to 32 inputs and 2 to
16 outputs will be shown by Interface Electronics
with the main emphasis being on the Series 400
mixer and the Model BC104 for radio stations.
The Series 400 has 8 inputs, two main outputs,
plus echo and cue, and equalisers including a
four -frequency mid -equaliser and four position
12dB per octave low frequency roll -off. The
Model BC104 has 10 inputs, four stereo outputs
with slider masters, talk slate module switchable
to any output, and a monitor module which can
monitor any output or input.
IRV Joel and Associates will be showing a Cadac
Inline mixing console with CARE automated
recording/remix system, and V-cat voltage controlled attenuators; the Calibration Standard
Instruments MDM-4 mixdown monitor loudspeakers; Inovonics acoustic analyser Model 500,
multiband audio processor Model 230, Dynex
noise suppressor Model 241, magnetic recorder
electronics Model 375, the IRV automatic broadcast console JL-412; MRL precision test tapes;
and the Tape Strobe tape speed measuring
devices.
New from Loft Modular Devices will be the
Series 800 recording console with the SIMI-VU
meter system which shows both RMS and peak
functions simultaneously on an LED column.
Also on show will be their Series 440 delay line/
Ranger which offers short delays for flanging,
Leslie -type sounds, vibrato and loudness enhancement, plus long delays for automatic double
tracking, Doppler, echo /reverberation simulation
and slap -back.
MCI will be exhibiting their complete line of
recording/mixing consoles and tape recorders;
and will introduce a number of new products
including the JH-45 SMPTE digital synchroniser;
the JH-110M disc -mastering machine which is
intended for use with the CBS DISComputer
mastering system; the JH-600 automated mixing
console; the Model 111 micro -processor controlled
auto -locator; and the .TH-60 real time counter
with four memory locations and a return -to -zero
function.
Midas Audio will be showing their range of
purpose -designed, semicustomised audio mixing
42
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Ampex MM -1200 24 -track with SECO synchroniser

including designs for portable and
permanent applications with 24 -track master
recording systems, and 4-track and 8 -track
production units for high quality broadcast, film
or video requirements.
Neve will be introducing their new 40- channel,
32 -track version of their Model 8068 music
recording console. This console will be fitted with
a new VCA submaster system. In addition the
company will be showing the Model 5422 location
suitcase mixer and the Lyrec range of multitrack
studio recorders featuring in particular the TR532
24 -track studio recorder.
Quantum Audio Labs will be displaying several
consoles from their range, including a 4 -buss
model, an 8 -buss model; and a demonstration of
8 -track mixdown using headphones.
On exhibition from Raindirk will be their Series IIl
mixing console with 28 input channels, eight group
outputs, plus master remix group outputs and
24 -track monitoring. Features include mic and
line inputs, equalisation, four independent fold
back /echo send lines; a routing module allowing
each group output to be sent to any of the tape
tracks nine through to 24, and a remix module
allowing each group output to be submixed in the
master remix outputs.
Sierra Audio will be introducing their new Series
4000 automated master recording console with
fully distributed logic control of all console
states, multitrack tape remotes, compressor/
limiter /expander /noise gate on each channel, a
computer system with a level memory, timing
auto -location, editing and record keeping. Also
to be shown will be details of the company's
studio design, construction and interface projects
completed in Tokyo, Australia, Chicago, Boston,
Los Angeles, Toronto and Montreal.
Sontec Electronics will be exhibiting their new
DTC -400 console for tape -to -disc transfer. The
unit features all discrete, high slew rate circuitry,
A/B channel switchover and identical processing
of program and preview signals. Also on display
will be the Nova 2428 stage monitor board; the
DRC-200 dynamic range controller; and the
MEP-250A parametric equaliser.
Soundcraft will be showing their Series Three
mixers and studio consoles, in stereo and four channel output versions, with particular emphasis
being put on their 24 -track studio console. In
addition they will be displaying their latest model
of their Series Two studio consoles; and an 8 -track
25mm recorder, the first from the company.
Sound Workshop will be displaying the Series 1600
consoles,

switching.
Teac will be showing their Model 15 console, with
16 input modules, eight output busses, 4 -band
equaliser on each input, solo and mute on each
input; 100mm slide controls, echo receive control
on every program buss, and many other features.
Trident will be exhibiting their TSM Series
console; the Fleximix expandable free -standing or
flight -cased mixing desk; their parametric equaliser,
stereo limiter/compressor, and low distortion
oscillator /frequency counter.

Monitor Loudspeakers
Newly introduced by Community Light and
Sound will be two new radial horns for mid -bass
and midrange frequencies. Both are 60° radial
horns: the mid -bass uses a 305mm cone loudspeaker operating from 120Hz to 1.5kHz; whilst
the midrange uses a 254mm cone operating
from 350Hz to 2.5kHz. There is also a 60° and 90°
unit for both 25mm and 50mm exit drivers. All
the drivers have structural foam sandwiched
between the horn flare and outer shell; are
equipped with two spring -loaded handles; and
have interlocking bumpers for stacking and

handling.
Emilar will be showing their Model EA 175 high
frequency compression driver and Model EH 800
exponential horn. The driver is rated for a 40W
input (500Hz to 5kHz) and has a claimed frequency
response of 500Hz to 15kHz with a lowest recommended crossover frequency of 500Hz. Distortion
is claimed to be less than 0.5% at 100dB -SPL
when coupled to the EH 800 horn. The horn
pattern is 90° horizontal, 40° vertical, with directivity Q equal to 4.31 at 1kHz; cut off frequency
is 800Hz.
Hammond will be exhibiting the Audio Guard
speaker protection and power limiting unit from
Meteor Light and Sound. The unit can limit
power from 10 to 1000W peak using either the
high or low power range switch, and can protect
against such amplifier faults as latch -up, DC
offset and RF instability.
On display from KEF will be their Model 105
three -way loudspeaker system with all three drive
units mounted in specially designed enclosures.
With a nominal impedance of 852,'power rating
of 200W, and a claimed sensitivity of 86dB SPL
for 1W at 1m on axis (anechoic) the loudspeaker
has already established itself as a popular unit.
Also on display will be chassis driver units from
the company's range.
Spectra Sonics will be showing a new portable
self-powered loudspeaker system designed to
serve a group of approximately 100 people at any
site, with no on -site preparation or supporting
services. Batteries supply all power for amplification and the system requires only a microphone
or other source for the programme material. The
company will also be showing their Model 1026-26
audio console with new light -bar level indicators
for the audio processing system.
New from TAD (Technical Audio Devices) will be
44

A sad fact, proved to be true night
after night, is that without proper
amplification, good guitarists with
expensive instruments will sound
bad. The worse the sound, the
worse the playing and everyone suffers. It's a waste of
good money and talent.
Since Yamaha make

excellent musical instruments they naturally
needed amplifiers of
compatible quality to do

Kemble /Yamaha, Mount Avenue, Bletchley, Milton KeynesTelephone 0908 71771

them justice, and since only the best
is good enough for Yamaha, they
built their own.
Like the rest of their instruments,
Yamaha amplification is a satisfying
blend of sophistication and reliability;
characteristics not shared by a lot of
their rivals.
But then Yamaha
is a breed of its own.

YAMAHA
Craftsmen to the world's
musicians since 1887.
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Power Amplifiers

m
N

On show from AB Systems Design will be a range
of pre -amps and power amplifiers. They will also
be introducing the Model 2400 dual -channel
electronic frequency divider, with assignable
multifrequency slope capability; and their new
Model 730 self-contained tri- amplifier with
assignable crossover to the 350W bass, 100W
mid- range, and 50W treble power outputs.
Crown International will be introducing the
PSA-2 self-analysing power amplifier, which is
rated at 250W per channel into 80, 400W per
channel into 40, and 450W per channel into 252.
Features include balanced XLR inputs, adjustable
threshold compressor, and high pass and low
pass filters.
Grampian will be showing their range of sound
reinforcement systems together with examples of
their G100 power amplifiers and their G50 tuner
amplifiers.
Sansui will be introducing their Model B -I power
amplifier which is rated at 250W per channel into
80 (at 0.005% THD), or 350W into 40; rated
slew rate is 300V /ps; frequency response DC to
300kHz; and signal -to -noise ratio 125dB. In
addition the E-1 phono playback equalisation unit
will be shown, which has switchable inputs for
up to three magnetic or three moving coil pickups,
with adjustable input impedance, and an equivalent input noise for the MC inputs of -157dB
(IHF, A- weighted). Rated distortion for the unit
is 0.005%, with an output impedance of 750 or
less, to deliver +28dBm into a 6005 load. Also on
display will be the Model P-I parametric equaliser,
with four individually tunable boost /cut circuits
with overlapping centre frequencies, adjustable
Q, switchable shelving response, and high pass
and low pass filters.
To be introduced by Scientific Audio Electronics
will be a new series of power amplifiers: the P400
rated at 400W per channel; the P300 rated at
300W per channel; and the P50 rated at 50W per
channel. All the amplifiers have stepped attenuation, gold plated edge -card connectors, and
automatic bridging for mono. Distortion is rated
at 0.05%, signal -to -noise ratio 100dB, and input
sensitivity at 2.12V.
Unisync will be showing their new Model 100
power amplifier, rated at 100W per channel into
80, with a claimed distortion rating of under
0.03 %. It has a distortion indicator, an LED that
lights up at any distortion level above 0.05 %, and
separate power supplies for each stereo channel.
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a new high efficiency loudspeaker system with
dual 300W 400mm woofers, 101mm beryllium
diaphragm compression driver and 38mm beryllium
compression super tweeter.
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Tape and Tape Duplicating

N

o

a

Agfa -Gevaert will be exhibiting their audio and
video magnetic tapes, including their PEM 468
studio mastering tape; their PEM 526 mastering
tape for bin loops; and their PE 36 tape for high
speed duplicating. In addition the company will be
exhibiting their bulk cassette tapes and their
12mm, 19mm, 25mm and 50mm video tapes.
On display from Audico will be their cassette
loader which loads up to 80 C60 cassettes per hour

a'

ó)

N I=

and handles either blank or prerecorded tape;
and their 8 -track cartridge loaders which load
up to 400 cartridges per hour automatically. The
cassette loader gives exact lengths in minutes or
seconds, or cue-tone sensing. Also on display will
44
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be their automatic roll -on splicers for cassettes
and 6.25mm tape; the Model441 cassette duplicator
which can produce four C60 cassettes in two
minutes from a cassette master; their video tape
loaders /unloaders for U -Matic and Betamax;
their splicing blocks; and their cassette label
sheets.
Audio Kinetics will be introducing their XT-24
Intelocator, a tape machine autolocator capable
of improving search action by computing and
storing the ballistics of a tape machine. Capable of
being interfaced with the 3M M79, Studer A80,
Ampex MM1100 /1200 /ATR, and MCI JH-16,
the unit features an inches -per-second speedometer, and programmable routines for hands -off
sequenced operations.
Capitol Records will be displaying their LT -1600B
high speed tape duplicator, which will drive up
to ten slave units, producing between 640 and
840 8 -track cartridges, or 320 to 420 cassettes per
slave, in eight hours. The master accommodates
up to 267mm reels using 6.25mm to 25mm tape;
and the slave units accommodate reels up to
356mm with 6.25mm or 3.1mm tape. Also on
display will be the CW15S cassette tape winder
and CW25 cartridge winder, which have automatic cutter, capstan driven tape, and a loudspeaker for hearing cue tones and programmes at
high speed. Speeds are 3.05m for cassettes and
6.1m for cartridges.
New from Grandy will be the Promix II adjustable
multitrack head assembly with independent
control of azimuth, zenith, tape height, and wrap.
Other new products will include head replacements for all track formats and a range of single
crystal ferrite record heads for high speed duplicating.
Heino Ilsemann will be demonstrating their
cassette packaging machine Type KZM3, a fully
automatic loader of compact cassettes and
descriptive literature into cassette library cases.
The loader has a capacity of up to 80 cases per
minute. Also on show will be their Type ETK 1
and ETK IS cassette labellers.
3M will be showing their complete range of
Scotch products including their 250 studio
mastering tape, which has a dynamic range of
78dB; their reel -to -reel duplicator tapes, duplicator
cartridges and cassettes; their bulk cassettes,
6.25mm tapes; and their magnetic film products.
New from Magnefax will be a master tape loop
bin /seven slave cassette duplicator. This unit
operates at 2.30m and I.15m per second, will
produce recorded material for 2500 C60 cassettes
in an eight hour period, and has automatic cue
tone injection, master pass counter, and a common
capstan drive system. Also on display will be their
range of high speed common mandrel 6.25mm
tape duplicators and automatic tape degaussers.
Pentagon will be introducing a new stereo copier,
Model G -34S with a master and three slave
positions and a handling capacity of 72 C60
stereo cassettes per hour. The copier has single
button operation, solid state logic controlling a
two position DC servo motor for automated tape
stop, and duplication carried out at 16 times
normal speed.
TDK will be showing a new tape head demagnetiser for cassette tape recorders. Built into a
cassette shell for easy insertion into cassette
recorders the unit operates from a 1.5V dry cell
battery which is enclosed in the cassette shell
together with all the unit's associated electronic
circuitry.
On exhibition from Tentel will be their range of
gauges for measuring tape tension under operating
conditions, including the T2- H20-ML, adaptable
46
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Can you believe your Ears ?
Pick a wizzed up record play it loud and
most Hi -Fi gear can be made to sound
impressive - at least initially. In fact you've
only to go to a hi -fi show to find that nine out
of ten have to play it that way to get any
effect at all.
But what happens when you turn the volume
down a bit? Are the strings relaxed and
silky? - or do they all have clenched teeth
like a bunch of amateurs struggling with a
difficult bit of Hindemith? Does speech at
natural level sound like a real person? - or
are his fricatives in a twist? - Is it believable? or is it all rather a caricature?
Listen carefully, you'll have to live with it
long after the honeymoon.
For further details on the full range of
;

;

QUAD products write to
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE 18 7DB.
:

Telephone (0480) 52561
:

QUAD

for the closest approach to the original sound
QUAD is a

registered Trade Mark
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for virtually any recorder using 6.25mm to 50mm
tape.

Tape Machines

Cuemaster
CARTRIDGE MACHINES

FIDELIPAC

Cetec Broadcast Group

X PAkTA

schafer

G

Granet
Communications Ltd.
39

BEECHCROFT

MANOR,

OATLANDS

DRIVE, WEYBRIDGE, SURREY KTI3 9NZ

Weybridge (0932) 47785
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On view from Ampex will be their ATR -100
recorder, their MM-1200 multichannel recorder,
the VPR -2 helical videotape recorder, the MQS100 synchronising system, the ATR -700 recorder,
and AG-440C series of recorders.
Itam will be exhibiting a series of multitrack
recorders and mixers including the Model 806,
8- channel, 12.5mm recorder intended for the
budget market; the Model 1610, 16- channel
recorder; and their range of four and eight
channel output mixers.
Mericka Audio will be showing the new Stellavox
SP 8 portable tape recorder, with plug -in module
amplifiers, resolver and head assembly. In addition
the company will be showing the Stellavox AMI
48 portable 5 -input mixer, with panpots, equalisation, sensitivity input switch, FET limiters, and
powering for any type of condenser microphone
in each channel.
Otani will be exhibiting their current range of
products including the MX-5050 series, full track,
4 -track and 8 -track recorders; the DP-4050
cassette duplicator; and the DP-1010 high speed
duplicator. In addition the company will be
showing the new MX-5050B 2-channel tape
recorder, with new control circuitry for noise -free
punch in and punch out, a maximum output level
of 28dBm, three calibrated record levels (185,
250 and 320nWb /m), DC capstan servo, peak
reading LED indicators inside the standard VU
meter housing, return to memory rewind, and
plug -in heads. Also being introduced will be the
MX -7800, 25mm 8 -track recorder with optional
full function remote controls and a digital tape
timer.
On display from Stephens Electronics will be their
new Q -11 autolocator for tape machines, with
microprocessor control for tight tape handling
and automatic cue locations with no overshoot.
Ten memories store the locations together with
the commands (search, play, etc.) and they can be
sequenced to cycle automatically. The system has
abort and `dumb' buttons and is available in a
hand held control unit or in a complete remote
electronics package. Also on display will be their
capstanless 24 and 16 -track tape machines.
New from Tandberg will be the TD20A open reel
tape deck with four motor, solenoidless tape
transport, a transconductance converter to reduce
slew rate, adjustable tape formulation switching
(including the new metal particle tape), `free'
mode and edit /cue switch, peak reading VU
meters, and PROM electronic speed control. Also
being shown will be the new TCD 340 AM cassette

Below: Deltalab Research DL -1 digital delay unit

deck; the TR 2060 FM /AM receiver; the TR 2045
receiver; and the TR 2030 receiver.

Signal Processors
Aphex Systems will be introducing their Aural
Exciter and will also be displaying the EQF-2
tunable peak /shelf equaliser with tunable high /low
pass filter; and the 202, a VCA which incorporates
the 1537A VCA chip.
On show from Ashly Audio will be their complete
range of SC series signal processors: including
parametric equalisers, peak compressors /limiters,
electronic crossovers, and a musical instrument
preamplifier.
Audioarts Engineering will be showing their
Model 4100 (Model 4200 stereo) parametric
equaliser, with four dual -range filter sections
(each range with a 10:1 scope, for 100:1 in each
filter), bandwidth control calibrated from }octave to 2- octaves, 32dB of boost /cut which can
be increased by cascading, and 6000 output at
+20dBm. Also on show will be their Model 2100A

parametric electronic crossover, with continuously
variable crossover frequency, 70Hz to 8kHz, and
continuously variable crossover depth for biamplifier and triamplifier systems. This unit has
high and low level controls and an optional centre
channel bass output. In addition the Model
5200A mixer for disco use, with synchronous
mixing, balanced monitoring and dual talkover
will also be shown.
Deltalab Research will be introducing their DL -1
digital delay unit designed for professional and
semiprofessional recording studio and sound

Above : Otani MX4050 2 -track
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Klark Teknik DN36 analog time processor
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A Klipsch LA SCALA® theat-

er speaker does more for
your sound system than a
bank of conventional loudspeakers. And with far less
distortion. Feed it raftersplitting rock, or a gentle
ballad. The three balanced
horns give it right back the
way you put it in.
The LA SCALA is just part
of the growing family of
Klipsch Industrial Loudspeaker Systems. Like the
smaller HERESY I, or the
larger MCM 1900, all Klipsch
models are low distortion,
high- efficiency designs.
They are available in a variety of finishes, from birch
plywood, raw or black stain,
to black fiberglass with aluminum road -trim.

For further information on
Klipsch loudspeakers for
home, church, stage or stadium, please write.

a

audio int'I
vertriebs gmbh
p. o. box 560 229
6 frankfurt /m 56
w.- germant'
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reinforcement applications. The unit has three
outputs with independently selectable delays
ranging from 5ms to 160ms, a frequency response
of 30Hz to 15kHz at all delay lengths and for all
outputs, a dynamic range of 90dB with a claimed
THD of less than 0.2 %, and front and rear panel
inputs permitting easily controllable feedback
effects for studio or live performances with
internal tamper -proof controls.
On demonstration from Dolby Labs will be a
system for FM stations which can be used to
switch receivers automatically to Dolby FM, QS,
SQ or any other special receiver or decoder mode.
The system uses tones in the vicinity of 15kHz
which are approximately 80dB below 100%
modulation.
A wide range of equipment will be on display
from Eventide including their new Model BD955
digital broadcast delay line. This new model
offers a frequency response to 15kHz and delay up
to 6.4s; and for policing live radio shows, it has a
'catch -up' function allowing the programme to
continue in real time while the unit regains the
delay margin. Other units on display will be the
Model 1745M delay line; the H910 harmoniser;
the 2830 omnipressor; the FL201 instant flanger;
and the 51066 special effects device.
Furman Sound will be exhibiting the PQ-6 two
channel parametric equaliser/preamplifiér, which
has three continuously variable broadly overlapping
bands per channel, with 20dB boost and 40dB cut.
Bandwidth is adjustable from 4y- octave to
4- octaves; ranges are from 25Hz to 500Hz,
150Hz to 2kHz, and 600Hz to I0kHz; signal -tonoise ratio is a claimed 99dB with equalisation
in and set flat; and distortion is a claimed 0.025%
under the same conditions. In addition the
company will be exhibiting the Model RV-1
reverberation system with limiter, and the TX-2
tunable crossover/bandpass filter.
Future Film Developments will be showing their
portable noise reduction unit for location recording. This has provision fqr two Dolby A -type
modules with associated buffer amplifiers, automatic record /play and power switching, and
battery supply.
Hammond will be showing the Klark -Teknik
range of graphic equalisers, together with the
DN36 analog time processor, a dual channel
voltage controlled delay system capable of
producing a wide range of effects.
On demonstration from International ElectroMagnetics will be their Model 231 graphic equaliser, which offers control of 31 I- octave bands
with ±12dB cut or boost; a claimed distortion
level of less than 0.1% THD (20Hz to 20kHz) at
peak dBm output; and a claimed signal-to -noise

ratio of 95dB below +24dBm output. Also on
show will be the Model 213 10- octave graphic
equaliser; a range of audio and video magnetic
heads; and a range of dual-band limiter /compressors, audio processing units, and multitrack tape
recorders.
JVC will be introducing and demonstrating their
PCM digital audio system and their latest QBiphonic equipment. In addition they will also be
displaying a low distortion power amplifier and a
broadcast CD -4 demodulator.
Newly introduced from Klark -Teknik will be the
DN70 digital time processor and the DN34
analog time processor (a mono version of the
DN36 introduced last year). The DN70 is a
digital delay line with one input and three outputs
which can be mixed; the respective delays being
163ms, 326ms, and 652ms, with a bandwidth of
15kHz. Also on display will be the company's
range of graphic equalisers.
MXR will be exhibiting two new graphic equalisers,
a dual channel 15 -band equaliser and a 31 -band
equaliser. The 15 -band equaliser has alternate
I- octave (ISO) centres with ±12dB cut or
boost; a frequency range of 25Hz to 16kHz;
+20dBm maximum input and output levels; a
slew rate of 7V /µs; and a claimed THD of less
than 0.02% at OdBm output. The 31 -band equaliser has }- octave (ISO) centres; a frequency
range of 20Hz to 20kHz; a slew rate of 7V /µs;
and a claimed THD of less than 0.01 % at OdBm
output.
New from MICMIX will be their Dynaflanger,
which allows control of flanging and other effects
by the spectral content or peak amplitude of the
signal, or by a built-in oscillator with variable
rate and depth. The unit's input sensitivity is
adjustable; it has a claimed unweighted noise
figure of -78dBm; and a comb filter notch peak
which varies from 150Hz to 3900Hz, with depth
exceeding 45dB. One unit can be slaved to another
for dynamic cross flanging, or units may be
controlled by a synthesiser. Also to be shown are
the company's series of reverberation chambers
and master audio meters.
Orban will be showing their Model 245E stereo
synthesiser; Model 418,4 stereo limiter /compressor; Model 622 parametric equaliser; their
Optimod-FM and Optimod-AM; and other sound
processing products.
On exhibition from Symetrix will be their Phase
Filter, a phaser with 12, 90c notch filter stages and
two independently variable low frequency oscillators for a great variety of phase effects. With
this unit the mix control determines the ratio of
LFO's; the resonance control recirculates the
output to intensify peaks and notches; and the
depth control determines the amount of phase
effect.
50
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Heres everything you need
for one-third-octave soundlevel and reverberation-time
analysis in one easy-to-use
muvon|ccMoÓe|
package
500 Acoustic Analyzer.
.

the real-time mode, Model
500 shows you wideband or
weighted SPL readings in
each one-third-octave band
from 25 Hz to 20 kHz. You
set the reference level you
In

want, or Model 500 will seek

the proper level automatically over a 100 dB range in
1ÚB steps. The built-in pinknoise generotorsupp||es
you with wideband or
octave-band test signals.
Then, touch a button for the
RT60 mode. The digital display shows reverberation
time up to 10 seconds with
10 ms resolution, while the
LED matrix plot the decay

characteristic.

output,

an

auxiliary test

signal |npur, and digital I/O
interface. The Inovonics 500
is ready for peripherals.
This rugged, lightweight,
precision instrument goes
wherever you go. From the

freeway interchange to the
auditorium, concert hall,

and laboratory. The Model
500 is completely selfcontained, and comes to you
with an internally charged

battery.

For accurate dependable
level response and reverberation analysis, the sound
choice is Inovonics Model
500 Acoustic Analyzer. Its
part of every sound design

or write us today for all
the details. Model 500Call

$2750.
Exclusive export distribution through

lnovonics Inc.
503-BvunÚel|wmy
Campbell, CA95OO8

Rear-panel connectors pro
vide an external oscilloscope

Cotham Export Corporation
Telephone
(408) 374-8300

New York
Telephone (212) 741-7411
Telex 12-9269
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UREI will be demonstrating their production
models of the new Model 927 digital delay line.
This has four separate individually adjustable
delay outputs; instantaneous floating point
converters; a full -power bandwidth of 12kHz
with a claimed THD of less than 0.07 %; and 125dB
per octave filters for a 90dB dynamic range. Also
being shown are the Model 537 and Model 539
equalisers, and production units of the Model 950
ANCA (ambient noise controlled amplifier).
Ursa Major will be showing their new SST-282
digital reverberation system. This consists of a
digital delay line and digital reverberation synthesiser, with controls for all relevant parameters,
including initial delay, decay time, room size, and
high and low frequency equalisation. The system
can be used as a straight audio delay unit with
built -in mixer, and has a rated bandwidth of
5kHz. Dynamic range is quoted as 80dB with
claimed noise and distortion levels of 0.2 %.

Miscellaneous
On demonstration from Gotham Audio will be the
new Neumann VMS-80 automated disc mastering
lathe. This has a crystal controlled DC -servo drive
turntable; servo controlled pitch drive; optimised

PANELS AND ASSEMBLIES

No supplier offers a wider range of panels,
inserts and accessories for just about any
configuration. And you can get them in any
stage of assembly
individual components, sub -assemblies, or complete pre wired and connectorised assemblies ready
to install. Our Bantam range gives a space
saving of up to 50 per cent.

...

Singles, twins, back -to -back, 2+ I, patch and
switchboard cords, in long frame and
Bantam, and our new Printed Circuit Board
Jacks. Most standard types are available for
immediate off- the -shelf delivery.

For further information on these and our
range of B.P.O. type components, telephone
or send the attached below to:

C.A.E. LIMITED

70/82 Akeman Street, Tring, .Herts.
HP23 6AJ
Tel. (044 282) 4011 Telex 82362 BATECO G
:

Please send us copy

of current catalogue

NAME

COMPANY
POSITION
ADDRESS
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products.
Studer Revox will be showing their new B790
tangential tracking turntable with 33.33rpm and
45rpm speeds. The turntable has a quartz controlled optoelectronic servo drive mechanism,
speed accuracy is claimed to be within +0.01 %,
wow and flutter better than 0.05 % (DIN weighted),
rumble -to-signal ratio better than 68dB (weighted),
and tangential tracking angle error less than
0.5°.
Tannoy will be displaying their conference audio
equipment system for speech amplification, and
simultaneous translation and recording. The
system uses digital circuit technology, has lightweight cordless headsets and can use an unlimited

number of microphones.
Technics will be showing their range of studio
and disco turntables; isolated -loop open reel

4f

JACKS AND PLUGS

ing their record cleaning machine, impedance
meter and phase tester, and cable drums. In
addition the company will be displaying the
Luther range of portable stands for which the
company have recently become sole USA distributors.
On display from Nexus will be their range of
sound baffles, offering noise reduction from
13dB to 52dB, with an absorption characteristic
of 0.99 and an NRC of 0.95; and an 'instant
drum booth' for use in small studios.
A new range of products will be available from
Sescom consisting of their SB-I stereo balance
'box; LS -I line level splitter; 1B-I input balancer;
OB-I output balancer; and their MLD -I microphone line driver. In addition to these the company
will also be displaying their range of audio
transformers, microphone splitters, and other

automated pitch control based on phase detection
and optimum adjacent groove space utilisation;
and an automatic function control system which
stores lathe commands and allows recall at the
push of a button. Other features of the lathe include
the elimination of all roller components and the
provision of a Teflon glide bearing for the carriage
ride. Also on display will be the EMT 244 rack
mountable reverberation unit and the Telefunken
MIS 24- track /32 -track tape recorders.
Martin Audio /Video will be showing their 14kHz
film sync generator introduced at last year's show,
together with their ranges of toroidal power
transformers, metal rack cases, and other components and hardware for the recording and
broadcast industries.
Micor International will be exhibiting the new
Coupland Digital Music Synthesiser system, a
system with all functions being digitally controlled.
The system has a quadraphonic output; up to 12
polyphonic waveform generators; 20 resident
presets; digital tape cassette backup; pedal
controls in real time for volume, envelope timing,
low frequency oscillator speed, frequency modulation, and waveform amplitude; two independent
low frequency oscillators operating from 0.01Hz
to 99.99Hz; and a standard 88 -key keyboard.
Keith Monks will be displaying their range of
microphone stands and studio accessories includ-

recorders (including half track, quarter track and
automatic reverse); cassette equipment; monitor
loudspeakers; broadcast reference tuners; parametric /graphic equalisers; and power amplifiers
and control amplifiers.
Pioneer will be demonstrating their PCM audio
disc system, a two channel, optical read -out
design intended to be compatible with both audio
and video disc formats. The 300mm diameter disc
rotates at 1800rpm for a maximum playing time
of 30 minutes per side.
The Wireworks Corp will be exhibiting their range
of microphone cables and multicables together
with a number of other audio accessories.
Yamaha will have a wide range of audio products
on display, including their Model E -1010 analog
delay unit, offering continuously variable delays
from 10ms to 300ms in five ranges, with modulation frequency covering the range 0.5Hz to 10Hz
and a modulation depth range of 0% to 30 %;
their CP-80 portable electric grand piano, with
piano strings, full 88 -key keyboard, piezoelectric
pickup for each note, and volume, tone and
tremolo controls; their P-2050 power amplifier,
offering 45W per channel for 0.05% THD; their
P-2201 power amplifier, offering 200W per
channel into 80 for a claimed THD of less than
0.05%; their EM-300 mixer, with 12 input
channels, built in reverberation, four meters, a
9 -band graphic equaliser and a 200W stereo
power amplifier; their EM -200 mixer, with eight
input channels, built in reverberation, a 9 -band
graphic equaliser and 120W power amplifier; and
their Model PM-2000 mixer, with 32 inputs, five
position 4-band equalisation, and 14 x 8 matrix.
Finally, Studio Sound will be making their
presence felt in the persons of Editor Angus
Robertson and Ad Manager Mike Stormer. In
addition to these august personages, Richard
Elen, Editor of our sister magazine Sound International will also be on hand to liven up the
proceedings.
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Whenever audio specialists do signal processing, chances are UREI products
are included. Our Limiters, Compressors, Equalizers, Filters, Crossovers, and
other specialty audio equipment have become industry standards for recording, broadcasting, and sound reinforcement applications. So, make your sound
sound special. Contact us for the UREI dealer nearest you.

8460 San Fernando Road

Sun Valley, California 91352

(213) 767 -1000
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The international
sound
Malcolm Addey
Back in the Fifties, British recording engineers were desperately
attempting to mimic the 'American Sound', while during the Beatles era,
the 'British Sound' finally arrived. Malcolm Addey, who began his
recording career at Abbey Road moving to New York 10 years ago, here
compares recording techniques from both sides of the Atlantic.

THE

-

`The
American Sound'
British Sound'. Apart from
artistic considerations, do such things
exist any more? Is there really such
an enormous difference in recording
techniques between the two sides of
the Atlantic? I doubt it ! My original
concept was to discuss such differences but the more I thought about
it, the more I realised that the validity
of the premise was in doubt. Thumbing through the various technical
magazines there is a veritable supermarket of internationally available
equipment. Producers needs are not
only dictated by creative requirements but by the fact that they also
read those monthly catalogues. In
fact the studio that does not have
available at least one piece of everything the state of the art produces,
is doomed to go out of business.
Seemingly we have reached a stage
of almost boring predictability.
Recording studios are not only beginning to look alike but all over the
world it seems that the modus
operandi of recording sessions
seldom varies. The rhythm tracks
are laid down, reference vocals made,
and an arranger scores for strings,
brass, woodwind and such like. The
vocalist returns to put down the final
tracks and remixing takes place for
what seems like an eternity. Perhaps

I

Above: Phil MacDonald cutting a master
lacquer disc on a Scully lathe at Abbey
Road (mid- sixties).

the biggest contributory factor to
this virtually monomorphous situation is that the freelance engineer
and producer move freely from
studio to studio across all international borders. Major differences
today appear to be mainly those of
nomenclature but this has not always
been the case. Let's take a look at
the times when things were very
different.
Prior to the Beatles phenomenon
(and the British satellite groups of
the period) the pop recording industry was very much a one-way traffic
system. I can only concern myself
here with recording techniques and
resist the temptation to make judgements on the artistic content of
records coming from the States at
that time, but suffice to say that an
enormous percentage of British
products were of American cover
records. And how Britain struggled
to get that 'American Sound' working almost completely in the dark
and with very little of the proprietary
equipment available to American
studios.
My entrance into recording engineering was at Abbey Road and that
much sought after first chart entry
was Cliff Richard and The Shadows
Move It with Norrie Paramor as
producer. Those were exciting days
-EMI just about dominated the
British charts. True, if you haven't
the right song and singer, you don't
have a hit -but take away the engineering and you don't have a record.
Ever since Edison recited Mary had
a little lamb into his cylinder,
individual record companies engineering and production staffs have
been collaborating to make their
records sound better than their competitors. The independent recording
studio and engineer (or producer for
that matter) was a rarity in the late
Fifties and early Sixties and I remember an occasion when the late Joe
Meek was forbidden entry into the
studio at Abbey Road for fear he
may learn something of our techniques. This may seem bizarre now,
but such was the prevailing climate
at the label-owned studios. Rather
than steal our ideas, he could un-

Left: Johnny Kidd centre, his manager
extreme left, Peter Sullivan foreground
left, Malcolm Addey at console, Malcolm
Davies behind Malcolm Addey and
Henry Moss behind Johnny Kidd
(late fifties).

Right: EMI rather monopolised the
charts around 1960!

BEST SELLING POP
RECORDS IN BRITAIN
(Wednesday, July 13, 1960)
Last This
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/

Week
1

GOOD TIMIN'

Jimmy Joncs (MGM)

(2JPLEASE DON'T TEASE
Cliff Richard (Columbia)

3AI'T

MISfEHAVIN'

Tommy Bruce (Columbia)
SHAKIN' ALL OVER
Johnny Kidd (HMV)
`+1ADE YOU
Adam Faith (Parlophone)
6 ROBOT MAN

4

doubtedly have taught us something
-remember he made the multimillion seller Telstar with the most
primitive of equipment in one of the
rooms of his apartment- conditions
that would horrify anyone today, but
it happened
At Abbey Road, 1958 (the year
that 'Chick' Fowler, manager at that
time, hired me) there was not a single
transistor to be found. Stereo was
still in the experimental stage -78s
had finally been ousted completely
by the single (45rpm)-the LP was
well established. EMI BTR2 machines were everywhere -mono and
stereo
-track had not yet arrived.
I had the honour of being chosen to
work with the 'pop' recording team.
We were a very tightly knit cornmunity dedicated to making EMI's
pop product technically equal to
that of American imports. During
the period I am speaking of (up to
and including the Beatles' first
release, at which time that one -way
!

-4

traffic system became two -way) the
team consisted of Peter Bown, Stuart

type big band records, for which
they were the best, I always thought
that company to be very conservative especially with their attitude
towards rock and roll which was
looming over the horizon. Some of
those funky small labels, of which
there seemed to be thousands at any
given moment, excited me much
more.
So what did we know about the
States that was so different from
what we were doing? Well, we knew
that the standard monitoring speaker
was the Altec: with certain notable
exceptions studios tended to be much
smaller and drier than in the UK; a
thing called peaking EQ (the Pultec)

disturbed by a heavy snare drum.
The only conclusion I could come
to, was that if the meter being used
as a level indicating device unnecessarily restricts the engineer from
getting the required sound, then that
device is unsuitable for the medium.
Monitor speakers. Now there's a
subject everybody can get their teeth
into and because it's such a personal
subject it is pointless my dwelling
too much on this. There are hundreds
of good speakers around -speakers
that sound fantastic on programme
material already created but choosing
the tool on which to make important
subjective decisions every minute of
the day is quite another problem.

medium -the end product was a disc
and if the work we were doing in the
studio didn't sound good on disc
'well, we were wasting our time. We
were fortunate to be in the same
building and work for the same
company.
Equalising and limiting at the time
of mastering to disc was the order
of the day. In fact the first time I
wanted to use a limiter on vocal only
in the studio, a memo was shown to
me, expressly forbidding such a thing
and I had to have that order waived
at managerial level just to get it
patched in
Remembering that
everything had to be home made
(there was no such thing as going
out to buy what you wanted, for it
wouldn't have been available anyway) and the only limiter around
was the EMI RSI14 which was a real
thumper. So the RS114 coupled with
the EMI curve bender and a modified
Leak TL12 power amplifier driving
an Ortofon head mounted on a
Scully lathe, was the equipment used
to cut countless EMI hit records. It
still amazes me how those boys
upstairs achieved what they did with
the tools they had to work with.
As was the case with so much
equipment at Abbey Road, the curve
bender seemed to be designed more
with classical recording in mind.
From all accounts, though, it was
the envy of our British competitors
but what strange frequencies of

-

!

Eltham, myself and Norman Smith
(later to become Hurricane Smith)
in the studios and Michael Grafton
Green, Harry Moss and Malcolm
Davies in the cutting rooms. It
would have been impossible to
achieve anything, though, had we
not had tremendous support at high
managerial level from the A & R
department.
The staff producers
were Norman Newell and John
operation -32, 64, 128, 256, 512,
Burgess (all labels), Wally Ridley
1,024, 2,048, 4,096, 8,192Hz etc.
and Peter Sullivan (HMV), Norrie
They were mounted in the cutting
Paramor and John Schroeder (Colroom racks and remember Malcolm
umbia) and George Martin and Ron
Davies complaining bitterly that the
Richards (Parlophone).
Of the Primitive equipment with John Burgess left, Malcolm Addey right. Probably an Adam Faith curve bender wasn't much use when
technical personnel, ever helpful in
trying to match the sound of an
session (late fifties).
making up black boxes for special
American pressing for release in the
effects and achieving impossible
UK. It was pretty useless to us in
hook -ups, I particularly remember
at frequencies not available on the Tannoy fans will be glad to hear that the studio also. For some reason
Gus Cook, Ken Townsend, Michael
EMI curve bender; obviously some Abbey Road used Tannoy monitors the manufacturer of the best availGrey, Gwynn Stock and Bernard
excellent limiters (Fairchild 660) and for pop recording until about 1960. able programme equaliser (as they
Speight. Waiting in the wings (but
in my opinion perhaps the most
Now bearing in mind our knowledge were officially called) in the States
not all at the same time) were the important of all -the VU meter! that the Altec was heavily favoured was Pultec and they had decided to
young assistant engineers operating
Now that last statement will no doubt in the US and after many futile choose round figures like 50Hz,
tape machines-Geoff Emerick, Peter raise the eyebrows of some of the attempts on the part of EMI's 100Hz, 3kHz, 5kHz and 10kHz
Vince, Vic Gamm, Jerry Boys, Tony
up and coming young purists among
research department to come up with (what was wrong with the kilocycle ?)
Clark, Phil McDonald and Tony
us but I'll just relate one of my
something similar, we did change -etc. Capitol Tower, United RecordBridge and others.
experiences to show that where over to Altecs. I remember what a ers on the coast and Bell Sound in
Much of our knowledge of Ameri- PPM's are concerned one can get pleasant experience it was to mix on New York already had two or more
can recording was guesswork. Often
too clever by half.
them. Interestingly many of the of Pultec's peaking EQ frequencies,
we would get together and listen to
One day I was being pressured by popular monitor combinations in built into their consoles in the late
piles of singles from the States
the producer to try and get that use in the USA-the UREI 813 and Fifties. Until we followed, we had
discussing, arguing and speculating
heavy, thick snare drum sound so
the Big Red for example-still use to have locally made little black
on how certain sounds were procommon co. American records. an updated version of the Altec boxes for shelving EQ.
duced. "How is it we can't get that Having always been of the opinion 604E as the basic component.
I could go on reminiscing about
sound ?" -the question so often asked that almost any kind of subterfuge
An engineer who has never worked the everyday 'live' recording of 30
by the A & R people-frankly could
is justified to get the sound you want,
in a studio where his tapes are and 40 piece orchestras, emerging
sometimes only be answered with
I took the risk and pushed the fader
mastered to disc in the same building new microphone techniques, echo
"If you give us that particular singer up and stopped when the producer is truly at a disadvantage. Fre- chambers, 4 -track recording, artificial
with those musicians we'll come
smiled. The PPM was going berserk
quently I hear horror stories from double tracking, phasing etc, but that
pretty close! ". When I moved to -reading about plus six-but I let mastering engineers of tapes from would probably take up a whole
New York in 1968, where I've been
it go through and much to my
independent studios that are almost book. Looking back at some of the
ever since, it was possible for me to
surprise it transferred perfectly well impossible to transfer to disc. The formative years of rock and roll
judge to what degree that answer to disc. Later on, VU meters were studio engineers at Abbey Road recording in Britain, I realise that
was valid, but that subject I'm leaving
added to our consoles side by side worked in close co- operation with they really were exciting and challenfor another time. Because of EMI's with a Siemens light beam PPM and the cutting engineers and should we ging days.
ownership of Capitol we had access the reason for the success of that do anything outrageous the word
Has the arrival of the 'International
to the scene at the Capitol tower but experiment was clearly obvious. The
would soon get down to us. Because Sound' taken away from us some of
apart from Sinatra and Peggy Lee VU meter was not in the slightest we were constantly aware of the that daily challenge?
1
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Tandberg's revolutionary Actilinear* system,
in
the
new TCD 340A cassette deck and TD 20A
as
reel -to -reel system, gives you superior recording
quality comparable with that of any other current
recording technology.
Why the TCD 340A is the finest cassette

Improvements compared to conventional
designs can be summarized as follows:

From AUDIO magazine, July 1978.
"With the development of the new recording
system we have left behind and abandoned any
form of compromise solution. The new design
philosophy is based on the optimization of modules,
that is, the whole chain is divided into natural
functions, and each function by itself is realized as
a module. Hence, a solution is obtained which is
optimum on all points at the same time as a system
is realized which is more amenable to adjustment
to new types of magnetic tape:'

The recording circuitry operates at a Lower
voltage level and will, therefore, give less
intermodulation because of slew -rate limitations.

deck you can buy.

Senior Engineer Dept. of Magnetic Research
and Development at Tandberg.
Dr. Hermann Lia.

More headroom in the recording amplifier (an
improvement greater than 18dB), resulting in
improved dynamic range.

1

2

An improved electrical separation between

L' oscillator and recording amplifier which gives
less interference with the oscillator.

Substantially greater possibilities of adjusting
4 the
recording to new high -coercivity tapes such

as the new metal particle tapes.

Actilinear
reel -to-reel

recording
is already
a reality,
too. The TD 20A
has the same
improvements
in electronic
design.

Today's machine for tomorrow's tapes.
Cassette technology is surging ahead.
Completely new high- coercivity tapes have already
been anounced (metallic tapes) and should be on
the market soon. Only the new Tandberg Actilinear

TCD 340A cassette deck, of machines already on
the market, can be adapted to use these tapes.
Tandberg's equipment has, traditionally,
been aimed almost exclusively at the serious home
recording enthusiast: to use the word in its proper
sense for once, the amateur -the `lover: The
development of the Actilinear recording system
has made the term even less meaningful:

professional recording studios are already using
Tandberg cassette and reel -to -reel decks at major
recording sessions. We just try to make the finest
recording equipment we possibly can.
For more detailed information on the new Tandberg
Actilinear system and the whole hi -fi range, write to us at:

TANDBERG
Tandberg (UK) Limited, 81 Kirkstall Road,
Leeds LS31HR. Tel: (0532) 35111 *Patents pending.

antenna

ARGENTINA The government is
considering a bill to denationalise most of
Argentina's radio and television stations;
a minimum of stations would remain
under government control to provide what is
described as the 'traditional' broadcasting
service. The Communications Secretariat
announced recently that there was to be a
considerable expansion in radio broadcasting,
both on VHF/FM and on medium wave.
There are at present FM transmissions from
stations in Bahia Blanca, Cordoba,
Mendoa, San Juan and Santa Fe, as well as
experimental transmissions from stations
in Salta and Tacuman.

1

AMI 48 self contained mixer
Five line or mic inputs
Power for 12v & 48v phantom.
or 12v AB mics
Prefade listen, postfade outputs
Stereo compressor on inputs
4

&5

Limiters on inputs and
outputs
Tone controls and pan pots
Line -up oscillator
Built -in batteries

BANGLADESH The resident representative
of the UN Development Programme in
Bangladesh announced in August that a
$2,800,000 project to develop radio and
television broadcasting in the country had
received approval. The three and a half
year project will concentrate mainly on the
training of programme and engineering
staff and will be carried out by UNESCO and
the International Telecommunications Union.

BULGARIA Plans for the development of
broadcasting in Bulgaria in the period
up to 1990 include a fourth programme on
VHF according to the Communications
Ministry. A radio and TV transmitter complex
is to be built on Mt Vitosha; in addition
to providing five TV channels it will provide
four VHF/FM radio programmes for the
Sofia and Pernik areas, two of them in stereo.
Another transmitter complex is also under
construction near Belogradchik; it will improve
reception of the three domestic radio
services on VHF in the north-west parts of the
country and test transmissions have started.

COLOMBIA Stereo FM transmitters are to
be installed in the cities of Carmen de Bolivar,
Monteria and Valledupar during the latter
part of 1978.
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
Stereo transmissions on the four VHF/FM
radio programmes increased to 203 hours
a week in 1977 from 186 hours in 1976. It is
reported that quadraphonic test transmissions
are now also in progress.

One SP8 with interchangeable
mono and stereo head blocks
and built in synchroniser will

transfer mono Neopilot,
stereo Nagrasync and stereo
Synchrotone at 50 or 60 Hz.

were finalised.

For further details contact:-

LIBYA A 9,000,000 dinar contract has been
awarded to an Italian contractor to build
a new Libyan radio and TV centre over the
next two years. A 32,000,000 dinar contract has
also gone to Yugoslavia for the improvement
of radio transmitter facilities in Libya.

JOHN PAGE LIMITED
711

MOROCCO Sofratev

WESLEY HOUSE. 75. WESLEY AVENUE, LONDON. NWIO
TELEX. 24224 REF 566
01 %1 4181
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JAPAN The Minister for Posts and
Telecommunications has announced increased
allocations of VHF channels for FM radio
broadcasting in the near future; he also
indicated, however, that problems of
interference and the relative powers of
transmitters, with particular regard to
broadcasts to remote areas, would have to be
examined and resolved before such allocations
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is to carry out
preliminary studies for a new radio and
television centre to be built in Morocco,
probably in Rabat.

NAMIBIA /SOUTH WEST AFRICA An
interim Radio Board took control of
radio services in the territory towards the end
of August. The board consists of prominent
non -political South West Africans and
will control the content of broadcasts; these
will include material designed to counteract
broadcasts to Namibia from Angola and
Zambia. Local broadcasting in Namibia /South
West Africa is on VHF /FM.
POLAND Official government statistics
released earlier this year showed that there were
some 7,900,000 registered radio licence
holders as against 7,275,000 licensed TV
receivers. The four domestic radio services are
broadcast on VHF /FM as well as long,
medium and short wave and there are plans to
set up a fifth radio programme on VHF.
A stereo radio studio has come into service at
Zielona Gora, but the new radio studio at
Szczecin, which will specialise in coastal and
maritime programmes, will not come into
use until early in 1979. According to the Polish
radio's DG there have been persistent FM
reception problems in the Premsyl and Novy
Sacz basin, which it is hoped will be
eliminated through new transmitter facilities
during the year ahead. There has also been
considerable criticism of the quality of
stereo and experimental quadraphonic
broadcasts; this has been blamed on the
absence of a proper national stereo distribution
network at present; one is due for completion
next year.

SWEDEN Proposals for the reorganisation
and restructuring of broadcasting
in Sweden include allocations for the
introduction of community radio, on an
experimental basis. This would probably make
use of VHF frequencies.
TURKEY Two new Third -Programme
transmitters have been opened in Antalya and
Mugla, both transmitting on VHF /FM
with a 30kW output. There are now 12
Third- Programme (TRT -3) transmitters in
Turkey, broadcasting music some 16 hours a
day.

YUGOSLAVIA A local radio station
broadcasting on VHF and medium wave is to
be built at Slavonska Pozega by the end of
the year. The station is being built as a
joint project by the town council of
Slavonska Pozega and the Etok company of
Zagreb.
A new radio and TV transmitter has been
opened on Mt Trovrh, to provide improved
coverage to eastern parts of Bosnia- Herzegovina;
a further transmitter opens on Mt Majevica
in October. The transmitter at Mt Trovrh will
relay the first and second TV programmes
on VHF and UHF respectively, with the radio
first programme on 90.3MHz and second
programme on 99.5MHz. Radio and TV
reception quality has hitherto been particularly
poor in eastern Bosnia; this is reflected in
the low ownership of receivers relative to other
areas in Bosnia -Herzegovina. The new
transmitters will provide coverage over 90% of
the area of the republic. Zenica Radio, now
second in size to Sarajevo Radio in Bosnia Herzegovina, has recently opened a second
studio; this will enable it to produce its own
programmes for transmission 10 hours a day.

"OUR GAUSS
EQUIPMENT IS BETTER
TODAY THAN THE DAY
WE BOUGHT IT."
George

R. Jones, Vice President
MCA Records Inc.

"Thirty years in the recording business
is a little like thirty one-year experiences.
That's how fast this business changes.
And with the requirements of quality
in our product, the quality of the consumer's equipment and the technology
of our industry, we've continually upgraded our Gauss high speed tope
duplicating equipment. We don't exchange the system, we improve the
existing system. And Gauss is there to
help us. That's important to us. Ten
years from today, we'll probably still
4111111
be using our some Gauss equipment. With modifications:
At Cetec Audio /Gauss, we think we ought to grow with
you. Just as we've grown with MCA. That means we offer
you our equipment in modules. Not just master, tape bins,
and slaves; but, electronic and reproduction modules. That

f

means you con upgrade your equipment as we upgrade the technology.
You remain state -of- the -art because
we're state -of- the -art.
But don't take our word for it. Ask
anyone who owns Gauss equipment why
they own Gauss equipment... instead of
something else. The answer will probably
be that they can't afford to own anything cheaper. Because Gauss delivers.
Where do we go from here? Straight
ahead. With better sound reproduction,
even greater reliability and state- of -theart technology. Modularly. Which means you can plan to
own your Gauss high speed tope duplicating system for a
long, long time. Ask anyone who owns Gauss equipment.
Write for our Tech Sheet. 32:1 or 64:1, Gauss is a better
system.

aus
by

Cetec Audio

AUDIO
13035 Soticoy Srreer
North Hollywood. CA 91605
CETEC

(213) 875 -1900
TWX 910- 499 -2669
CETEC INTERNATIONAL LTD.
16 Uxbridge Rood

Eoling London W5 25P England
01- 579-9145
TLX.

935847

Divisions of Cetec Corporation
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Philips digital audio disc
PHILIPS RECENTLY made news with a
press release on the company's new compact
disc digital system for optimum sound
reproduction. The sound disc is of course a
development of Philips' long promised, but
never quite realised, video disc system which
uses a laser to read variations in the reflective
character of a shiny disc. Philips have so far
given only a few details of the audio disc
system: the disc will be of 110mm diameter
and carry sound recorded in 14 bit linear
PCM, however other pieces of the jigsaw are
available and fit neatly together.
A video disc is, of course, an ideal carrier
for digital sound but is tied to TV standards
that vary from country to country, so
rotational speed is usually 1,500rpm in
Europe but 1,800rpm in the USA and Japan.
This makes for problems over international
compatibility and obviously no new audio
disc system will ever get off the ground unless
it is compatible on a worldwide basis.
Imagine an imported LP being unplayable at
home. Video discs also have a heavy surplus
of bandwidth since not all the 5MHz is
required to record stereo sound in PCM so
one Philips line of research has been into a
system for extending the playing time of a
video disc to take full advantage of the spare
bandwidth capability. Philips claim to be able
to squeeze over 70 hours of mono PCM
audio out of a single side of a 5MHz video
disc rotating at I,500rpm on a video disc
player by tracking each rotation of the disc
a 100 or more times. One sequence of digital
words is extracted on the first time round,
another sequence the second time round, and
so on.
The new Philips disc however abandons
the idea of a single player for both video and
digital sound use. Philips is now backing the
concept of a custom built digital sound player.
The company is also abandoning the concept
of a fixed rotational speed, clearly with an
eye to worldwide standardisation. Instead of
a fixed rotational speed (1,500 or 1,800rpm)
Philips goes for a fixed linear or tangential
tracking velocity. At all times, and on any
player anywhere in the world, the optical
information is tracked at a constant linear
velocity of 1.5m /s meaning that the rotational
speed of the 110mm disc varies from around
400rpm near the periphery to around
800rpm towards the centre.
Older members of the recording profession
will doubtless recognise this as an old idea
brought up to date. Way back in the Twenties
there was a scheme to cut records with linear
velocity and a rotational speed increasing
towards the inner grooves and Garrard of
Swindon made the necessary player. The
World Record Controller doubled the available
playing time and reduced inner groove
distortion of a shellac disc by varying the
rotational speed either side of 78rpm.
Changing speed control in those days was
achieved purely mechanically which presented
all manner of practical problems. Few records
were issued in WRC format and the idea
never caught on.
Although details are not yet forthcoming,
Philips will probably build speed control into
the digital code.
58
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French pirates

LIKE THE UK a decade ago, France recently
enjoyed (or suffered from, depending on your
point of view) a spate of pirate radio broadcasts.
But whereas the British air pirates of the
Sixties got round the law by broadcasting from
outside territorial waters, the French stations
found a land -based loophole.
In 1974 the French passed laws intended to
guarantee the state a broadcasting monopoly.
Anyone who has viewed French television
knows what that means. Talking heads simply
repeat what they said earlier when they run
out of fresh comment so that programmes
seldom run to time. Other times mothers must
explain to noisy children that their favourite
programme finished before they switched
on because it started too early. One spot on the
radio dial has an all -music programme for
drivers enlivened by the occasional interruption
from what sounds like a zonked -out
announcer reporting a traffic jam and advising
motorists "to grow wings and fly ". Closedown is
an equally casual affair. At around the specified
time the station just switches off, often in the
middle of an LP track.
The pirate radio stations were trying to offer
an alternative to talking heads and
music-while -you-drive. The first round of the
inevitable pirate- versus -state battle was
won by the pirates when a Montpellier station
won its right to broadcast an appeal. The
station satisfied the court that the French state
broadcasting monopoly was contrary to liberty
and human rights. Pirates also argued that
the law only prohibits the transmission of
messages "from one place to another" and
because their stations use omni- directional
aerials they are within the law. The French
government has now hurriedly redrafted the law,
just as the British government did a decade
ago, to nail the pirates once and for all.
Legally the French government will win, just as
the British Government won. But the French
public has now had a taste of local style radio
and it is already on the cards that, again just
as in the UK, the final outcome will be a
network of legitimately licensed local radio
stations. This is, of course, all many of the
pirates wanted in the first place.

More pirate cassettes

HARDLY a day seems to pass without some
official pronouncement on how much money the
business of piracy is estimated to be losing
the record industry every year and how much
legal effort is being devoted to stopping the
rot. To the considerable concern of some of the
legal profession, many court cases on piracy
are held in secret. The argument is that a public

court hearing would alert other pirates to
imminent raids. This may be so but some pirates
seem to continue about their business quite
openly, even ostentatiously, without legal
problems.
There is, for instance, a street market in
London that is famous for selling animals. In
amongst the stalls selling tortoises, cats, dogs
and goldfish there's a large stall that specialises
in what are quite obviously pirate cassettes.
At this stall you can choose from a wide range of
prerecorded cassettes, unlabelled except for a
few felt pen scribbles. Cost of a collection of
jazz', 'rock' or 'easy listening' music is 50p

HOPE

per cassette with the chance to hear some of the
cassette before purchase on an old ICE
stereo player run from a 12V car battery. The
stall sign boasts `factory recorded tapes'.
This is doubtless true, because there are so many
on sale that they could only come from a small
factory. The stock isn't all nondescript
compilation music, either. On the weekend before
the film of Thank God It's Friday opened in
the West End of London the stall was selling
pirate versions of Thank God It's Friday Parts
1 and II for 75p a time or £1.50 total. Cost
of a legitimate version of Thank God It's
Friday Parts I and II is £6.99.
It would be nice to say that the quality of the
pirate cassette is atrocious compared to the
legitimate version. In fact the pirate quality is
almost as good as the legitimate version
and a great deal better than some legitimately
produced musicassettes sold to the poor,
long -suffering public. And the legal position?
Well, as I bought TGIF Part I/ (illegitimate) for
75p, a couple of uniformed policemen on the
market beat were browsing through the
stall stock. I wish I could think they were
preparing a report for the BPI -but I can't,
more likely they were wondering what to buy for
their kids. (For the legal record I did notify
Pye Records of the incident, prior to publication
of this report.)

RIP Caruso

FOLLOWING MY story on the Memorex
glass shattering advertisements, several
readers kindly sent in a cutting from a
Scottish newspaper. According to the paper,
a cabaret artiste by the name of Helen
McBennet had startled drinkers in the Snug
Bar at Bellshill near Glasgow, by shattering
a whiskey bottle with the sheer power of her
unamplified voice. She had done the trick for
charity, the bottle containing a hundred
pounds worth of coins. Here at last, I
thought, is what I have been looking for
the chance of first hand authentication of the
Caruso legend. Whereas everyone knows that
Caruso is 'supposed' to have broken glasses
with his unaided voice no -one can point to a

-

reliable source reference.
A Scottish colleague bravely volunteered
to check out the Bellshill story. In the Snug
Bar he found any number of eye witnesses to
the event. They had all definitely seen Ms
McBennet stand at one end of the bar and
shatter the bottle at the other with earsplitting vocal ease. But, as my Scottish
colleague remarked, "By closing time in a
Glasgow pub on a Saturday night, most
people are firmly convinced they can walk on
water ". Ms McBennet, though present and
willing to talk, confirmed that she only did
the trick once a week and that night wasn't
the night. My colleague duly agreed to return
on the appointed night accompanied by a
photographer to check the bottle, witness the
event and report it for posterity in the pages.
Sadly no such story was ever published and
the Caruso legend remains still unconfirmed.
When crunch time came, Ms McBennet
admitted that it was in fact all a trick.
Although understandably no details of the
trick are available, it seems likely that some
kind of detonator was planted in the bottle.
Pity.

MCI wish to unveil their new

JH-45

SMPTE
SYNCHRONISER
Our next ad will show photo and
give full technical specs ..
If you want to jump the queue,
write or phone MCI and we'll rush
you advance information.
.
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MCI (PROFESSIONAL STUDIO EQUIPMENT) LTD.
MCI House, 54 -56 Stanhope Street,
London NW13EX. Tel 01 -388 7867/8.Tx: 261116
:
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Hearing matters
Bob Harris (Acoustic Technology, Southampton)

A working understanding of psycho- acoustics (the way the hearing
mechanism works) can go a long way towards intelligent microphone
and loudspeaker placement and the much sought after 'good' sound.
Bob Harris of Acoustic Technology Ltd, explains one or two fascinating
fundamentals and suggests a few practical solutions.

THE ART OF sound engineer ing, whether studio balancing
or live system operation, is ultimately based on subjective assess-

ment of the sound, and most studio
and reinforcement engineers are
justifiably proud of their discriminating abilities. However a quantitative
understanding of the subjective
effects is also important. When setting up location recordings or
concerts, for example, there is often
little or no time allowed for a 'sound
check', let alone trial microphone or
loudspeaker placement, and in these
cases some appreciation of what may
or may not be heard with a particular arrangement can be invaluable.
The science of psycho- acoustics has
identified a wide range of subjective
effects, all of which hinge on analysis
of the signal received at the ears by
the brain. Some effects are obvious,
such as loudness masking of one
instrument in a mix by another,
others very subtle, for example the
interpretation of the (microsecond)
delayed reflections from the inner
and outer pinnae of the ear, an effect
exploited by the currently intriguing
Aphex process unit. Each effect is
remarkable when one remembers
that at any instant the only information incident on the ear is a single
sound pressure value.
It is hoped that this article will
clarify what remains a largely grey
area to many engineers -the 'Haas'
tusion (integration) and precedence
effects. I offer also my 2dB's worth
on the apparently controversial subject of vertical sound localisation,
and on the important matter of
hearing damage risk.

What is the Haas effect?
Haas' work at Gottingen in 19501,2
in fact quantified two interrelated
effects -the fusion effect, due to the
integrating characteristics of the
ear, and the precedence effect. When
most people talk about the 'Haas
effect' they mean the precedence
effect, but we will consider fusion
first.
60

Suppose a listener is sitting in a
theatre or concert hall, as shown in
fig la. When the performer produces
a sound, the listener will first hear
the direct sound which follows the
straight line -path PL between the
performer and listener. The direct
sound is followed by a number of
reflections (R1, R2, R3, etc) which
arrive later, the relative levels and
arrival times of these being dependent upon the length of the corresponding reflection paths between
performer and listener. Briefly, the
reflected sound arriving at the listener within about 35ms after the direct
sound will be fully integrated by the
hearing mechanism to add to the
apparent loudness and intelligibility
(or quality) of the source. The direct
sound is thus 'enhanced' by the
reflected energy. Longer delayed
reflections are only partially integrated and depending on their relative level, may even be heard as
echoes. Discrete high level reflections arriving more than 95ms after
the direct sound are not integrated
at all, and are generally detrimental
to the sound quality. Lower level
reflections are perceived as reverberation, which may or may not be
desirable, depending on the nature
of the performance. In S/N terms,
sound arriving within 95ms may be
considered as contributing to the
effective signal, whereas later major
reflections constitute noise as shown
in fig 2.

In the above example, it is the
sound which arrives first at the
listener (the direct sound) that determines the apparent location of the
performer. This is the precedence
effect which is easily demonstrated
in any studio control room, whether
or not a delay unit is available.
Indeed the phenomenon was first
reported by Henry in 1849. Consider
the control room shown in fig 3,
with an engineer sitting symmetrically between two identical monitors (or
even better, try it !). If both monitors
are fed the sane speech signal and
there is no phase shift between
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channels, then the engineer will hear
a single voice image on a horizontal
plane connecting the two loudspeakers at a point determined by their
relative output levels. Now suppose
we match the channel levels, but at
the same time insert a time delay of
greater than ms, say 10ms, into one
of the monitor lines. The "midway"
image disappears, and instead the
sole apparent source is the undelayed
monitor.
The same effect will occur, without artificial delay, if another listener
(say the producer) stands such that
the sound from one monitor reaches
him more than ms before the sound
from the other, whence he will probably complain about the balance!
If the delay time is increased to
around 40ms a separate echo is
heard, but the voice remains localised at the undelayed loudspeaker.
Haas found that the two loudspeakers will sound equally loud only if the
level of the delayed loudspeaker is
increased to a critical positive value
(less than 10dB, depending on the
delay time), with respect to the
undelayed channel. Even then the
normal panpotted midway image
does not occur. To quote from Haas
himself, "This does not produce any
direct -in -front impression ... rather
the sensation of two sound waves
emitting from different directions,
coinciding with the position of the
loudspeakers, is produced." Clearly,
in multitrack mixdown a delay unit
may be used as an interesting alternative to the panpot, in addition to
the usual ADT, phasing and Doppler
I

I

effects.

In sound reinforcement design,
there are two major applications in
addition to playing around with the
apparent source location (surround sound effects). Firstly, the sound
quality may be optimised by ensuring that the direct (performer) and
loudspeaker signals are more or less
synchronised in their arrival time at
the listener. Further, natural sound
reinforcement has been described as
"reinforcement of the original prog-

ramme material such that the listener in the audience is unable to distinguish that a reinforcement system is being used "3. The precedence
effect suggests that where natural
sound reinforcement (as distinct
from overt amplification) is the goal,
then delaying the loudspeaker signal
so that it arrives a few milliseconds
after the direct sound, could result
in a sound image firmly at the location of the performer with no apparent contribution from the loudspeakers.
Haas' results have been widely
quoted and applied, particularly in
high quality speech reinforcement
systems design for churches, large
conference halls and similarly reverberant auditoria. Delay units are
today becoming fairly commonplace
in theatre installations and touring
PA rigs, and examples of their usage
have appeared in previous editions
of Studio Sound. So what's new, you
ask? The essential point is that there
are definite limitations to the possible
applications, and failure to appreciate these has led to a number of
disappointing (and expensive) results.
As mentioned in the control room
example, Haas found that for delays
between 10ms and 25ms it was
necessary to have the delayed loudspeaker 10dB up on the undelayed
for equal loudness. This figure of
10dB appears to have subsequently taken on magical significance, for
it has been widely assumed that the
precedence effect will work provided
the loudspeaker signal level is not
more than 10dB up on the direct
(unreinforced) signal level at the
listener. Unfortunately, this overlooks two important facts.
Firstly, the criterion shown is for
equal loudness. The perception
threshold for the loudspeaker will
occur at a lower loudspeaker output
level, as low as 5dB relative to the
undelayed sound level, depending on
the delay time and the nature of the
signal.
Secondly, Haas' tesults apply
directly only to anechoic speech.
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Wallach', a contemporary of Haas,
showed that the precedence effect was
less evident with a music signal. He
found that, at matched delayed and
undelayed levels: "recorded orchestral music was localised in the region
between the loudspeakers, if anything closer to the more distant
(delayed) one ". I recently undertook
the design of sound reinforcement
systems for the choirs of two large
cathedrals, and as part of this work
repeated Haas' tests, but with choral
music (long syllables) in a highly
reverberant environment. The maximum relative level for a delayed
loudspeaker with delays between
10ms and 100ms was --4dB. A maximum level difference of -i-4dB before
the image switches to the delayed
loudspeaker has also been recently
reported by Cremers, who suggests
that the whole phenomenon may be
a learned ability rather than a
physiological effect.
Ecclesiastical agony

To digress, one of the cathedral
entertaining
jobs
provided an
example of subjective acoustics
worthy perhaps of an Agony -when
a colleague and I were asked to
evaluate the existing sound system.
Listening to the choir there was
no indication that they were reinforced, so either the sound system
was very good or it was doing
nothing at all. Suspecting the latter
we asked the MD if we could turn
the system on and off as a decisive
test. His reaction bordered on the
violent. We were wasting our time,
we were told. Had he not himself set
the optimum level, in conjunction
with the (much revered) system
designer? How could things possibly
be improved? Turning to electronic
skullduggery we proved the point
the loudspeaker signal was 25dB (A)
down on the unreinforced sound,
and inaudible above the ambient
background level!
What were we to do? Prepare a
technical report on the system per-
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formance, as requested, or remove
the amplifier boards and just leave
the mains neons for the MD to
faithfully switch on each morning
with a confident smile?

Returning to Haas, the fact of
the matter is that the precedence
effect is strongly dependent on both
the relative amplitude of the undelayed and delayed signals and the
nature of the signal itself. The fusion
effect is also amplitude dependent,
as shown in fig 2. The values shown
apply to speech and instruments
with a transient waveform, such as
the piano. For strings, and so on,
the curve will shift a little to the
right, ie the energy of the delayed
components is added to that of the
direct sound over a greater period.
Guidelines-for delay lines

With the aid of some very basic
mathematics, and fig 1 and 2, we
can now add some numbers to the
theory. Hopefully a feel for the times
and distance involved, and a few
quick on -site calculations, will help
produce the best possible sound.
Otherwise things may sound okay
at the sound desk in the stalls, but
how about in the corner of the
gallery? Even if you do wander
around during the sound check, it's
then often a bit late in the day to
move the PA around!
Sound waves travel in air at a
speed of 340ms-'. Thus they take
1/340s or 2.9ms, to travel 1m. As
sound waves spread out from a
source, the sound pressure level
(SPL) falls off at a rate of -6dB for
each doubling of distance, so if a
loudspeaker produces 100dB at 1m,
the level will be 94dB at 2m, 88dB
at 4m, 82dB at 8m, etc, (This is not
always the case, but we will assume
it here. We will also assume that no
energy is lost when sound is reflected
at room surfaces, although generally
there is some loss.) The fall -off is
written mathematically as

SPL= 20 log

--

to rz

where r, and r_ are the distances in
metres from the source.

In each of the following examples,
all quoted dB levels are relative to
the level of the direct (performer's)
sound at the listener unless specifically stated otherwise. Thus the
direct sound level at the listener corresponds to 0dB in fig 2. Similarly
the arrival time of the direct sound
at the listener is taken as t =0 in fig
2.

In fig la, the listener is 8m from
the performer. This is the length of
the direct sound path. The path
length for reflection R, is (9 -; 2)11m. Thus the difference in the path
lengths travelled by the direct and
reflected sound waves is (11-8 3m.
Since a distance of lm corresponds
to a time delay of 2.9ms, the reflection will arrive after a delay of 3 x
2.9= 8.7ms, at a level of 20 log
(8/11) -- -3dB. Plotting these values
on fig 2, we see that the sound energy
of the reflection is fully integrated to
add to the loudness and quality of
the direct sound. Reflection R,
arrives after (9 15 -8) x 2.9 - 46nms,
with a relative level of 20 log (8/24)
- -9dB, and is partially integrated,
further improving the direct sound,
as is reflection R, (75ms at -I3dB).
All three reflections appear under
the curve in fig 2, and hence no echo
is heard by the listener. Will the performer be disturbed by an echo off
the rear wall? Clearly not, since by
the time the sound has travelled to
the rear wall and back again (around
87ms) the level will have fallen off
by nearly 30dB.

-
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In fig lb, listener and performer
have moved to a larger auditorium,
with dimensions twice those of the
first venue. The new hall is 30m from
stage to rear wall, so there is a falloff of 20 log (I /30)- -30db between
the level produced by the performer
and the level heard at the back of the
-

hall. To overcome this problem a
twin -channel sound system has been
installed. The signal from the performer has been panned centrally,

and the SPL 1m in front of each
loudspeaker is 20dB higher than
that Im from the performer. If the
level from the foldback loudspeaker
is also 20dB above the performer's
own level the performer will hear a
relative foldback level of 20 log
14) - 20- --8dB, after a delay of
(4 x 2.9) 12ms. This falls under the
curve in fig 2, so no problem. It is
clear that for any given foldback
distance there is a limit to the possible foldback gain before a disturbing echo is heard by the performer.
In general the distance should be as
short as possible, certainly less than
5m. This limitation applies in principle also to the performer - -main
loudspeaker spacing, but for a directional loudspeaker system facing
away from the performer there is
rarely any problem. If the performer
was in front of the loudspeaker, the
limiting distance would be around
12m, for a 20dB loudspeaker/per former output level difference.
1

In an attempt to hear the best
sound, the listener positions himself
directly in front of the performer, at
a distance of 3m. Assume the loudspeaker output at the angle to the
listener is 5dB down relative to the
on -axis level. The loudspeaker sound
is then heard at a level of 20 log
(20 -5)-

IdB, after 115 -3)
just on the limit
of integration! It follows that in
order to optimise sound quality,
stereo stacks or columns placed on
each side of the stage should ideally
be no more than 15m apart, with an
absolute maximum separation of
30m. With wider stages the only
satisfactory answer is overhead
mounting.
In fig lb, there still remains a drop
of 6 -7dB in the direct sound between
the middle and rear of the hall. In
long halls, a second pair of loudspeakers is therefore often installed
to improve the sound level distribution, as shown in fig lc.
Without electronic delay, the lis-

(3/I5)
x 2.9

35ms. This is
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HEARING MATTERS

return signals arrive later than 50ms.

tener at the back will first hear the
signal from L /S3, followed 52ms
later by the sound from L /SI and
after a further 9ms by the sound from
the performer. All rather unsatisfactory and the signal will be localised
at the nearest loudspeaker. If we
delay the signal to L/S1 by 10ms,
and that to L/S3 by 65ms, then the
three contributions will arrive more
or less together, and the sound quality will be improved. It is unlikely,
however, that the listener will localise the sound at the performer, even
though the sound from the performer arrives first. This is because the
relative level of L /S3 at the listener
is likely to exceed the +4 to +8dB
maximum above which the image
switches to the loudspeaker. For
example, if the performer produces
80dB at 1m and L /S1 at 90dB at 1m,
the combined level at the listener will
be 63dB. Increasing the, level with
L/S3 by the permitted maximum of
+8dB, to 7..1B, will leave the total
level too low for many performances
(9dB corresponds approximately to
a doubling of loudness). A compromise must then be made between
the desired listening level and 'natural'
location of the source.
In summary, live sound systems
should be designed such that as
much sound energy as possible
arrives at as many listeners as possible below the Haas fusion curve.
If the precedence effect can also be
utilised, so much the better, but be
prepared for disappointing results
with high level systems, notwithstanding the effect of visual clues, as

Violinists on stilts-and flying

discussed below.
Finally, we come to our studio
engineer, sitting forlornly in fig 3.
When introducing time delay into
one channel in order to locate, broaden or otherwise enhance an instrument in a mixdown, a delay of
between 5ms and 25ms should be
used. With shorter delay times,
phasing (interference) effects will
occur and at longer delay times
quality may be reduced. Conversely,
delays in reverb unit send lines
should be selected so that the echo
62

trombones!
So far our discussion on localisation has been limited to the horizontal plane. There is disagreement
between many engineers, however,
on the ability of the ear to localise
vertical sources. In the control room
this is of little consequence, but the
question crops up in the theatre
where best to mount the PA?
Stephen Court' appears to favour
the central overhead approach:
' ... the natural place from which to
radiate the sound is above the proscenium arch ... since our ears are on
a lateral plane we have little sense of
vertical displacement in a sound
source, so the image is retained where
it should be -on the stage ". Tim
Foster' disagrees: "it has been shown
that the ear is almost as sensitive to
vertical displacement as it is to horizontal, and therefore speaker positions above the proscenium arch
would only increase the disjointed
effect
"
It may be that both these gentlemen are believing their own ears.
Research by the BBC' showed great
deviation between subjects in their
vertical localisation judgments. The
BBC report concluded that the precedence effect was not applicable
outside the horizontal plane, and
cited complaints from listeners in
concert halls with large overhead
reflectors (and hence strong early
vertical reflections), where the sound
appeared to come from above the
performers' heads. My personal
experience is somewhat contrary
I find that the ear will accurately
locate a loudspeaker source in the
vertical plane, unless the performer
is actually seen to be firmly on the
stage floor, whence the visual clue
has an important and often overriding effect. To my knowledge, little
work has been undertaken into the
effect of visual clues, although many
American sound system designers
take great pains to disguise their vast
overhead horn clusters! Perhaps
readers better informed than myself
may care to comment.

-
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Hearing damage?
It is more than three years since
Studio Sound published Adrian
Hopes' excellent summary of the
hearing damage risk to engineers,
musicians and audiences'. To quote
the article: "If 10 sound engineers
expose themselves eight hours a day
for five years to equivalent noise
levels of 107dB(A), then one of them
is likely to suffer a hearing loss of
18dB at !kHz and a staggering 38dB
at 4kHz. The 107dB(A) level is high
but not unknown by studio stan"
dards. I find this quite horrific
Suppose we take 40 brand new
I8- year-old tape ops, each with
dreams of doing the first 256-way
mixdown, and expose them to an
equivalent continuous sound pressure level (Leg) of 106dB(A) over an
eight hour day. According to British
Standard 5330:1976 (Estimating the
Risk of Hearing Handicap due to
Noise Exposure) two of these would be engineers will probably have permanent impairment of hearing for
conversational speech (sufficient to
cause handicap, ie a hearing loss of
30dB arithmetically averaged at
1kHz, 2kHz and 3kHz) by the age
of 22.
Despite the clear warning, little
progress has been made in the last
three years, either to reduce the risk
or to accurately establish exposure
levels. If studio engineers wish to
risk deafening themselves with high
monitor levels, that is their concern.

...

Live sound engineers have a further
moral responsibility to musicians
(foldback levels) and the audience.
Studio management risk future cornmon law actions for compensation
brought by deaf engineers (albeit
with probably substantially reduced
damages on the grounds of contributory negligence). Surely the time has
come to commission one or two
studies -firstly a measurement study
to determine actual exposure levels
(and predict their probable effects)
and secondly an audiometric survey
of engineers hearing both in the
studio and the auditorium. Such
research will of course be of little
value if not carried out in a carefully
controlled manner, with a thorough
understanding of the complex acoustic, audiometric and statistical factors involved. Perhaps the APRS
could oversee the work? Or the MU?
I should, perhaps, declare my personal interest in conducting such
research.
One final practical suggestion
hearing loss is proportional to the
total sound energy incident on the
ears. Hence pulling down the monitor (or PA) masters by just 3dB permits twice the exposure time before
the same Leg dose has been received.
Alternatively, peak limiting monitor
signals will produce similar results.
In our example, we go from two
probably deaf engineers to one. Take
the level down another 3dB and we
probably have none!

-
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for broadcasting
Helios Nordic is a system conceived to meet
the requirements of the television and sound
broadcaster. Its development has evolved
from studies of broadcasting practice to
Nordic N.10 and the United Kingdom I.B.A.
Standards, to which Helios Electronics has
been building exclusive custom consoles for
some years. A range of configurations is
available from simple 10- channel to very
large TV sound desks, with multi -track
monitoring as one of the many available
options.

SEVEfl
ror recording
This is the "common denominator" of Helios
experience in music recording studios. In a
series from 20 channels, 16 tracks to 40
channels, 24 tracks, a practical layout is
provided with a number of input module
options.
The auto version is available ready for use
with the Allison 65K Programmer, to provide
VCA group control and fader automation in
its most straightforward and easily operated
form.

For further information, please contact either Peter Moody or Neil Adams at the address below:

Helios Electronics Limited
Browells Lane, Feltham, Middlesex TW13 7ER
Telephone: 01 890 -0087 Telex: 8814265
INTERNATIONAL SALES AND SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES
SCANDINAVIA - Siv.Ing Benum A /S, Boks 2493, SoIli, Oslo 2, Norway.
Telephone: (02) 565753
CANADA - Radio Service Inc., 2500 Bates Road, Montreal, Canada H3S 1A6
Telephone: (514) 342 -4503 Telex: 055 -60070

Television sound
dubbing and production
Des Bennett and Roger Guest (BBC)

Numerous stereo television programmes have been broadcast by linking
TV and radio networks together, but most have been relatively simple
multitrack music productions. Early in 1978, BBC Television produced a
stereo 'melody -rock' programme entirely on location at the University of
Birmingham, and here Roger Guest (sound supervisor) and Des Bennett
(dubbing mixer) describe the sound aspects of the production of Curriculee Curricula and how BBC Wales has developed Stacey Road Studio,
used for dubbing the programme. At the time of writing, a repeat
showing has not been scheduled, but we will endeavour to give advance
warning in News if we receive sufficient notice.

The building of Stacey
Road Studio

ABOUT four years ago, we, that is
the BBC Film Unit in Wales, were
given the temporary use of a former
TV News studio as a film music
recording area. This rapidly proved
itself and aroused much interest, so
much so, that within a few months
we hired a 25mm multitrack. As the
demand grew -not just for film but
also for TV prerecorded material
so the machine took root, and Stacey
Road Studio had arrived.
John Lanchester (manager at Film
Wales) gave us the go -ahead and we
spent our spare time building up the
recording capabilities of the studio
and demonstrating to production
staff the programme possibilities of
multitrack facilities. However, as
the weeks went by it became apparent
that the Studio was not being used
to the full by us, and the the idea of
hiring the studio out commercially
was suggested. John and several
others, including Des arranged with
BBC Enterprises for an agreement to
be drawn up. This agreement enabled us to hire the studio for cotnmercial recording, through BBC
Enterprises, when we weren't using
it -this arrangement still stands
today.
At this time there were only two
other BBC television multitrack
recording facilities, both in London.
The Television Music Studio at
Lime Grove was 8-track and the
Sypher Suite at Television Centre
was for Video Dubbing. The Sypher
Suite enabled TV producers to add
music, speech or effects to television
video productions using multitrack
techniques in conjunction with a
helical scan 25mm VTR.
The idea is that a finally edited
Quii.druplex VTR (50mm) programme requiring sound dubbing has the
sound separated from the video,
dubbed and then put back in sync.

-
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The Sypher Suite uses a system of
locking the various machines based
on SMPTE timecode originally designed for video editing. The Quad
VTR picture is transferred to Sony
25mm video tape and the sound to
one track of a 25mm 8- track.
SMPTE timecode is simultaneously
recorded on both machines. This
code is derived either from a generator locked to the Quad VTR or is a
facsimile of the code already recorded
after editing is completed. During a
dubbing session, the two 25mm
machines are locked together using
timecode. On completion, the mixed
sound is then transferred back in
sync, onto the Quad VTR using time code to lock the 8 -track to the Quad
VTR.
Since we were fully equipped for
normal film recording and dubbing
in Wales using both sprocketted
transports and Pilot tone for sync
between machines, we were asked
about the possibility of dubbing film
material transferred to Quad VTR
using timecode, and the 25mm
multitrack at Stacey Road Studio.
We knew about the Sypher Suite
system and had access to a 25mm
helical scan VTR, but the lock -up
system is very complex and we didn't
have a code generator. We learnt from
Sypher that the 25mm 8 -track would
need modifications to enable it to
read code when in spool, thus requiring wideband amplifiers and a
spherical replay head. The 8 -track
at Stacey Road was on hire, and so
these modifications could not be
carried out.
Due to pressure of work and curiosity, we then considered Maglink
which would be capable of locking
our machines together -and if we
hired the appropriate 25mm helical
scan VTR, we wouldn't need to alter
our hired 8- track.
So Tony designed and built the
necessary interface between machines,
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Dance sequence with Philips TV cameras

John made the major decisions (for
example to standardise on 38cm /s
for dubbing on multitrack and the
very early use of Dolby noise reduction) and Des became the main
operator of the system.
As Maglink's main advantage is
its portability, it is possible to set up
a video simulcast /dubbing suite
wherever there is a need. This was
proved when we transmitted the first
simulcast on the continent for NOS
TV in Holland. The programme,
Verdi's Requiem, was recorded in
Amsterdam and edited three weeks
later in Hilversum using our multitrack machines, Maglink and Quad
VTR from NOS Hilversum. It was
transmitted as a simulcast by NOS
TV using Maglink to lock the stereo
sound for radio to the TV transmission.
Today we have two Maglink
dubbing suites, the latest at Broadcasting House Llandaff -which is an
integral part of a normal Film Dubbing suite; and Stacey Road is now
an 8 and 16 -track music recording

studio combined with Maglink (which
is also a video dubbing suite capable
of 22 -track with particular emphasis on music dubbing).
We have also developed a very cornprehensive system of recording discontinuous stereo or multitrack
sound in conjunction with normal TV
recordings, and at a later date dub
editing the stereo on multitrack back
into sync with the mono TV pictures
and sound for eventual simulcast.
All edits are made by using the multitrack drop -in capability.

Programme production
When BBC Birmingham decided to
produce their first TV stereo simulcast, they consulted Stacey Road on
the methods to be used to record,
edit and dub using Maglink code as
the lock -up. The stereo problem is
one well known to radio engineers
compatibility. Quadraphonic or binaural sound must be compatible
with mono. In television broadcasts
with stereo radio, the panning of

-

4. VTR dubbing: adding to orig-

inal playback tracks, recording
sync effects, adding wild tracks,
and final mix.
5. Transmission on BBC2 and
Radio 4 stereo.

Above left: Finale concert recorded in
University of Birmingham Great Hall with
MD Dave Greenslade on keyboards.
Note stereo mic pairs behind each drum
kit

Above: Stacey Road Studio with Des
Bennett at Midas 20/8/16 desk with
10 channel Audio Developments
compressorllimiter bay by window, stereo
Nagra and Maglink control unit
monitored by TV camera mounted above
for remote display of code
Left: Sound crew protected against
weather with pair of C451s mounted
within dome windshield on fish pole

Below: Sonia Kristina (with her boots)
and Chris Farlowe in the opening
sequence

sounds to match the television picture
must also make sense to the radio
only listener. In practice this means
that the director must think carefully
about his sequence of shots so that
the images do not jump about the
screen, and consequently the stereo,
in a way that would be confusing
when listening to stereo sound only.
This applies rather more to dialogue
scenes than to music where movement just for effect seems quite
acceptable so consideration for radio
sound is necessary at the writing
stage.
The sequence of sound events for
our stereo TV production Curriculee
Curricula is broken down as follows:
I. Record music backing tracks
for location playback.
2. On location:
(a) playbackof backing tracks.
(b) record dialogue sequences
in stereo.
(c) record the live concert
finale.
3. VTR editing: note the picture
takes used.

Fortunately Curriculee Curricula
had only short dialogue scenes involving no more than four artists at
one time and these scenes were
covered using a coincident pair of
AKG C451's each fitted with the
A51 capsule swivel joint inside a large
windshield on a handheld boom arm.
This gave the overall stereo image
for each take. In addition, Micron
radio microphones were used on
each actor covering shots where the
boom could not be worked close
enough. The output of each radio
microphone receiver was recorded
onto a separate track of an 8 -track
tape, with one track carrying Maglink timecode. A mono guide mix
was also recorded on the VTR for
editing, the only final sound recorded
of VTR at this stage being that of
Magnus Magnusson as the narrator.
This arrangement worked for every
scene except one. On a very cold
Saturday morning, even with a sound
crew well experienced with the problems of radio mics used every day,
we could not get a usable output
from any of the usually excellent
Microns. For this scene we had to
cheat with mono from a Sennheiser
805 gun mic and dubbed stereo wild
track.
The only music recording on location was the finale. This was in the
form of a live concert in the Great
Hall of Birmingham University with
a student audience. On stage were
Dave Greenslade with clavinet, CAT
synth, the drum kits of Ian Moseley
and John Lingwood, Tony Reyes on
bass, Mick Rogers on guitar, and
vocal mics for Chris Farlowe, Sonja
Kristina, Richard Barnes and Gaye
Brown. As we had no ready access to
a 16 -track machine, the concert was
recorded with the help of the RAK
mobile. The 16- tracks that we used
were just adequate by submixing
each drum kit to two tracks. The
other tracks were filled by two direct
injects for the keyboards, bass,
guitar, and four vocals, stereo
audience, a guard track and Maglink.
All the other music numbers were
done to playback. This was not as
simple as it may sound as Dave
Greenslade needed to leave the
final instrumentation and writing
until the post dubbing sessions so
that he could add whatever he felt was
needed to suit the edited pictures.
What had to be in final form for
location playback were the vocals.
Two weeks prior to the OB we recorded these with a basic backing
track of drums, bass and one keyboard onto an 8 -track in Studio 1 at
Pebble Mill, a radio studio better
known for the Friday evening Music
66
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picture, the 25mm VTR and multi tracks being sync-locked by Maglink.
Location recorded dialogue tapes
were transferred to another 8 -track
tape onto which the correct takes
needed to make up each sequence
were laid. Although the scenes were
short, this made them time consuming to dub, and it proved quicker in
some cases with short (five second)
pieces to run them in wild rather than
spend time calculating the offset. It
was during this part of the dubbing
that Des Bennett achieved apparent
miracles with the Maglink in getting
sync with only one second of run -up
in places where, in error, enough
timecode had not been recorded
before the action.
Finally, after adding wild track
effects in places, the stereo dialogue
was recorded onto the 8 -track with
the mixed music. All we had to do
now was to mix the music and dialogue tracks together with narration
from the VTR guide sound track. The
final stereo mix was recorded onto
tracks four and five of yet another
8 -track tape (thank you, Mr. Dolby !)
with, of course, Maglink code on
track eight. This was then played
back in sync-lock' with the Quadruplex VTR and A + B derived mono
recorded in place of the original
guide sound.
The transmission on May 22 was
done from Pebble Mill, Des and Tony
having brought the 8 -track and Maglink gear up from Cardiff. A standby
stereo' copy was held in Radio 4 Continuity in case of line failure (although, had this been used, the stereo
viewer might have been surprised as
there was no facility to sync this copy
with the picture).
The programme was certainly an
interesting technical venture, during
which we learned a great deal, especially about electronic sync. But, if we
do another, I hope the OB won't be
in the coldest week of the year.

Television sound
dubbing and production
from Pebble Mill concerts on Radio
3. Location playback needed a stable,
accurate speed machine as different
takes, sometimes from different locations, would be edited together for
the finished sequence. The studio
recordings were therefore mixed
down to a Nagra 4s with pilot tone,
and at the same time Maglink code
recorded onto the 8- track. Thus the
Nagra, with its pilot tone synchroniser on location, would run at exactly the same speed at the 8 -track tape
with Maglink in the dubbing studio.
Several cassette copies were then
made for the artists to rehearse to.
For most location playbacks, we
used Shure foldback loudspeakers
which give a clean, high volume output, are small enough to hide easily
in a set, and also light enough to be
hand tracked if necessary.
One number, the Tunnel of Love
song, was done in a single three
minute shot with the cameraman
and his Fernseh portable TV camera
sitting in a wheelchair and tracked
backwards for about 70 metres inside
one of the University's narrow
central heating tunnels. For this,
even the Shure was too big, and a
battery powered Goodmans between
the cameraman's feet provided plenty
of volume in the reverberant (and
hot !) tunnel.
After finishing on location, Roger
Willcox (the grams operator for the
programme) followed the VTR editing session and noted the picture takes
used by the director, Alastair Reid.
We could then find the correspond sound takes on the 8 -track in the
dubbing studio.
All the sound dubbing of Curriculee
Curricula was done in Stacey Road
Studio. Although our original recordings had no noise reduction, all
the dubbing at Stacey Road was with
Dolby.
Before we arrived, the edited VTR
pictures had been copied onto IVC
25mm video tape, and the guide
sound track from the VTR onto one
track of an 8 -track tape, with Maglink code converted from the VTR's
SMPTE timecode recorded on track
eight. The first operation was to copy
the basic 8 -track music tapes to I6track, add Dave Greenslade's other
Keyboards, and sync sounds such as
handclaps. We then put backing
vocals onto the finale and repaired
one keyboard track where the direct
inject had decided to hum. Dave's
overture and underture was then
recorded complete. The 16-track
music tapes were then mixed down Top: Maglink control bay with control
onto two tracks of the 8 -track tape units for IVC video recorder, two multitracks and Tandberg stereo
containing the VTR guide sound.
Synchronisation was achieved by
programming the Maglink with an
offset that is, the difference between
the timecodes of the 8- and 16 -track
tapes. The mix could thus be done to
STUDIO SOUND, NOVEMBER 1978
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Above: Stacey Road Studio again showing
IVC 711 video recorder on Maglink bay, 16
and 8-track 3M M79 recorders, BBC stereo
gram unit, and stereo Tandberg 10XD
recorder. When all locked together, provide
total of 23 tracks

Near the end of a long session Steve
and Dick were adding the final vocal
overdubs to a highly produced
number. Everybody was tired and
getting a bit silly, but trying hard
nonetheless. The two vocalists were
sharing a mic, so the vocal balance
depended on their respective volume
and mic distance.
The engineer, mesmerised by the
job in hand on this, his first major
session, wasn't quite happy. He took
it upon his by now sunken shoulders
that this was the acid test of his
career. So he had to get it right.
Fumbling alternately between eq and
solo buttons with his left hand, he
explored vigorously the crumpled bag
of Granny's Comforts in his pocket
with his free hand and popped yet
another of these in his mouth.
Deciding that the controls were correctly set, he keyed the talkback.
Below in the studio the sucking,
spluttering voice boomed `More
.
Can I have more Dick
Dick
please?'
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Commercial radio
in Britain
PART TWO TODAY

All three stations are still working
ill their original studios and trying

Tony Attwood

Last month Tony Attwood described the build -up to the launch of
Independent Local Radio (Commercial) in Britain, and here he examines
in detail the different approach taken to broadcasting by three
representative stations -Capital, Clyde and Swansea Sound. Next
month we will look at several different routes that might be followed
when commercial and local radio expand.
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1' Aliceovermodule,
here

we have an

modified of
course to our own specifications ..."
Get yourself shown around an ILR
studio and it's a thousand to one
that you'll hear that said. Everyone
it seems has an Alice, along with
Spendor speakers, ITC cartridge
machines, Technics SPIO Mk II
turntables and BASF tape.
It is of course quite possible that
when the second generation of commercial stations start to appear in a
few years time, in response to the
1978 Government White Paper, the
equipment available will be more
varied although it will still be for the
IBA to decide the exact specifications
of what may, and what may not be
used. It was, of course, the IBA who
insisted that every station monitors
off -air with Spendor speakers in the
rather odd belief that everyone
should monitor output through the
same design of woofers and tweeters.
However, since they didn't specify
the exact size of the rooms in which
the monitoring should be done, it
appears with hindsight to have been
a rather silly suggestion.
Assuming that I would find the
same sort of equipment in all the
ILR stations it was most refreshing
to discover on a brief tour of three
stations, that in spite of this enforced
similarity of equipment, the ways in
which the studios and control rooms
had been put together varied enormously from one part of the UK to
another. It was in order to get an
idea of just how far this individuality

of design had gone, since the IBA
Act was passed five years ago, that I
visited the studios of Capital Radio,
Radio Clyde and Swansea Sound.
In all three stations I found a feeling of optimism. The 1978 JICRAR
figures showed a continued growth
in the ILR share of the market, and
all ILR stations are now making a
profit. Even in cases where the
detailed figures showed a slight
decline in recent audience numbers
there is no sign of panic. It is, in
fact, the overall picture that attracts
the big spending national advertisers
to the stations. More money from
the ads means more money available
68

to improve the services which (in
theory at least) means more listeners.
According to the JICRAR survey
32% of all radio listening within
areas served by ILR stations is
attributable to the commercial stations themselves.
By comparison
Radio
gets 25%, Radio 2 20 %,
Radio 3 a mere 2% and Radio
4 13 %. Where BBC local stations
exist in the same areas as ILR stations
the Beeb get 5 % of the audience,
whilst Luxembourg get 1% and
foreign, illegal mainland and offshore stations make up the remaining
2 %.
Turning the percentages into
actual populations, it seems that
nearly 28 million people aged over
15 live in areas served by ILR whilst
14 million of them listen to an ILR
station at least once a week.
Of the three stations I visited,
Capital is clearly doing least well in
capturing its target audience -only
43 % of them listen once a week or
more. Clyde does significantly better
with 59 % whilst Swansea Sound
scores 62%-a figure only bettered
by Plymouth Sound. It is particularly interesting to see that Capital's
biggest appeal is to the 15 to 24 year
old age group, whilst Clyde and
Swansea score much more heavily
with the 35 to 54 and 54 -- groups.
In all cases it is these two groups that
make up the bulk of the population
served by the station thus revealing
the specialist nature of Capital's
appeal.
The physical structure of the three
stations is extraordinarily diverse.
Capital, for example, presents a
trendy swinging image. Situated in
one of the most expensive tower
blocks in the country, the station is
hard to miss with its logo splashed
along the top of the giant smoked
glass windows on the ground floor.
Passers -by are invited to step into
the foyer where they can buy Capital
tee -shirts, Capital notebooks, and
Capital pens, clocks, watches and
books. For the young unemployed
there's a job information desk.
There are gold discs on the wall from
Polydor and EMI given for the
station's playing of Sugar Baby Love
and Wuthering Heights. Music comes
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out of the potted plants, and visitors
are quite welcome to just sit down
and watch the comings and goings.
No one throws anyone out, but then
again no one invites visitors upstairs
to where it all really happens, without
When I was
a very good reason.
there some 50 schoolgirls were
gathered around the main door. It
was apparently just like any other
day.
In Glasgow they do things differently. The radio station is in a
shopping precinct about 800m from
the main railway station, but even
with a large scale map it's impossible
to find without help from the locals.
Even when I found the right building,
there were no signs up and the list
of companies next to the lift didn't
include Clyde. In fact they are on
the third floor and there is actually
a small sign up there, but the door
into the station is kept locked on
the inside, and it is necessary to
attract the attention of the receptionist in the office across the corridor
before the door can be opened.
Swansea Sound keep the main
door locked too, but they at least
have their name up...in letters several
feet high written right across the top
of their building. But despite the
sign it can still be hard going finding
the station as it is not in Swansea at
all, but just outside the small town
of Gorseignon, I km from Swansea.
It is actually in a field, surrounded
by a lot of other fields, with enough
land owned by the company to build
a second radio station out the back.
Of course there are explanations.
Capital want to be seen to be an
active part of the community. Clyde
claim that the local kids keep stealing
their nameplates so they've given up
putting them up. Swansea went into
their field to be mid -way between the
two cities they serve (Swansea and
Llanelli) which is sensible when you
remember that the inhabitants of the
cities are well known for their sometimes less than friendly inter -city
rivalry.
Besides which Swansea
Sound is one of the few stations in
Europe to really possess adequate
1

parking facilities.
Inside the differences continue.

to make changes within the confined
space available. (Swansea of course
could expand into their field but lack
the finances to do so.) Capital
found themselves in a great rush
at the start of operations with
control desks covered in concrete
dust as engineers and builders tried
to complete their work. Now, with
the dust settled it is possible to make
out two DJ studios of the standard
type, feeding programming into the
master control room, which is
manned 24 hours a day by at least
two operators (in addition to the
four maintenance staff who cover
day and night programming between
them).
According to Steve Turner (assistant chief engineer: operations) the
value of a master control room is
that it enables the engineers to make
much finer judgements of both MF
and VHF signals as well as on the
levels coming from the studios, than
might otherwise be the case. Added
to this the engineers can also take
over many of the chores of the DJ,
such as playing ads and jingles and
even (as sometimes happens) starting
and stopping the records, thus leaving
the DJ free to concentrate on the
enormously difficult task of speaking.
All of which presents rather a different picture from that I witnessed
recently in the BBC Radio London
studios when presenter Malcolm
Laycox loaded the tape machine, set
the levels, played a record, read the
news, conducted two interviews with
studio guests and slipped in a couple
of jingles and community service ads
for good measure.
Besides the master control room
and DJ studios, Capital also have a
talks studio which doubles as a
standby master control room, a production area and a music studio with
a modified Helios desk, plus a commercial production studio with a 4track desk. This produces some 20
to 25 % of the commercials broadcast
by the station (but excluding one's
done by Kenny Everett which are
produced in a cowshed in the
Cotswolds). There's also a line from
the downstairs foyer to master control
enabling the foyer to be used once a
month for discussion programmes
with up to 100 people taking part.
Future plans include the develop ment.of a talks department
selfcontained drama studio developed
with facilities for one-to -one phone
interviews as well as discussion
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recordings.
All in all Capital employ 13 station
operators catering for the day -to -day
needs of the station (including one
person who works with the OB unit's
disco equipment designed to be
operated by a DJ and a technical
helper) plus five engineers, one assistant chief engineer for maintenance
and development, another of the
same for operations, and on the top
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Above: Bill Black
of Radio Clyde

Above: Dougie Donnely
of Radio Clyde, Studio A

of the pile the chief engineer. When
I suggested that this was rather a
large number of people to be tied
up on one station there were knowing
nods. It is of course master control
that is largely to blame, for it appears
that if it weren't manned 24 hours a
day, Capital could drop at least six
technical staff.
Looking into the future, Capital
plan to introduce noise reduction on
their programmes of classical music
in 1979. They have already put out
all their FM programmes for a
fortnight with Dolby encoded signals,
as a test to see what reaction there
will be from listeners who obviously
will not have decoders fitted to their
tuners. There being no reaction at
all, Capital feel they will be encouraged to look farther into the matter.
Also in '79 Capital will be experimenting with quad broadcasts of the
This
classical music concerts.
distinction between classical and the
rest is interesting, and very much a
part of Capital thinking these days.
Classical concerts for example get
recorded on BASF tape whilst everything else goes onto the cheaper and
lower specification Racal Zonal tape.
In Scotland, engineering at Clyde
is in the hands of John Lumsden
with his team of four technical
operators and five engineers.
Clyde have made the decision to
move away from the notion of a
master control room, and all the
necessary monitoring is now done
from the small central apparatus
room. Lumsden's reasons for moving
away from master control are the
obvious ones -waste of manpower
and boredom, it being clear that
unless the master control operator
does take over many of the DJs
traditional jobs, he really is going to
find it hard to stay awake watching
the levels and listening to the shows.
Clyde's master control, now liberated from its original function, has
been equipped so that it is identical
to the main on-air studio and can
thus be brought into play at any

MI
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mics are colour coded and so
are the corresponding faders. Simple
but effective. In one corner is a
phone -in booth with the facility to
select any one or more of 10 linesthus allowing two callers to chat to
each other whilst half of Glasgow
listens in. (Actually, judging from
the phone calls I made in Glasgow I
thought this facility already existed
as part of the normal PO service.)
Clyde's little device has a running
cost estimated at just over £100pa
compared with the charge for the
official PO system available to
stations which is around £1200pa.
Clyde's news department also has
its own studio -and several acoustic
booths are currently being built to
facilitate the editing and assembling
side of the work. There is also a
separate studio for music recording
linked to a 4 -track mixer. 4 -track
may not seem much these days but
it was certainly enough to produce
the top -selling Ally's Tartan Army
earlier this year.
Lastly, at the other end of the
building is the most recent of the
station's studios used for dubbing
voices on to commercials. Like
Capital, Clyde offer their local
advertisers every facility they can
including in this case the service of
their own jingle writer Dave
However the station
Murriance.
readily admits that it is often simply
impossible to record the jingles in
their own studios for lack of the right
calibre musicians in Glasgow. Trips
to London are thus inevitable. But
despite this problem Clyde is fast
becoming known as one of the main
centres of studio work in Scotland
and this reputation looks like being
enhanced by a joint project currently
operating between Clyde and Proline
for the development of new tape
decks suitable for the special requirements of ILR. But even that is small fry compared with the development
by Clyde of Europe's biggest ever
mobile unit, which even before corn -

-

Top: One of the Capita/ engineers

in the master control studio.
in the "live" studio

time. The two studios are tied in
with a very neat studio switching
system through which the on-air
studio has to offer the facility to the
next studio before it can be taken
over, thus effectively removing the
possibility of the wrong studio

Above: Kenny Everett

coming on -air at the wrong moment.
The system even extends to the OB
wagon in the car park which is available for immediate use as a back up
studio should the need arise.
In addition, Clyde also boast a
talk studio with another neat touch
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pletion has brought enquiries from
as far away as the USSR. Clyde aim
to rent out the 24 -track giant in
England and Europe when completed, whilst waiting for a suitable
market demand to arise in Scotland.
Such enterprises as a 24 -track

mobile are, naturally, beyond the
realms of possibility for a station the
size of Swansea Sound. It was the
first of the small ILR stations (potential audience 417,000 in the VHF
area) going on the air in September
1973. Of all the 19 ILR stations now
in operation only one (Plymouth
Sound with a potential audience of
262,000) is serving a smaller population. Furthermore, as everyone
remembers, trying to set up any new
venture in the economic climate of
1973 -4 was hard going, and the
smaller stations obviously suffered
the most. So it is not surprising that
in some aspects, equipment at
Swansea is marginally behind that
of their bigger colleagues. The turntables for example are Sparta,
although the station do plan to introduce the Technics instant starters
that most stations have in the near
future.
However, having made that point, Above: LRP studio showing hessian covered acoustic foam- acoustic insulation.
it is important to realise that Swansea
Below: A general view of the LRP studio
Sound is by no means a broadcasting
backwater. Pride of place in Swansea
goes to the 8 -track Alice modified for
16 -track usage, accompanied by a
16 -track Scully recorder. Not only
is this set -up handy for the production of jingles and commercials, it
also brings in extra revenue for the
station from private hire. What's
more Swansea Sound use the studio
housing this equipment as a major
feature in their PR work. Approaching a Nissen Hut in the middle of a
swamp, walking into a reception
area which only has room for two
rather uncomfortable chairs, going
through a door on which the paint
is peeling off, and into a corridor
which is just a bit too narrow for
comfort, didn't lead me to expect
too much from this station, and the
people there are fully aware of this.
Therefore visitors are led at once to
the studio housing the Alice. It is
spacious, comfortable, the seats are
plush and the lighting multi-coloured.
still attract the top name groups that
album printed, the sleeve designed
(In fact the lighting in all the studios
want to record in that part of the and so on; and also through running
can be varied through every shade of
world, but there are still many bands
Swan Records, his own company,
the rainbow. The DJs and presenters
playing the club circuit who may which hires the Swansea Sound
makethemost of the effects preferring
never get a recording contract with
studio from time to time in order to
to work in an environment where
a national company and who are
produce records for local bands. As
colour reflects the mood of the prothus attracted to the idea of making
Stan points out, there is no conflict
gramme.) Kefs and Spendors hang
a record with a very small company,
of interests, as the station always get
elegantly from the ceiling, and everywhich they can then flog off at a
priority booking for the studio when
thing is neat and tidy, with not one small profit at their gigs.
they need it to record jingles, ads
old coffee cup or beer can in sight.
Stan Horobin, the station's chief and the like. If his company purBefore Swansea Sound came on
engineer, appreciates the market well
chases the use of the studio when it
the scene there were of course enough to be able to offer clients of would otherwise be standing idle, so
recording studios in Wales -most Swansea Sound any advice they much the better for the station.
notably Rockfield. Naturally they might need regarding getting their
However it now seems that there is
70
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such a demand for the use of the
studio that were they able to build a
second 16 -track setup in the field at
the back, they would be able to fill
it up almost throughout the year as
the station take over the recording
of more jingles and music beds every

month.
From the 16 -track control room
you can see the rest of Swansea's
studio operation. Next door is a
small news studio, and both look out
on to a large central production area.
On the far side are the two standard
DJ studios. But just in case someone
in one studio doesn't want to look
at what's happening elsewhere they
can pull down the blinds and become
totally isolated. The sound proofing
is so good that even with a rock
group going full blast in the central
area the silence in the studios is
maintained.
However there are space problems,
and the station is already overflowing
into the inevitable Portacabins in the
carpark. In one corridor I bumped
into an old tape machine being used
for tape reclamation. Down another,
the way is blocked by the photocopier -there apparently is nowhere
else for it to go.
In common with other ILR
stations Swansea has an OB unit but
it is used solely as a transporter, offloading the recording gear at a suitable hall near the required location.
Among several places they have used
for recording programmes are the
department stores in Swansea. However this activity has now ceased,
possibly because the station made a
charge to the store to cover the cost
of transporting the equipment to the
charge that is perhaps
location
just a bit too close to the dreaded
sponsorship which the IBA Act
forbids.
The Swansea Sound technical
operation is run by just five men, but
even so there are plans in abundance
for future development. Quadraphonic experiments are to be expected soon.
Preparations are also
underway for the station to initiate
discussions with the local education
authority with the aim of setting up
a training course for would -be radio
technicians. The courses would be
run at local colleges and at the station
itself. Clearly if the expected expansion of local radio in the next four
to five years does occur, there is
going to be a desperate shortage of
men trained in this line of work.
The fact that little Swansea Sound
have made a move in the direction
of answering this future need speaks
volumes for the station since the
course will take many man -hours to
set up, and not bring in any major
publicity. Nor will it put up the
ratings, but it is exactly the sort of
thing I look to ILR to be involved
in, but which generally they aren't.
With just five on the technical staff
it is not surprising that Swansea, like
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Clyde, has no time for master control
unit. Off-air monitoring can be done
in any studio, and the DJs are able
to monitor their levels all the time,
although off-air monitoring on MF
is always a problem -as expected in
such a hilly region as south Wales.
It is one of the quirks of the transmitter sighting that reception at the
station itself is not all it might be,
although it is easy to pick up on the
North Devon coast 80km away.
That then is the studio set -up in
Capital, Clyde and Swansea. What
about programming? For much of
the time, despite all the desires of
the IBA to get truly local programming, all the ILR stations except
LBC operate a programme format
based on records, jingles, ads and
mundane DJ chit -chat, along with
occasional phone -ins and requests.
The fact that the callers actually live
within 32km of the station hardly
seems to be a valid justification for
the desire to make commercial radio
in the UK a local affair. Annan's
comment on Capital Radio that it
"seemed to be the type of station
which, though financially successful,
was the antithesis of what a local
radio station should be" hit the nail
on the head. However to be fair to
Capital it must be pointed out that
they got the franchise to operate in
London by submitting programme
plans to the IBA in which they
specifically stated that "popular
music will be the main ingredient".
Annan was thus right on target when
the committee concluded that "the
IBA have failed in their duty to safeguard the public interest ". Indeed
the most obvious conclusion to be
drawn from much ILR programming
at the moment is that commercial
radio is based locally, simply to
attract local advertisers who would
not wish to advertise on national
commercial radio.
According to their initial programme plans, Capital were to
promote good music, playing little
top 40 material and carefully selecting their music according to the time
of day. Today they operate a playlist
of 50 records, largely from the charts,
selected weekly by executive producer
Tim Blackmore, with the DJs left to
decide how to use the list in their
particular shows.
Obviously Capital do other things
to. There's a half hour phone -in to
an expert on one particular style of
music (Jack Good turned up once
to talk about 20 years of rock), there
are in -depth features on record
producers, marketing directors from
record companies and so on; and
getting away from music, the famous
series of dramatisations of texts being
used in GCE English language exams.
Much of the information is very
72

interesting, and always slickly presented (with none of the "not so tidy
approach to programming" promised
in 1973). But the main question isis all this relevant to a local station?
If the dramatisations were as good
as everyone said, why didn't they go

i

out on a national network?
At Clyde it is slightly different, for
there I got the impression that everyone firmly believes that Glasgow is
the centre of the Universe. But when
I probed a little more deeply into
what keeps pushing up the ratings at
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Clyde (in the past year they have
gained between 1 and 4% from the
four national BBC stations) the
answer is not the `Glasgowness' of
the station but its unashamed
`Scottishness'. It seems that if Tony
Blackburn appears on Radio 1 and
reads out a request for a listener in
Alloa, he mispronounces the town's
name, and then makes a joke about
it, that is worth more to Radio Clyde
than five years of their own publicity.
Knowing this, it is not surprising
to find that Clyde has, until quite
recently, been willing to let the
English BBC act as an unwitting
publicity agent (it should be remembered that even Radio Scotland
carries English Radio 4 programmes
for most of the day), and it is only
now, with the launching of a weekly
station magazine that anything resembling a publicity department is being
put together at Clyde.
But having said all that, the net
result is what Radio 1 would have
sounded like had it been based in
Glasgow. There are some locally
oriented programmes, such as the
weekly phone -in on matters relating
to local education, interviews with
local personalities, programmes on
local political issues and so on, but
these are a minority. There are also
some programmes which appear on
the surface to be local but which in
reality are Scottish rather than
Glaswegian, such as McLaughlin's
Ceilidh which is in effect a two -hour
send -up of the traditional view of the
kilt -wearing Scotsman. (Talking of
traditional views of the Scots, it is
interesting to note that Radio Clyde
does not give away tee shirts and
records as prizes in its competitions
but actually has cash prizes. I'm told
the listeners prefer it that way.)
If Clyde are a Scottish station and
Capital are undoubtedly very English,
you might expect to find Swansea
Sound a very Welsh station. In fact
they aren't. As Colin Mason, programme director told me, "It's
British ". It seems that when it first
became known that Swansea Sound
were to go on the air, many local
people expressed the fear that they
would indeed be a "very Welsh
station ". What this meant for English
speakers was a distaste for a station
full of presenters with Welsh accents,
which was associated by many
people, with amateurism.
The
Welsh- speaking part of the community however were afraid that the
station would broadcast their Welsh
programmes in a language they
couldn't understand The problem
here seems to be that spoken Welsh
varies enormously from one part of
the country to another. In their
efforts to help the Welsh language
along the BBC created their Radio
Cymru service on VHF, but then
proceeded to devise an artificial
tongue which they hoped would be
understood throughout Wales, but
74 0.
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Commercial radio
in Britain
which is in fact comprehended by records and thus creating a local Revox. However, things are now
demand, which they can then respond starting to change. Leaders in the
few outside the BBC.
field are London Radio Productions
The locals need not have worried. to on Sunday afternoons.
As for Capital, they don't even who started trading last March. The
Swansea Sound's Welsh programmes
(which occupy 12% of the total pro- bother to play the local game, and studio operated by LRP is 14m
square overlooked by a 17m square
gramming time) are in the local instead devote themselves to playing
dialect and the English is in the a cynical "beat Radio 1" game. control room containing an Alice
language of Radio (except that the (Either that or they haven't got ACM taking four mic and eight
names of local towns are properly enough wits to realise that it is not a stereo lines and offering self-op
pronounced). The two languages God -given fact that radio stations facility. Monitoring comes from the
inevitable Spendors driven by Quad
are often presented in close proxi- must play the Top 20 on a Sunday
mity, and there is none of the total afternoon; there are other things that 405s; the tape machines are Leevers
separation favoured by the BBC can be done.) It is indeed significant Rich E200, ITC cart and Technics
except between 7 and 9pm when all that on June 28, 1978, Capital put
turntable. In short, a small interview
programming is in Welsh. It is note- out a press release with as much
studio such as might be found in
any ILR station.
worthy that whereas virtually every publicity as they could muster which
The aim of the company is to
other ILR station is reduced to or began: "An independent survey
produce professional programmes
2% penetration at that time of night, published today reveals that Capital
which are sponsored by an interested
Swansea's Welsh programmes grab have beaten BBC Radio 1 in the
battle for London listening ".
party and then given away to the
around 5% as a matter of course.
Judging from the sort of pro- radio stations free of charge. Obvious
Swansea Sound were the first ILR
station to develop an access policy grammes that the ILR stations do potential sponsors are publishers
put out for much of the day there
for local groups which meant more
who are willing to pay for their
than talking to a DJ on a phone -in. must be something of a desire among authors to be interviewed upon the
Each year six or seven half-hour producers to put out nothing but
release of a new book, and indeed
programmes are made totally by music all day long. In this desire
publishers have made up a large part
local groups given complete editorial there are, of course, agreements
of LRPs trade so far.
freedom, provided they stay within which limit the number of hours of
But of course the programmes prothe law of the land. Technical and recorded music that any station is
duced are not local. The managing
programming advice is always avail- allowed to play each week. Given
director of LRP, Charles Hoste,
able, and the station have devised that and the fact that some stations claims that local stations (both BBC
their own access kit to help the were not particularly interested in and ILR) require a mixed variety in
groups understand what broadcast- generating their own local material,
their programmes and his company
ing actually is all about. It's an the rise of the independent radio
gives them the opportunity to have
encouraging piece of work, and it production company was bound to just that. No one, he says, ever
remains a shame that the station is happen sooner or later.
refuses to play the tapes they produce
In the early days of ILR these because they are not local. To check
only able to produce this limited
number of shows per year. Never- companies tended to consist of little this out I asked Colin Mason of
more than a man, a Uher and a Swansea Sound for his reaction to
theless full marks to Swansea Sound
for not tucking the result away in
the 11.30 to midnight slot-the
shows actually go out twice -in the
Ian Sandall at Radio Tees
afternoon and evening.
As I might have expected the
Chapels exert an influence on
Swansea's programming, although
that certainly doesn't mean that
Sunday on Swansea is nonstop
preaching and hymn singing. From
2 -5pm on Sundays for example there
is the Swansea Sound Top 40.
Strangely enough when I looked at
Clyde's Sunday schedules I found
the Tartan Top 30 from 4 -6pm.
Capital join in with a UK Top 30
from 2 until 4pm on Sundays. Which
means that whether you live in
London, Glasgow or Swansea you
can hear the top selling records of
the week on Sunday afternoon just
before you tune in to Radios 1 or 2
in order to catch
the top selling
records of the week. What on Earth
is the point of that?
Swansea and Clyde may claim that
they are producing a local chart,
which is fair enough, except that by
and large the local chart is the same
as the national one, and where there
are differences they are caused by
the radio station plugging certain
74
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the sort of material put out by companies like LRP. He agreed that he
did use the occasional interview with
an author, but insisted that the
station would not use anything that
resembled such a thing as consumer
advice. "If someone sends me a
tape on how to do wall papering it's
just a free advert for a company.
Why should we broadcast that when
they can buy time on the station if
they want it? Besides, there must be
half a dozen experts on wall papering
in Swansea whom we could talk to
instead."
However there is a clear case to
be made for the likes of LRP in the
ILR market, although I rather
suspect that it is going to take quite
a while for the role of such corn panies to be clearly defined. In the
meantime it is not surprising to see
LRP moving into other fields such
as the production of programmes for
the overseas market and the manufacture of voice-overs for commercials. However in the latter field
LRP have a long way to go before
they can begin to rival the front
runners in the radio ad business
Molinare.
It was Molinare who opened the
UKs first purpose -built radio corn mercials studio in 1973 and who now
have undisputedly the largest single
course of commercials produced in
the UK, running six studios five days
a week. One of Molinare's greatest
attributes is a gigantic collection of
sound effects, each one individually
cartridged which must save hours
when dealing with an advertiser who
suddenly wants "a bit of thunder in
the background ".
Both Molinare and LRP are able
to offer special help to those they
deal with -Molinare suggesting ways
of putting the message over and LRP
offering their own specialist knowledge of what the local stations will
use and what they will throw in the
bin. Both companies look forward
to the expansion of local radio in
the UK although neither expect it to
mean a particularly great increase in
their turnover since neither advertisers nor sponsors are likely to be
impressed into using radio as a
medium by the increase in the number of stations if they have not
already taken the plunge.
So, that is the scene and I wonder
when the development of the second
generation of ILR stations will start.
Perhaps it is fitting to conclude this
brief look at the situation today
with a quote from the report of the
Annan Committee, who conducted
what is, after all, the most detailed
survey of the ILR scene yet produced
by an independent body. This comes
from paragraph 11.32: "Too many
stations are trying to find the cheapest form of programming which
would
attract
the
maximum
audience ". It's not always true, but
those Sunday afternoons keep cropping up to remind us.
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often has to deal with splice adhesives
that have the consistency of honey.
It is not uncommon for such splices
to part during the playback process,
provoking much aggravation especially if a lacquer master is in progress.
The only sure remedy is to replace
each splice, attempting to clean up
the ooze as you go but not with

Magnetic tape=
a permanent
recording medium?
David 6 Hancock
Studio Sound will be taking a serious look at magnetic tape next April,
but meanwhile David B. Hancock, a New York recording engineer,
outlines some of the potential pitfalls awaiting unsuspecting engineers
as they produce the one and only, and often irreplaceable, master tape.
poration, since most of my experience
convenience and stability of is with them.
Perhaps the most devastating
magnetic tape that we tend to lose
sight of its possible liabilities. These
example that I know of occurred as
appear to fall into three general follows: a colleague was engaged in
lengthy sessions recording a piano.
categories: user negligence, manufacturer's error, and some short- He ran out of the polyester-backed
tape that he was using and was
comings that are just inherent.
In the first category, some acciunable to obtain an immediate supdents are so bizarre as to be almost ply to replace it. However, he did
have on his shelf some acetate backed
humorous. A colleague had recorded some tapes of Landowska -one
tape with the same oxide and binder
day he noticed that they looked a formulation, so he used it to conlittle grimy, so he cleaned them off tinue the recording. Owing to the
with carbon tetrachloride. The cleancomplexity of the music, extensive
splicing was done resulting in what
ing was rather more effective, perhaps, than he had intended. Or,
a friend of mine calls a 'Zebra' tape,
there was an instance where some owing to the alternation of white
master tapes were temporarily placed splices and black tape. The tape was
approved, stored for a period, and
on a large JBL loudspeaker which
unfortunately possessed an extensive then taken off the shelf for further
processing. Upon rewinding, the
external magnetic field. Some mishaps are more subtle than these. I engineer discovered that at every
was once editing with a composer
point where the acetate backing was
and mysterious thumps began to wound adjacent to the polyester
appear on the tape. It was estab- coated tape, the oxide had stripped
lished finally that he was using a ballcompletely off! Many segments of
point pen with a magnetic attaching the tape were completely transparent
somewhat hampering their sound
device, and had put it down where I
When the
reproducing ability.
was editing.
In the second category, several aggrieved engineer informed the
questions, legal and ethical, arise. manufacturer, he discovered as he
One of them concerns the precise might have predicted, that although
degree to which a manufacturer is sympathetic, the Large Midwestern
responsible for the behaviour of his Corporation was not willing or able
product. Tape manufacturers are very to insure its customers against such
much aware of this issue, hence the a happening.
However, in another instance,
conventional legal disclaimer that
appears on each box. Translated this company's attitude struck me
into plain English, its gist is that as indeed shortsighted. A certain
the maker's only guarantee is that plastic leader tape, sold in huge
the tape within is the type specified, quantities, has a black plaid pattern
and that his responsibility in the case printed on it at regular intervals.
of defects extends only to replace- The ink used for this pattern seldom
ment of said tape. Thus, if you dries completely and is quite capable
record a symphony orchestra and of stripping part of the oxide from
the magnetic coating subsequently any magnetic tape lying adjacent to
it. I found this out the hard way over
falls off the tape (unlikely, but not
impossible), the manufacturer will a decade ago when upon playing a
cheerfully replace your tape with tape I heard a small, impolite noise
fresh unrecorded stock. Problems from the leader tape just prior to the
crop up with all brands of tape, programme and then a correspondthough they are seldom as serious as ing drop -out in the magnetic tape.
Visual examination of the tape
the hypothetical one above. In the
following examples, the products of showed a faint pattern on the tape,
just one US manufacturer will be the characteristic plaid pattern of
the leader tape.
dealt with, a large Midwestern CorSTUDIO SOUND, NOVEMBER 1978
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MOST OF US are so used to the

Once understood, the problem is
simply avoided by giving the leader
a half twist so that at no point will
the inked pattern lie next to the
magnetic oxide. I demonstrated this
to the Large Midwestern Corporation salesman, asking if he didn't
think it would be a good idea to
send out a letter informing the customers of this hazard, and its remedy?
No, he didn't think it was a good
idea. So, aside from people to whom
I have spoken, and others who have
discovered it on their own, there are
probably in existence thousands of
tapes that exhibit such flaws in the
initial portion of the programme.
We come now to the Mystery of
the Tape that Could Not be Spliced.
A well -known recording company
recorded some music, and discovered
that they could not splice the tape!
At each attempted splice, a thump
was invariably introduced. Aha!
You will say-DC magnetisation
introduced while recording. And
you will be wrong because not only
did the 'back -up' tape, made on
another machine, behave similarly,
but also a sample of unused tape
gave the same result. Editing was
eventually achieved by transferring
the entire session to another batch of
pretested tape, a far from desirable
procedure.
Many phenomena are covered by
the third category- inherent drawbacks. Most early tape recordings
were made on acetate backed tape
which is not uniformly stable
some tapes will remain in good condition indefinitely while others will
exhibit severe physical deformation,
often to the point where the tape
cannot be played with uniform head
contact. Some of us have discovered
that such tapes have a 'long' and a
'short' edge, so that, in the case of
mono, a careful playback with the
proper half of a stereo head can
recover the recorded material. With
stereo, things can be rather more
difficult.
Another common problem is that
the adhesive used for splicing tape
in its early days deteriorated with
age so that the present -day engineer

-

carbon tetrachloride!
This problem tends to be accompanied by drop -outs produced by
the adhesive's effect on adjacent
layers of recorded tape. Some happenings seem designed to cause the
engineer to tear his hair. I got a call
from a colleague who was playing
a master tape on a dandy new Swiss
machine. The weather was cold and
dry, and at intervals sparks were discharging so violently that clicks
were imposed on the tape. I had no
remedy, and to this day do not know
how the problem was solved, or if
it was solved. (The answer was metal
spool carriers on the MkII -Ed.)
And there is the case of a modern,
very highly developed recorder that,
until modified, put a click on the
tape when the power was switched off.
In the realm of clicks and ticks, we
now come to a problem I never
encountered prior to about three
years ago, and that I tend to associate with the new highly potent oxide
formulations now in use. I call it
'tick -printing'. A small piece of magnetised material adheres to the
rubber capstan puck (pinch wheel),
and proceeds to print a series of
ticks on the tape during playback,
the intervals being determined by
tape speed and puck circumference.
These ticks are usually not loud,
but are distinctly audible, especially
at high monitor levels. I have
encountered three instances, two
produced in my studio, and one on a
tape from outside. Since, as an individual, I encounter a limited number
of tapes, I have to assume that other
engineers have produced this, perhaps in some cases without knowing
the cause. The best remedy seems to
be extra care, alertness, and cleanliness. I have installed a urethane puck,
which will probably be helpful; but
I am not taking anything for granted.
One of the insidious things about
this problem is that the tape sounds
clean the first time that you play
it is only on the second pass that
you hear anything. Also, European
machines seem less likely to produce
this problem, since in most of them
the puck makes contact with the
back of the tape.
So it can be seen that in addition
to the difficulties of producing a fine
tape recording, we may find it often
equally difficult to preserve it And,
aside from the disaster areas dealt
with above, there are other problems,
such as print- through and high frequency bleeding, that have not
even been touched on. So, before we
consider magnetic tape recording as
a permanent medium, we had better
define how 'permanent'.
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studio profile
vironment rather than the more standardised
Eastlake approach, and this he achieves with the
help of Eddie Veale Acoustics, who supersede
Sandy Brown in all aspects of acoustical treatment. Looking around, it would appear that our
Eddie has been pretty busy "You might think
our finishes are an Eastlake rip -off ", remarked
Peter, "but in fact they are not. We've got
shaggy pile carpet underfoot, but that's where
the similarity ends." He was right. On closer
inspection, even the carpet was of a different
type to Eastlake. I noticed a splendid array of
custom wooden enclosures. "Nice new office
equipment," I commented.
"Office ?" retorted Peter, "that's the brains
of the bloody studio, that is !" Ahem. It turned
out these were the new home of the central
patching system occupying a small room next
to the reduction room. "Originally this room
was to be an area for clients to switch between
various control rooms and listen to what was
going on," commented Peter, "but that idea
was shelved when we went 48- track. Now it
contains multiplug terminations of all studio
machines and control areas-it's basically a
master control area." A Studer A80 24 -track
fitted with 48 -track linking equipment (Studer
TSL2000) jealously guards the room which also
contains 24- channels of MR series Dolby.
Moving into the reduction room, we met with
a session in progress, so took refuge in the
2.5x5.5m overdub booth at the far end. Sliding
shut the double glazed tinted door, Peter commented, "We were a bit worried about the isolation of this booth from the studio at first
didn't seem enough. But in practice it has
worked very well." The plush interior was
complete with cordpull drapes, and monitoring
facilities: 50W stereo foldback and 50W mono
talkback, both powered by H/H amplifiers.
Ah It was safe to re -enter the 7x5.5m reduction
room. Facing the glass was a 40/8 Triad A
!
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Peter Kelsey, freelance engineer, in Trident's remix room

ALONG A SMALL alley called St Annes Court
leading off Wardour Street in central London,
is a dirty looking building that doesn't exactly
demand attention as you walk by. But be that
as it may, this happens to be the home of
one of London's busiest recording complexes
Trident Studios.
The studios were originally created by
Norman and Barry Sheffield back in 1968, when
3 -track recording was only an exciting possibility. Designed by Sandy Brown, they served
the Centredisc label as house studios over three
floors before becoming the open-to -all- comers
Trident Studios with the acquiring of two more
floors in 1970. Since that time, trading activity
has diversified, and now several companies
trade under the Trident banner. Trident Audio
Developments (Triad) manufacture mixing
consoles, and were largely borne out of the
studio having to modify equipment to suit their
requirements, Trilion Video make TV pro ductions, Trident Tape Services Ltd duplicate
cassettes and cartridges, and of course, Trident
Studios record sound-the most well known
client probably being David Bowie, who made
most of his heyday albums at Trident. In those
days, a silhouette wall mural of Fred Astaire
danced the stairs inside.
Since those times it's not just the decor that
has changed. In 1976, disc cutting and tape
copying facilities were rebuilt. Last November,
the Preview Theatre was stripped right down

-
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and is to become an extra remix room-work
will start in July. Also the original remix room
was rebuilt earlier this year, and has been busy
since re-emerging in March. One thing that
hasn't changed is the semi- automatic lift
ordinary room doors on each floor that unlock
when the lift is present, manually operated
cage door -but that only goes to preserve the
pioneering 'feel' to the place, as does the fact
that Trident have been 48 -track since last

-

September.
Behind the studio's progress is studio
manager Peter Booth, a man who has moved
into the experienced engineer bracket without
becoming dogmatic and inflexible. Watch his
eyes as he tells you about the 400 tonne 10m
reach mobile crane they used to throw a three
tonne standby generator onto the roof, and
you'll see the boyish enthusiasm bubbling
away inside. Booth started as an EMI electronics apprentice at Abbey Road in 1964, on a
course lasting five years. Feeling the urge to
'understand a bit about computers', he joined
ICL for a year in 1969, his EMI training completed. Sorely missing the many attributes of
studio life, he moved to Trident for around
two years as a maintenance engineer, switched
to the ill -fated Command Studios for 18
months, before returning to Trident as studio
manager in 1974, where he has remained ever
since.
Peter tries to retain a personalised studio en-

Simon Hilliard, tape op, setting the ink. up, Neil
Ross, engineer, twiddling the knobs and Peter Kelsey
on the right in the remix room

console topped with a standard pair of
Auratone small speaker monitors. Wait a
minute. Surely to mix 48 -track work you need
a 48 -track mixer? "We use a 20/4 Triad
Fleximix to make up extra channels ", said
Peter. "Originally we got a 40 input desk installed because 32 -track single machine recording was mooted. When we convert the old
projection room into a second reduction room,
we will fully equip it for 48 -track working and
return this room to 24 -track operation."
series

On the right of the console stood a large
panel, packed with an A to Z of ancillary
equipment. "The fish and chip bay, as I like to
call it," said Peter. Overhead an attractive
landscaped rosewood enclosure housed Universal Audio 176, Urei 1176, Teletronix LA3A
limiters, an Orban dynamic sibilance controller,
and Gotham 101 and Eventide DDL units.
Kepex and Gain -brain (four of each) noise gates
were also available in the console. To the left
was an array of tape machines: a Studer A80
24 -track linkable to the one in the master control area, three A80 2 -track versions, two with
vari- speed, and -what was this -two Studer
C37 2 -track machines? "We've kept the C37
valve machines because some people prefer
to mixdown on the old valve jobs," explained
Peter. "We wanted to offer as flexible an arrangement as possible. Between them, we've
got three machines capable of 76cm /s work,
three machines for 38cm /s, and two for 19cm /s.
The two 2 -track A80's are permanently Dolbied,
unless overridden; they're used mostly for
loops." Each machine has its audio in /out
mains and remote connections brought out on
military standard multipin connectors which
can be patched to other operational areas in
the complex.
Next to this `wall of tape' by the door was a
rack containing Amcron DC300A and DC 150A
units amplifying bass and top spectra respectively. These powered Cadac monitors via
a JBL crossover unit. Three EMT stereo and
one EMT quad plates were quietly filed away,
providing reverb for the entire complex.
We shuffled on into the studio area. I felt
this was a splendid example of the British studio
approach- imposing, solid, spacious -the antitheses of Eastlake. Where the latter would seek
to create a soft, intimate, feel -at-home environment, this style suggested a dash more discipline and simplicity; the subtlety of relaxing
whilst working rather than working whilst
relaxing. The control room was inset to the
I2x5.5m studio at elevated level, the `blind
spot' underneath being used chiefly for drum
kit recording. "That area used to be a drum
booth in fact," remarked Peter, "but when we
came to extend the control room out into the
studio last Christmas, we didn't replace the
doors. It's great for overdubs; musicians feel
quite `big' looking into the studio, and for
extra separation we have a selection of Audio
Kinetics acoustical screens. It works very well.
We plan to install CCTV eventually, but for
the moment lack of visual contact with the
control room isn't a problem."
Cue lights were positioned at intervals around
the rockwool packed walls to ensure visibility
from any point -there was even one in the
ceiling. Foldback and talkback systems were
completely separate. Foldback to cans was
handled by three Quad 303 amplifiers providing four service and two standby channels. The
amps had been modularised inside by Trident
to facilitate swift maintenance access. Two
100W amplifiers feed JBL 4320 monitors for
studio foldback, whilst talkback came up on
JBL Century monitors powered by two 80W
Audix amplifiers. Should musicians require
localised studio foldback, auxiliary monitors
could be plugged into the cans' channels, the
Quad 303 amplifiers providing `more than
ample power for the purpose'. A selection of
80
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audio profile

24-track and stereo Studer A80s in remix room

MOS phantom powered FET and passive
direct- inject boxes were available for use on
any of the 28 studio terminated input channels.
Microphones by Neumann, AKG, Electrovoice, Beyer, Sony, ITT and Sennheiser were
stocked (the Neumann complement including a
hefty 15 U67s), musical facilities including a
Bechstein Grand piano, a Hammond C3 organ
and an ARP 2500 duophonic synthesiser.
Just off the studio was a freshly plastered
room with a very bright acoustic. "Some people
like a live quality on guitar or Leslie tracks,"
said Peter, "so we built this booth with that in
mind. We've also wired up the toilets on the
first floor so that, although it may sound
strange, people can record in a toilet if they
want to ". Viva la means to an end (If it sounds
right, it is right.)
Upstairs in the control room, a Triad A
series console looked down into the studio end
on. The 5x5m room, carpeted throughout,
followed a similar decor theme to the remix
room, with overhead rosewood enclosures containing EQ, Dolby, and limiters, and a restrained
selection of ancillaries neatly racked by the
console. This time, tape machines were behind
the console operator, these consisting simply of
a Studer A80 24 -track and Studer A62 2- track.
Interesting to note that, unlike many studios,
Trident evidently took test pressing replay
seriously with a Revox BY90 direct drive turntable. "We also like listening to records
occasionally," added Peter. An Aiwa ÁD1250
machine provided cassette facilities. But back
to the console-by any standards a mighty
beast, processing 28 inputs into 48 outputs;
and if trying to work that out makes your eyes
water don't worry. I've got Peter here to
explain it all
hope.
"Really it's been done this way purely for
flexibility. As you know, we do a lot of 48track work here (46 after SMPTE timecode
tracks). Right. We couldn't record 46 tracks
at once even if that were how producers worked,
because we haven't the musician space; so we
opted for 28 inputs, which seemed about right.
Producers operate on a basic- tracks-plusoverdubs basis anyway, so more channels
would have been unnecessary. Now, the idea of
having 48 outputs was to eliminate confusion
over tracks. Using the principle of one 24 output desk switched between two machines
causes problems; channel 12 today would be
!
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channel 36 tomorrow, on the second machine.
On this desk channel 12 is always channel 12,
channel 36 is always 36, and so on. It's much
easier to work with. I can see the time when
recording would be done on both machines
simultaneously. This output configuration
would be essential in such a case. We've also
got 48 -track monitoring on the desk. On a 24track output desk you would have to treat
machines separately and rely on a stereo guide
mix transferred from the first machine to the
second. Here that isn't necessary. Our monitor
channels can be brought up onto the main
faders and an automated monitor mix made
(when we get the automation system !) to
accompany the master tapes to the remix room
for final mixing."
Fitted into the console was a house built
touch sensitive tape machine remote and auto locate panel. At present, the slave 24 -track will
glibly follow transport and electronic commands
made to the master 24 -track machine perfectly
(which is fine) but the icing on the flexibility
cake will come when the Studer remote unit,
permitting frame slip and independent varispeed, is delivered. A blanked console aperture
waits patiently.
Once again, Auratone monitors were observed nestling cosily on the console top frame,
these being additionally switchable to ceiling
mounted studio mics for reverse talkback
listening irrespective of desk status. Monitor
amplification was provided by another biamplifying Amcron arrangement, Amcron
DC300A and DC150A units handling bass and
top spectra respectively via a JBL crossover
unit. But this time JBL 4350 units satisfied the
function of main monitors.
Trident's 6x5.5m cutting room is equipped
with a Neumann VMS66 lathe fed by the new
Ampex ATR100 (cutting version) tape machine
running at up to 76cm/s via a custom built
dual system control desk. A Dolbied Studer
B62 stands by for copying. Monitor amplification is performed by four Quad 405 amplifiers
(that's eight channels) in a tri- amplifier configuration. In November of last year Trident
made their first direct -to -disc recording with a
band called Warsaw Pact. Now they are laying
talkback and CCTV lines to streamline the
process. Another 'direct' angle they are pursuing is direct mixing to disc. But where you
might not expect disc cutting facilities in a

studio complex, it's not so amazing to find a
tape copy room. Trident's room uses a Triad
B series 12/4 console and a predictable range of
Studer stereo tape machines. A Garrard 401
turntable and Tandberg TCD330 cassette
machine complete the picture.
PO landlines run into Trident and can be
patched as required to permit outside broadcasting pick -up of live studio performance or,
by routing via the nearby PO Tower and operating in reverse, live recording of music or other
events from overseas. The one thing missing
but already touched on, was automation.
Surely with 48 channels of sound, automated
mixing would be essential? "If we'd automated
two years ago," said Peter, "it would have been
totally useless for what we need now. Even a
year ago would have been no good by now.
That's part of the reason why we've held back
on automation. The other factor was that, up
to the time of rebuilding remix and control
rooms we hadn't decided on the number of
channels to opt for -24, 48, 76-we didn't
know. Now that we've chosen to pursue 48channel operation, and had some experience of
working with it, we are ready to look seriously
at automation systems available. Any particular system favoured? "It looks as though
we'll opt for the Allison 65k programmer,
hooked up to our own console VCAs ", he
said. Of course, the comment about 76-channel
working was a joke -wasn't it? "I must admit
we did have one client who wanted me to lock
up another Studer for recording ", replied
Peter. "That would have been 60 channels
which certainly makes you think."
The first pertinent thought was whether that
would be possible. "Today, no ", said Peter,
"but it certainly won't be that much of a problem to do it once we get another slave machine.
We could lock up to I think about six machines
with the Studer system. And the beauty of this
Studer remote panel, we are getting, is that you
can issue start commands to other machines, so
if you want to bring in loops or effects or whatever, you can set the unit to do so at preset
times, that is, specified frame counts. This
means you can set up an extremely complex
mix, possibly starting off on 24- track, and
bring extra 24 -track machines in as you go
along. The mind boggles, in fact. But I honestly
can't see the number of tracks going up and up;
certainly not for a while yet !"
Now that Trident have opted for 48- channel
operation, have they made the right decision?
"I can only go by what clients have said,"
replied Peter, "and the only reaction I've had
so far is that they will never go back to 24track working. And it's not as though they are
wasting the 46 tracks; they are using them fully.
Not just filling them up, but doing it properly."
And when did Peter expect the system to pay
for itself? "It's paid for itself already," he said.
"When we first re- opened with 48- track, we had
two months of solid booking-within weeks the
investment was recovered." The facility goes out
at £85 per hour. "We've had about eight albums
that were recorded on 48 -track released so far,"
Peter continued, "and we've recently started
two more, one called Arabian Nights and the
other by Brand X. They'll probably be tied up
fora couple of months finishing the albums off."
All in all, Trident struck me as quite a success story, in particular their far -sighted belief
in 48- track. "We went out on a limb with 48track recording," concluded Peter, "but it
seems to be paying off !"
Richard Dean

Speaks for itself...
TRIDENT RECORDING STUDIOS
01173419901

ltd.

reviews

into a standard 483mm rack, is only one rack unit
in height and does not require any special attention
to cooling. All operator controls are at the front
which consists of a dark coloured brushed alloy
panel with exceptionally clear white markings
being used to identify and group the controls.
To the left of the front panel are the mains power
indicator and the on /off switch followed by a potentiometer input level control. Adjacent is a four
LED level indicator which is sensibly red for +5dB,
yellow for 0dB and green for -5dB and -10dB
levels. Next comes the internal modulating oscillator which consist of a rate (frequency) control
and a depth (level) potentiometer. To the right of
these are six interlocked pushbutton switches for
selecting the delay line control voltage source
which is either by means of a manual potentiometer, from an external source via a rear panel jack
socket, from the modulating oscillator or from
either of the three input signal derived sources
described above. These pushbutton switches are
adjacent to a normal /invert toggle switch which
inverts the control voltage and a three position
toggle switch which selects the control voltage
decay time in conjunction with a `control voltage
dynamics' potentiometer for the control voltage
level when it is derived from the input signal.
A miniature set of four indicators gives an indication of the control voltage at any given time

JlicJ'tix dyttaflaager
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Input impedance: unbalanced input 47kí2, balanced
and floating input 600/5kt2.
Maximum input level : (0dB = 0.775V) +18dB.
Minimum input :for'O'operating level -40dB.
Output impedance: unbalanced output less than 1012
balanced and floating output less than 4012.
Maximum output: into 60012 load +18dBm.
Frequency response: reference 1kHz level, direct
signal 20Hz to 20kHz +0, -2dB, delayed signal 20Hz to
13kHz +0, -3dB.
Distortion: at +18dBm into unbalanced

60012 load;
direct signal at 20Hz 0.20 %, 200Hz to 20kHz 0.03 %, IM
SMPTE 0.03 %. Delayed signal total harmonic distortion,
delay mid point 0.5% maximum, 0.3% typical.
Dynamic range: flanging mode82dB(A) minimum.
Residual output noise : direct signal less than -90d Bm
(A), delayed signal less than -76dBm(A).

age. Thus, the delay time may be controlled by
either the peak input signal amplitude or the high
or low frequency spectral content of the input
signal. In all three cases the control signal may be
inverted and the decay time of the peak detector
and input level to the detector varied.
All these facilities were found to produce some
unusual and interesting effects with the unit being
very easy to use, however the delay time range of
up to 6.4ms restricted the depth of `flanging' and
other effects in comparison with other `flanging'
units.
In construction the unit is designed for mounting
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Internal delay time range: 0.26ms to 6.4ms.
Comb filter: notch spacing 160Hz to 3.9kHz, depth at

FIG.

I

MICMIX SCHEMATIC

1kHz40dB minimum.

Modulator sweep rate: 0.25Hz to 4Hz.
Frequency mode amplitude rejection: greater than

ADDER

INPUT

LEVEL
INPUT

30d B.

OUTPUT

Control voltage range: 0 to +8V.
Power mains: voltage 50 /60Hz, +15 %, -10°%,120/240 V,
power consumption 10W.

Price: £569.
Manufacturer: MICMIX Audio Products Inc, 2995
Ladybird, Dallas, Texas 75220 U.S.A.
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment, 97/99 Dean Street,

CONTROLLED

London W1.

DELAY

THE Dynaflanger effects generator has a number
of unique features but is based on the relatively
common method of generating electronic `flanging'
shown in fig. 1. It is to be seen that the audio input
signal follows two paths to the output, the upper
path in the figure being via an input buffer amplifier, and adder and an output buffer amplifier. The
second path produces a signal which is added to
the first path but is delayed via the voltage controlled delay. Furthermore, the second signal may be
varied in amplitude and phase relative to the first
signal by means of the `flange' control.
Delay time may be varied manually by means of
a potentiometer or by an external control voltage
which, because there is a control voltage output
fitted, may be used to lock two units for stereo
operation. In addition there is an internal low
frequency triangle wave oscillator which can be
used to derive the control voltage in adjustable
amplitude and frequency over the range 0.25Hz
to 4Hz.
The unusual features of the Dynafianger are the
remaining three means of controlling the delay
time in relation to the audio input signal. The first
is an envelope follower mode in which the control
voltage is derived from the wideband peak value of
the input signal. In the other two modes the input
signal is passed through an automatic gain control
and highpass or lowpass filters before being subjected to peak detection to derive the control volt 82
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A short time ago we celebrated our 30 year
anniversary as a specialist in the development

and production of high grade studio
equipment, microphones and headphcnes.
Many international events are broadcast using
AKG microphones. Many patents are the
insurance of our technical lead.
Use an AKG product, together you will make
an unbeatable team.
Whenever you have a question about our
product contact a serious music or Hi -R shop
or write to us for further details.

AKG Acoustics Ltd. 191 The Vale, London W3 7OS, Telephone 01 -749 2042 (5 lines), Telex 289 38 (akgmic g)

rP17P11'ti
with yellow indicators showing small deviations and
red indicators showing the limits of the control
voltage. The remaining controls consist of the
'flange' potentiometer and a screwdriver operated
preset gain control behind the front panel.
To the rear of the unit, the input and output
signals can be either balanced (floating) connections
via XLR connectors or unbalanced connections
via standard 6.35mm jack sockets. Further jack
sockets provide connections for the control voltage input where external control is required and the
control voltage output for stereo operation. In

FIG.
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addition there is a further jack which defeats the
flanging operation when a plug is inserted. Future
production versions will duplicate this function
on a three position front panel switch which will
select normal operation, the delayed signal only
or the direct signal only. The final features of the
rear panel are the standard IEC mains power connector and its adjacent imperial size mains fuse
which is clearly identifi,d in rating.
Internally, with the exception of the front panel
indicators, the unit is based upon a single good
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Serion Ltd, Sao Paulo.

Tel: 34 8725.

Canada
Noresco (Mfg) Co. Ltd., Ontario.
Tel: (416) 661 0541.

Caribbean
Dynamic Sounds Recording
Jamaica
Tel: 933 9138 Et 9168 Tlx.: 2296

Denmark
Ole Christensen, Audiophil,
Copenhagen. Tel: (011341 622.

Eastern Europe
Denis Tyler Ltd., West Drayton, UK.
Tel: (089 54) 43681. Tlx 23977.

Finland
Harold Burgen, Helsinki. Tel: 692 5308.
France
3M France, Paris.
Tel: (11031 61 61. Telex: 695185

Tlx 5800.

Roje Telcomunicazioni, Milan.
Tel: 415 4141. Tlx 39202.

Japan
Nissho-lwai Co. Ltd., Tokyo.
Tel: (03) 544 8311.

New Zealand
General Video Co. Ltd., Wellington.
Tel: 872 574.
Telex: 31255.
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George Martin's
choice...
The

F

AmP

300 Expander/ Gate System

HEN I originally sat down to plan the equipment
installation for my new studio, Air Studios

INDICATOR: Shows con-

Montserrat

dition and State of operation,

my initial inclination was to draft a list of, shall
we say, `established' names. But then other, equally important,
factors like price, performance, reliability, and availability have
to be considered. That's why I personally opted for the Audio &
Design SCAMP F 300 Expander/Gate system for the new
venture. Very competitively priced, I believe that the Audio &
Design SCAMP F 300 Expander/Gate system
offers performance and flexibility that is hard to match.,
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ATTACK

ATTACK: A three position
attack (open) characteristic
on peak sensing side -chain.

RELEASE

George Martin of AIR Studios London, internationally successful
record producer, arranger and
musical director is presently producing and arranging the musical
nd : ±um of the for
sound
thcomi' R O '
'Sergeant Pep
rs L. =1 He. CIub Ban(4' in
a
am; Lets..

RELEASE: The attenuate
time cal vary between 25mS
to 5secs.

RANGE
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RAI4GE: Var)Ieyfrotff
A 0-4tkiK

tr:
40
C
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db

+

%

INPUT:
10KR balanced.

THREìHOLD: Sets the
point o` signal ledel at

OUTPUT:
<1:2 source balanced

`

clip level

+ 24dBm.

DISTORTION:
<0.1 % THD at line levels for unity
gain.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
±0.5dB, 30Hz
20kHz.
NOISE:(Ref. + 8dBm)
Normal:<
103dB
Effect:< 86dB
RANGE:
40dB variable.
0
SLOPES:
Expand: 1:1 to 3:1 variable
Gate: 20:1 -with hysterisis.

F 300 Expander /Noise -Gate system is
to operate yet highly sophisticated in its dynamic
performance with an unequalled flexibility for effects

which expansion starts.
Norma: th:-. operates from ,
-40 to -10; with a high effect range -20 to + 10dSm.,

-

-

use.
In

-

3:1 as..

.

Technical Specification

To the
19" PARKING SPACE

the AUTO mode really smooth dynamic
characteristics are obtained with freedom from 'hunting' on the most difficult of signals. This means
that these units can be used with confidence on
multi -track mix -down to provide noise reduction and
a degree of automation.
As non contributing tracks are being automatically
attenuated, added tape noise is kept to a minimum,
and in most applications involving limited dynamic
range signals lie pop), the noise will be masked by
the signal.
Perhaps most important, especially to systems
already equipped with a complementary noise
reduction system, objectionable source noise lie instrument amps, hiss from electronic devices,
general studio ambient noise and crossmic pickup)
will be eliminated
a very significant area in which
established noise reduction units can do nothing.

attensitrùd

-arj*itom 1:1 to
rangQ4 increased.

AUTO -PEAK: Selects
peak sensing or combination
of peak and mean level sensing.

-

EXP-GATE: In the gate
mode tse slope becomes
.
20:1.

NORM. KEN
trol

*

Auto-Dynamic Characteristics

* Expander Et Noise Gate slope

* Keyable

options

from external signal

* Variable release, Range
* Superb performance

it

Allows con-

fron external signal

source.

IN-O("r:

:Vloc. sntem
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Threshold
-

* Ultra compact (17 units to a rack)
E

t-GATE

audio Ft design (recording) ltd.
84 Oxford Road, Reading, Berks. RG1 7LJ England
Telephone: Reading (0734) 53411

Telex:847 605 a/ b Tillex

G

AL.

quality double sided printed circuit board with the
minimum of hand wiring to connectors and controls. Virtually all components are clearly identified for servicing and adequate test points are provided for alignment of the electronics.
Frequency response and noise
The overall frequency response of the direct and
the delayed channels differs substantially (fig. 2)
with the high frequency response of the delayed
channel falling to -3dB at about 13kHz as
specified by the manufacturer. Clearly this dissimilarity between the channels will have a subjective effect as flanging will not be effective at
very high audio frequencies.
The effective frequency response of the envelope
follower control circuit was found to be flat within
+0.5dB from 20Hz to 20kHz with the frequency
response of the high and lowpass control filters
being that shown in fig. 3.
Noise in the output under static conditions was
respectable, as seen in Table 1.

TAELE 1 OUTPUT NOISE
Measurement method
21Hz to 22kHz rms

'A' weighted rms
CCIR weighted rms
CCIR weighted quasi -peak

FIG. 6
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level corresponded to
10.5dBm input at the
floating input with the 5dBm increments of the
indicator being within 0.5dB. The large margin
between the zero level indication and the onset of
input clipping is required due to the 700µs response time of the indicators.
The MICMIX Dynaflanger is certainly a useful
effects device with a versatile catalogue of available
effects, but like all such devices the electro-acoustic
performance has limitations as compared with such
items as desk modules.
From an engineering point of view, the Dynaflanger is constructed to a very high standard of
both w iring and mechanical assembly with servic-

These noise levels did not vary with control
settings, but the use of a 2:1 compander in the
delay channel did result in a mild degree of noise
breathing although this was not found to be subjectively objectionable.

Inputs and outputs
The maximum input voltage at the onset of input
clipping was found to be +19.8dBm for the floating input or +18.8dBm for the unbalanced input,
the impedance of the latter being virtually constant
at 48.1kû with input level setting. The input
impedance of the floating input was found to be
58811 but production versions will have the option
of this nominal 600û termination or 5kû input
impedance.
Zero level indication was obtained at -11dBm
input to the floating input at maximum setting of
the preset internal gain control with the other
extreme setting requiring only -51.2dBm for zero
level and the unbalanced input requiring 0.8dB
less level.
Onset of clipping at the floating output occurred
at an admirable +20.5dBm from a very low source

=1IM.Y.1.
IMMEMIM.o.
MIMMIII...
111111MMM....
1

1M1

Noise at output
-72.0d B m
-74.5dBm(A)
-66.5dBm
-62.3dBm

Distortion
As is to be seen from fig. 4, the second harmonic
distortion of the direct channel is at a low level
within the audio frequency band, but the third
harmonic increases rapidly below 100Hz to 0.4%
at 20Hz, similarly the CCIF difference frequency
distortion of the direct channel rose at lower
frequencies (fig. 5) but in neither case is the distortion considered to be really excessive for a unit
of this kind.
Naturally the harmonic distortion of the delayed
channel is higher than that of the direct channel,
but as is seen from fig. 6 which is a plot of second
and third harmonic distortion at the mid -point
delay setting, the situation is quite reasonable but
the distortions do rise at low frequencies to rather
high levels. Checking intermodulation distortion
of the delayed channel to the CCIF twin tone
method showed that the second order difference
frequency distortion was virtually constant at 1
from 200Hz upwards, whilst the third order components average out at 10dB lower -all these levels
being rather high.
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ing having been clearly borne in mind.
Operationally the unit is simple to use with
clearly identified controls which are easy to operate and positive in their functions.
Hugh Ford

Manufacturer's comment
In the preproduction model tested, clockwise
rotation of the manual control does decrease delay

impedance in the order of 1û, the unbalanced output clipping at +21.4dB reference 0.775V with a
source impedance of 340.

Other matters
The control voltage output exhibited a range
from -0.148V to +8.25V with the operation of
the manual delay control, but it was found that
clockwise operation of this control decreased the
delay time which would appear to be illogical.
Fig. 7 which is a plot of control voltage input
versus the time delay, shows that the useful
change in delay time is over a very small control
voltage range -say from 6V to 7V, and it is felt
that this factor restricts the use of the external
control voltage input unless input signals are
accompanied by a DC offset.
Looking into the internal modulating oscillator
showed that this is a triangle wave generator covering the frequency range 0.28Hz to 4.03Hz which
provided a useful range of subjective effects.
The choice of fall times (90 % to 10 %) of the
control voltage according to the setting of the
decay time switch was found to be 100ms at the
fastest with the X2 setting giving ls, and the X4 setting 2s fall time. Level metering was such that zero

time because, when flanging, the ear perceives the
spacing in frequencies between the created notches
(or reinforcements). Shorter delay times therefore
result in the perception of a higher frequency
fundamental flanging effect as the control is turned `up' or clockwise. Production units, however,
do feature control voltage slope reversal capability
in all modes of operation.
The comment regarding useful change in delay
time vis -à -vis external control voltage input is a
question of application and preference. Typical
production units range between 256 and 300µs
within the 6 -7V mentioned ('normal' tracking),
representing a fundamental flanging frequency of
3300 to 3900Hz, which is outside the lower midrange frequencies of the majority of flanging
applications where lower control voltages would
be utilised.
The comment concerning limitations imposed
by a maximum 6.4ms delay time for flanging applications must be questioned. Longer delay times
produce a tunnelling effect which is best produced
by a delay line intended for that purpose and
which was not a design objective of the Dynaflanger.
In regard to the 'limited' bandpass of the delay
section (13kHz), fundamental interference frequencies in excess of approximately 4kHz are
extremely difficult to obtain in a single delay line,
whether digital or analog, because all technologies
exhibit a minimum delay time in the order of
about 250µs. With this restriction in mind, a
bandpass exceeding 13kHz in the delayed channel
represents little subjective improvement to the end
user in the majority of applications.

1 fact:
11

you can choose your

microphone to enhance
your productions.
Shure makes microphones for every imaginable use
Like musical instruments, each different type of Shure microphone has a
distinctive "sound," or physical characteristic that optimizes it for
particular applications, voices, or effects.
Take, for example, the Shure SM58 and SM59 microphones:

i+
..;

i

SM59
Mellow, smooth,

silent...
The SM59 is a relatively new,
dynamic cardioid microphone. Yet
it is already widely accepted for
critical studio productions.
In fact, you'll see it most often
where accurate, natural sound
quality is a major consideration.
This revolutionary cardioid microphone has an exceptionally flat
frequency response and neutral
sound that reproduces exactly
what it hears. It's designed to give good
bass response when miking at a distance. Remarkably rugged -it's built to
shrug off rough handling. And, it is superb in rejecting mechanical stand noise
such as floor and desk vibrations because of a unique, patented built -in
shock mount. It also features a special
hum -bucking coil for superior noise
reduction!

Some like it essentially flat...
I

SM58

.

.... .. .
,.,
4

,+ii¡'¡'i

',

Crisp, bright
"abuse proof"
Probably the most widely used
on- stage, hand -held cardioid
dynamic microphone. The
SM58 dynamic microphone is
preferred for its punch in live
vocal applications ... especially where close -up miking is
important. It is THE world standard professional stage microphone with the distinctive Shure
upper mid -range presence peak for
an intelligible, lively sound. World renowned for its ability to withstand
the kind of abuse that would destroy
many other microphones. Designed
to minimize the boominess you'd expect from close miking. Rugged, efficient spherical windscreen eliminates
pops. The first choice among
rock, pop, R & B, country, gospel,
and jazz vocalists.

...some like

a

"presence" peak.
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professional microphones...by
CR

Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME 15 6AU- Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 59881
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AVM

compressor
- limiter
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Threshold : as curves supplied, 0dB input for limiting,
-10dB for onset of compression.
Compression : adjustable in 2dB steps from 0dB to

FIG. I
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=M---:--

+20d B.

Ratios:

M

0.25ms, 0.5ms, 1ms,

2ms, 4ms or 8ms.

8dB
8dB
8dB

0

0
0

..

M-_-. ::::
-M

60052

source no compression load 10kí2 ±1dB (20Hz to
30kHz), load 6000 ±1dB (25Hz to 20kHz).
10dB compression load 10kS2 ±1dB (20Hz to 30kHz).
Distortion at 300ms releasetime :
Frequency
Output
Degree of
Distortion
level
Compression
100Hz
0.075 °;
+8dB
0
1kHz
+8dB
0
0.04
10kHz
+8dB
0
0.08
100Hz
1kHz
10kHz
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balanced and floating via

THE Audio Developments ADO -55 compressor/
limiter is a twin channel compressor /limiter
designed such that the two halves can either be
used independently or switched such that their
control signals are ganged for stereo operation.
Other than the `link' switch and its associated
LED indicator and the mains power on /off switch
at the centre of the standard 483mm rack mounting front panel, both halves of the compressor/
limiter have identical front panel layouts horizontally opposed.
To the left are rotary switches for selecting attack
time in 2:1 steps from 0.25ms up to 8ms and for
release time also in 2:1 increments from 75ms up
to 2.4s. Moving to the right there is a very clearly
marked rotary switch for selecting the threshold of
limiting or compression. This works in conjunction
with a `ratio' switch which either activates limiting
or compression with a choice of compression
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transformer.

Maximum output: +19dB atl kHz, +12dB at20Hz.
Noise: independent of ratio or threshold setting, wide band -68dB, band limited with lowpass filter of 12dB/
octave with a turnover point of 25kHz -71 dB.
Maximum input: worst case +20dBm.
Power required :240/110V 50 /60Hz.
Weight:4.5kg.
Price : £450.
Manufacturer: Audio Developments, Hall Lane,
Walsall Wood, Walsall, West Midlands, UK
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Lyrec of Denmark...
one of the world's oldest established manu-

facturers of professional audio recorders has
produced the model TR532 which assumes

that all studio engineers are equally important.
The ease of serviceability for maintenance

engineers and smoothness and flexibility of

operation for recording engineers, all made
possible by our 30 years experience and our

well established contacts with users in the

studio and broadcasting fields.

Lyrec

Germany: Studiosound

Lyrec Manufacturing A /S, Hollandsvej 12, DK -2800 Lyngby
Tel. 02 -87 63 22
Tel. Sweden 042 -153045

UK:

Lyrec (UK) Ltd.,

TWI IDA. Tel.
Benelux: SAIT, Ch.

17
01 -891

Erncroft Way, Twickenham, Middx.

2770.
de Ruisbroek 66,

1

190

Brussels. Tel. 02 376

20 30.

Sound Techniques Nederland by, Groenelaantje II, Alkmaar.
Tel. 072 112944.
France: Soracitel, 161 Boulevard Lefebvre, 75015 Paris. Tel. 01
828 05 64.

& Music GmbH, Schöne Aussicht 16,
6000 Frankfurt /M I. Tel. 0611 28 49 28 (local agent)
Norway: Siv.ing. Bjorn Benum A /S, Boks 2493, SoIli, Oslo 2.
Tel. 02 56 57 53.
Spain: Mike Llewellyn -Jones, Ap. Postal 8 -178, Madrid -8. Tel.
01 637 07 52.
USA: Rupert Neve Inc., Berkshire Industrial Park, Bethel,
Connecticut 06801. Tel. (203) 744 6230.
Rupert Neve Inc., Suite 616, 1800 N Highland Avenue,
Hollywood, Calif. 90028. Tel. (213) 465 -4822.
Canada: Rupert Neve of Canada Ltd., 2717 Rena Road, Malton,
Ontario. Tel. 416 -677 661 1.
Japan: Nissho Electronics Corporation, Konwa Bldg, 12 -22

Tsukiji

Chome, Chuo -Ku, Tokyo. Tel. (03) 544-8311.
Rank Industries Australia Pty. Ltd., P.O. Box 632,
Chatswood. Tel. 406 5666.
1

Australia:
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ratios of l :1, 2:1, 3:1 or 5:1 with the choice of compression threshold ranging from -IOdBm to
+ 10dBm input level in 2dB steps, or that of limiting from OdBm to -r2OdBm also in 2dB steps. A
further rotary switch selects the function to be
displayed on the unit's meters which can display
either the input or output level or the degree of
gain reduction in use. These meters have the
characteristics of the BBC type peak programme
meter, but are scaled in 4dB steps +12dB for
input or output level indication, or from OdB to
20dB in 5dB increments for the indication of gain
reduction.
Four LED indicators are used to indicate the
status of each half of the compressor /limiter; a
red LED shows that gain reduction has been activated, a yellow LED that the limiting function has
been selected and a further red LED indicating that
the input overload limit is being approached, the
fourth green LED being illuminated when the
individual bypass switch has been positioned to
bypass the compressor /limiter electronics.
The use of coloured knobs and colour in the
front panel graphics makes use of the unit very easy
and the layout clear and uncluttered with readily
operated knobs. Equally good are the facilities at
the rear of the unit where the mains power input
is via a standard IEC connector with two properly
identified metric fuses providing protection. Very
sensibly, the inputs and the outputs to the compressor/limiter are by three types of paralleled connectors, XLR, 6.35mm tip ring and sleeve jacks
and Tuchel connectors with all connections being
of the floating transformer coupled type.
Internally the construction of the electronics is
based on a large glass fibre mother board which
housed the power supplies and the input and output transformers and to which are soldered by
means of pins sub -boards which support the signal
circuits. Whilst no circuits are provided and the
components on the boards are not identified, a
good instruction manual provides alignment instructions and the location of the alignment controls on the printed circuits.
Frequency response and noise
As is to be seen from fig. I which represents the
oNerall frequency response without limiting or compression into a high impedance load and into
60012, the response varies slightly with loading, but
to no significant extent being sensible flat within
the audio frequency band. With gain reduction in
action, the frequency response was found to depend to an extent on whether limiting or compression were selected, these differences being shown
in fig. 2 for 10dB gain reduction; it can be seen that
the limiting condition is rather 'soppy'.
On the noise front, noise in the output did nct
change at all with any of the front panel control
settings with the two channels exhibiting a similar

performance as Table

I:

TABLE t
Noise in Output
Channel1 Channel2

Band limited 22Hz to 22kHz rms -72.5dBm -72.5dBm
'A' weighted rms
-75.5dBm -75.5dBm
CCIR weighted rms
-66.2dBm -66.5dBm
-62.0dBm -62.2dBm
CCIR weighted quasi -peak

Having regard for the fact that the maximum
output level is in the order of I9dBm, the above
noise performance figures represent a good
dynamic range.

Distortion
The individual second and third harmonic dis92
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dmx 15 -80
The Advanced Music Systems model dmx 15 -80
is a microprocessor controlled digital delay line
of high technology and sophistication, developed
by research engineers (originally from the Aerospace industry) with a discipline of uncompromising high performance and reliability.

Rugged construction, to take all the pressures of
studio use and the extra hard knocks of life on the
road.
No other DDL can be so easily adapted to provide
extra effects cards. Entire families of new microprocessor controlled effects. Available soon will
be a "glitch" free Harmoniser plug -in card, and
a digital reverberation card. The dmx 15 -80 unit
will have an interesting future.
User orientated features suggested by extensive feedback include :1) Keypad entry of delay with instant recall of 9 preset delay times, displayed on a Digital readout.
2) "Nudge" buttons allow silent sweeping of delay, upwards or downwards to enable "flanging" or "tunnelling" effects to be produced.
3) Internal Delay+ Original mixing to avoid tedious external patching.
4) In Phase /Anti Phase switching of the delayed signal.
5) Feedback level control for repeat echo.
6) VCO /Crystal selection to allow internal voltage controlled oscilator to produce frequency shifting for enhancement of ADT effects.
7) Delay times expandable from 0.1 seconds to 1 second, in 20 microsecond steps.
8) Easily modified to provide a maximum delay of 10 seconds for Broadcast "Profanity" purposes, with 1 8kHz bandwidth.
9) Small size requires only 31" of rack space to accommodate the best value in DDL Technology available.

Your inquiries about the dmx

A4W\

15 -80 are

welcome.

MCI (PROFESSIONAL STUDIO EQUIPMENT) LTD.
MCI House, 54 -56 Stanhope Street,
London NW 13EX. Tel 01 -388 7867/8. Tx: 261116.
:
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tortions without any gain reduction in action and
at 8dBm output are shown in fig. 3 from which it
can be seen that the more objectionable third harmonic predominates at levels just over 0.1 % from
100Hz upwards. This situation was not particularly
sensitive to signal level, but the introduction Jf
compression or limiting made dramatic changes in
the distortion pattern, fig. 4.
In fig. 4 the plots were made with the attack time

-

set for Ims and release time set to 300ms except
for the second section of a plot of the third harmonic where the release time was to be 2.4s to
reduce the low frequency distortion which is inherent with fast release times in any compression
system. Generally the performance shown in fig. 4
is very good for a device of this kind.
A further form of distortion, which it is not
generally realised depends to a large extent upon
release time, is intermodulation distortion, even to
the CCIF twin tone method. Fig. 5 shows the
different frequency distortion of two tones separated by 70Hz at 8dB gain reduction as a function
of release time from 0.3s to 2.4s -the difference in
distortion levels being precisely related to the
release time in 6dB steps for 2:1 release time
variations.

Inputs and outputs
The input impedance of the unit was found to
depend upon three factors, the meter function
selected to input or otherwise and the position of
the bypass switch. When the bypass mode was
selected the input impedance was identical to the
output load, whilst in the normal mode the input
impedance was found to be 8.9kQ with the meter
switched to monitor the input or 9.8k52 in other
positions-these impedances being sensible.
Whilst the fact that the bypass mode completely
bypasses the electronics can be useful for fault finding, clearly the change in input impedance can have
undesirable and confusing results if the load on the
output is of a low impedance. Input levels in excess
of +20dBm could be coped with from 20Hz up to
20kHz without excessive distortion.
On the output end, the output source impedance
was found to be adequately low at 520 in the
normal mode, but as explained above, the impedance in the bypass mode becomes that of the
unit driving the compressor /limiter. Output levels
of +17.5dBm into 6000 were available before
waveform clipping, or +19dB ref 0.775V into
high impedance.
With the unit operating at unity gain (1:1 compression) the input overload light operated at
+16dBm input, allowing a 3dB margin before the
onset of serious distortion. Being a fast acting
indicator this lamp provides a useful function and
was easily seen when illuminated.
The meters

Examination of the ballistics of the two meters
showed that they corresponded to the standard
BBC type peak programme meter as specified in
British Standard 4297:1968 within the specified
tolerances by a good margin. However it was
found that the scale calibration was poor as received and shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2
Meter

Indication
+12dB
+8dB
+4dB
0dB

Actual
Input Level
12.5dB
8.4dB
4.3dB
0.2dB

-4dB
-8dB

-3.9dB
-8.2dB

-12dB

-12.7dB
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Actual
Output Level
+12dB
+7.9d B
+3.8d B

-0.5dB
-4.5dB
-8.9dB
-13.5dB
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Recalibration, as recommended in the unit's instruction manual, cured these evils and after that
the level accuracy complied with the standard
requirements and the indication accuracy of gain
reduction was found to be within 1dB which is
perfectly adequate. The onset of gain reduction
was also accurately shown by the red LED which,
like the overload indicator, was a fast acting device
which was readily seen.
The compression laws and controls
Examination of fig. 6 plots the input /output
levels for the three available degrees of compression of 5:1, 3:1 and 2:1, and shows that the characteristics are all within 1dB of the perfect characteristic at threshold settings of +10dBm, OdBm
and -10dBm which are accurately calibrated.

In addition, the limiting characteristics at
threshold levels of OdBm and + 10dBm show near
perfect limiting with measurements on the accuracy

of the 2dB steps of the threshold control showing
that -it was always within 0.3dB of the calibration.
Calibration of the attack and the release time controls is in terms of the CCITT specification for TA t 2
and TR12 respectively; that is, in the case of attack
time 'the time taken after the sudden application of
a tone, for an initial overshoot of 12dB at the
limiter output to be reduced by 4dB' and in the
case of release time 'the time, after the cessation of
a signal, for the gain to return within 4dB of its
normal value from an intial reduction of 12dB'.

Measurement of the unit's release time in these
terms gave the following results which are reasonably accurate to the calibrations see Table 3.
TABLE

3

Release time setting

Actual release time

2.4s
1.2s
0.6s
0.3s
0.15s
0.075s

2.7s
1.8s
0.64s
0.23s
0.15s
0.06s

Measurements upon the attack time produced
results which were accurate within the readability
of the instrumentation used which is probably
within ±5 %. The range of attack times is shown
in fig. 7 for a 1kHz tone in the limiting mode, the
upper trace showing an attack time of 8ms whilst
the lower trace shows the attack time set to 0.25ms
and demonstrates only a minor overshoot.
In the stereo mode with the control voltages of
the two halves of the unit combined, the half of the
unit demanding the maximum gain reduction controls the other half of the unit with its time settings
taking control. In order to eliminate stereo image
shifting it is of course important that the gain of
the two halves of the unit should track accurately
and this was investigated by applying tonebursts
to the two halves of the unit with the threshold
settings at different levels and listening to the two
outputs for image shifting -the results being excellent. fig. 8 shows the outputs under these conditions
with 8ms attack times and 75ms release times, the
top trace being the output from the unit not requiring gain reduction whilst the bottom trace is
the output of the 'master' channel controlling the
gain of the two channels, there being no evident
tracking errors.
Summary
This is a versatile true compressor /limiter with a
very wide range of timing and threshold settings
available. Generally the performance was to a very
high standard as was the standard of construction
and in view of its most reasonable price, the unit
is to be strongly recommended.
Hugh Ford
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REW Audio Visual
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London WC2
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G ET IT ALL

A JBL MONITOR KNOWS ITS PLACE.
A studio monitor is only a tool. It is not
supposed to enhance, add to, subtract from,
or in any way modify sound.
That's your job.
What a studio monitor is supposed to do
is tell you precisely what's on tape. Because
you have to know everything that's there.
And everything that isn't. Before it's too late.
That's why JBL monitors are in thousands

of recording and broadcast studios around
the world. In fact, according to a national
survey by Billboard Magazine, JBL's are in
more recording studios than any other brand.
A JBL monitor plays what it's told. Nothing
more. Nothing less. If that sounds good to
you, contact your nearest JBL Professional
Products Studio Equipment Supplier.
And put a JBL monitor in your place.

The 4301: Our newest 2 -way monitor. Com-

The 4315: An ultra -shallow 4 -way, for maximum

pact and efficient, for small broadcast control
rooms and home studios.
The 4311: The most popular monitor going. A
compact, full -range 3 -way.

sound in minimum space.
BL studio monitors come in three other
models. too. All fully compatible for accurate
cross referencing.

IJBL
GET IT ALL.

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc. / Professional Division, 8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, California, U.S.A.
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Aphex Audio Systems UK, Ltd
35 Brittania Row
London N18QH England
Tel: 01-359 5275 - 0955/6
Contact: Richard Kelley
Robbie Williams

Aphex West
7801 Melrose Avenue
Los Angeles
Calif. 90046
Tel: 213.655.1411

Contacts: Kent Beyer
Pat Taylor
Aphex New York, Ltd.

Pleasant Valley Way
West Orange
New .Jersey 07052
Tel: 201.736.3422 /212.964.7444
Contacts: Stephan Gallas
Charlie Conrad
1400

Aphex Systems Canada, Ltd.
Adelaide Street
E. Toronto
Ontario M5A 1N2, Canada
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jidelipac 65390
wow and flutter meter
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Input voltage : 50mV or greater.
Input frequency range: 2kHz to 4kHz.
Input impedance : 300k0.
Input configuration: unbalanced BNC connector.
Flutter meter ranges: 0.1 % and 0.5% full scale, switch -

the range of the calibration control does not allow
the zero indication to be set for the old 3kHz
standard frequency.
The remaining front panel features are BNC
sockets which provide for the meter input and output from the internal 3,150Hz oscillator, all features
able.
being clearly identified.
Flutter meter accuracy: within 3% of reading.
Drift measurement : frequency variation in relation to
At the back of the meter is a standard 6.35mm
precision internal oscillator.
single pole jack socket which provides an oscilloDrift meter range: ±5 %.
scope output to observe the wow and flutter waveDrift meter accuracy: within 1% of reading.
form, but not drift. A small locking pushbutton
Internal oscillator frequency : 3,150Hz±0.1 %, sine identified as 'flat /in' is provided to disconnect the
wave.
wow and flutter weighting network, but in the
Oscillator output level : 1V.
review instrument this had no effect. The final
Oscillator output impedance: 500.
Oscillator output configuration: unbalanced, BNC features are a 'zero drift' screwdriver operated
connector.
preset control and the fixed two core mains lead.
Oscilloscope output: 5Vp -p ® 0.5% flutter.
Cabinet construction was extremely strong and
Weighting characteristic: switchable.
provided excellent access to the internal parts for
Power requirement: 110 or 220V, 50 to 60 Hz.
servicing; a tilting handle/foot was fitted so the
Dimensions :235x197x48mm (W D H)
meter was easy to read if placed flat on the bench.
Weight: 1.82kg.
Within the meter, all electronic components are
Price: £285 approximately.
Manufacturer: Fidelipac, 109, Gaither Drive, Mt mounted onto a single high quality printed circuit
board with clear component identifications but
Laurel, NJ 08057, USA
with the important exception of the value of the
mains power fuse.
Inspection of the printed circuit layout revealed
THE FIDELIPAC wow and flutter meter is a that the clearance between conductors carrying
very small mains powered unit having two mains voltages and those connected to the body of
flutter ranges and a single drift range both indi- the instrument was inadequate in terms of British
cated on a single edgewise mounted meter. The Standard 4743:1971 (Specification for Safety Remeter is scaled for ±5 % drift measurement and quirements of Electronic Measuring Apparatus)
0.5 % and 0.1 % full scale wow and flutter ranges. and this potential hazard should be corrected by
Five self indicating pushbutton switches are the manufacturer. Similarly printed circuit soldered
mounted on the front panel, one switch being the connections attached to the mains supply are far
power on/off control and the remaining four inter- too close to the metal base of the instrument.
locked switches selecting the wow and flutter
meter's function. These consist of the 0.5 % and Drift measurement
With respect to the standard IEC wow and flutter
0.1 % full scale wow and flutter ranges and the
±5 % drift range which may be calibrated by measurement frequency, the drift meter zero point
means of the calibrate function and a calibrate could be offset +4.35% to -2.09% with the drift
potentiometer on the front panel. In the calibrated meter giving a ±5 % indication about these offsets.
state, the zero drift indication corresponds to an As the drift meter has a single range of ±5 %, it is
input frequency of the standard 3,150Hz. However
96
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The Aphex Aural Exciter is an astonishing
signal processing instrument, which brings sound to
life and makes it louder without any actual level change.
This is the principle behind it.
Sound waves enter our ears with subtle phase
information relating to the location of the sound source
-left or right, up or down, front or back, direct or
reflected. By using a sum and differencing technique,
the brain provides us with our critical aural perception.
But collecting sound, mixing it and then recording it often destroys or masks much of the subtle
information resulting in a "flatter sound" than the
original.
However, the Aphex introduces phase information in the form of a series ofminute delays, whose
magnitude depends on frequency.
The formula by which Aphex selectively
processes the audio signal is not random; it
has been designed after considerable reAPHEX AUDIO SYSTEMS UK LTD.,

:15

f
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APME x Mix

search into the mechanisms of the ear, in particular the
reflections and minute time delays caused by its shape.
Aphex is best used on selected channels,
normally in the remix stage ofproduction, fed from the
echo or foldback send. The output from Aphex is then
mixed back into the main signal at about -15 to -30dB.
Aphex is already famous for what it does to
vocals. But any instruments with natural sound (ie not
electronically produced) like snare drums, cymbals,
acoustic guitars, strings and brass sound amazing
when Aphexed.
Call it what you will, this effect causes no
changes in level, confirming that it is truly a psychological effect.

Because the Aphex principal is young, we expect to
replace it continually with new and even more exciting
versions, so you can't buy it; you must lease it.
Contact us for more details, or to arrange
for a demonstration.

BRITANNIA ROW, LONDON N18QH, ENGLAND. TEL: 01-3595275/0955.

APRE% ISA REMSTEKEDTRADEMARKOF

AM.% sl STEMS 12DOF 1/XANGEL57 CALIYORNIA, USA.
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not possible to read drifts of less than say 0.2%
with any useful accuracy so the application of the
drift meter is rather restricted for professional use.
Similarly, as is to be seen from table 1, the drift
indication with respect to 3,150Hz after calibrating
the drift meter is not particularly good.

4Hz which is the unity gain point of the standard
IEC (DIN) weighting curve, the depth of modulation being accurately measured (table 2).
TABLE 2 MEASURED WOW AND FLUTTER
Wow and
Indicated wow Actual wow and
flutter range
and flutter
flutter (peak)
0.5%
0.5%
0.39°

TABLE 1 MEASURED DRIFT
Indicated drift
Actual drift ref 3150Hz
+5%
+4%
+3%
+2%
+1%

+5.07%
+3.96%
+2.99%
+1.96%
+0.91%
+0.02%

0

-1%
-2%
-3%
-4%
-5%

-1.10%
-2.26%
-3.07%
-4.24%
-5.14%

The damping of the drift meter was completely
satisfactory such that short term speed variations
did not appear at the meter but could be observed
as wow and flutter. As has been briefly mentioned
there is no output from the meter for recording
drift on a chart recorder or similar instrument.
Wow and flutter
The indicated wow and flutter was checked by
applying a frequency modulated 3,150Hz carrier to
the instrument, the modulation frequency being
FIG. 1: 1°0 actual scope o/p 50° mV /div

0.4 %,

0.32`..

0.3%
0.2%

0.25
0.17

0.102'0

0.08".

0.083

0.06%

0.04°

0.0613'.
0.0428',

0.02%

0.0243%

It is clear from the above that the calibration of
the 0.5% range was substantially incorrect, but the
performance on the 0.1 % range was quite reasonably accurate. The manufacturers' claim of an
accuracy of 'within 3% of reading' is obviously
stupid as it's impossible to read the meter within
3 % of its reading, so maybe the claimed accuracy
should be within 3% of range?
Checking the internal weighting curve with respect to the IEC (DIN) standard showed that
above the unity gain point at 4Hz, the weighting
was well within the standard requirements, but at
very low fréquencies the meter was only just within
the standard requirements. Operation of the rear
panel switch for obtaining a 'flat' response failed
to remove the weighting filter from circuit.
The peak indication of the meter was checked by
the standard method of applying rectangular bursts
of frequency modulation with varying burst length
and a fixed repetition rate of 1Hz (table 3).
TABLE
Burst
length

3

100ms
60ms
30ms
10ms

PEAK INDICATION
Meter

indication
100
90
68
25

Standard
requirement
100

90°, +6%

±6 %
21".±3%
62 "0

".

Table 3 was obtained by setting the IOOms burst
to read full scale on the 0.5 % range because of the
calibration error on this range, as opposed to the
proper method of setting the frequency modulation
depth for 100% indication. Thus the marginal
nature of the performance on the two shortest

burst lengths may not be a true reflection of the
performance.
Similar comments apply to the measurement of
the meter's fall time using the 100ms bursts at 1Hz
repetition rate where the meter fell to 50% full
scale as opposed to the standard requirement of
41 %

±4 %.

Input and outputs
The input to the instrument was found to have
an adequately high impedance of 340k0 with
proper wow and flutter indications being obtained
with input voltages above 7mV. The oscilloscope
output voltage bore a constant relation to the percentage of wow and flutter independent of the
selected range with an output of 4.45V peak -topeak corresponding to 0.5% actual wow and
flutter. Whilst the oscilloscope output is after the
weighting filter, it contained a substantial amount
of 3,150Hz carrier, as can be seen from (fig. 1),
which shows 0.1 % wow and flutter from sinewave
modulation as seen at the oscilloscope output
which had an output impedance of 25000.
The unbalanced oscillator output was found to
deliver 1.IV rms from a source impedance of approximately 10n, this arrangement being quite
adequate for testing most tape recorders. However,
the frequency of the output after a lengthy warm up period was 0.13 % above the standard 3,150Hz
which is outside the manufacturer's specification
of +0.1 % which itself is too wide in tolerance for
checking professional studio equipment. Furthermore, as can be seen from fig. 2, the frequency
stability is not particularly good even after a 10
minute warm-up period.

Summary
Clearly the calibration of the 0.5% wow and
flutter range was incorrect in the review instrument and had this been correct the review would
appear in a much better light. Overall the instrument is within the IEC requirements but cannot
be regarded as a precision instrument, it is however well made with the exception of the electrical
safety problems.
The wow and flutter ranges of 0.5% and 0.1%
are adequate for most professional requirements
but the drift range of +5% is far too coarse for use
with anything but the worst professional equipment and indeed it is of little use with anything
but cheap domestic equipment.
Hugh Ford

FIG. 2 FIDELIPAC OSCILLATOR STABILITY
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"The original A77 had set a standard
by which have judged other domestic and
semi -professional recorders for many years.
It is now clear that the new B77 sets a new
standard not easily surpassed at its price"
I

Angus McKenzie (March 1978)

IT
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The separate wow and flutter indicating meter
also has two calibrated scales giving full scale
deflections of 1 or 3 operating in conjunction with
four interlocking pushbuttons which provide wow
and flutter ranges of 3 %, 1% 0.3 % and 0.1% full
scale deflection. Wow and flutter calibration is
achieved by pushing a calibrate button which provides a reference wow and flutter of 0.1 % derived
from a mains frequency squarewave, the meter
being calibrated by means of a screwdriver operated potentiometer which can be reached through
the bottom of the instrument's case. Similarly the
drift meter can be calibrated from a +5 % internal
reference and the frequency of the internal oscil-

J1tO6
wow and flutter meter

WVoelke

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
OSCILLATOR
Test frequency : 3,150Hz (constant within ±1 Hz).
Measuring voltage: 'output' jack approximately 0.5V,
source imp approx 2O0á2. DIN phono jack approx 8mV,
source imp approx 8k0.
Calibration: detuning of ±5% for static calibration
(drift), detuning of ±0.1% for dynamic calibration
(flutter).

MEASURING SECTION
Input Voltage: 30mV to 30V (no selecting required)
3,150Hz ±5%

Input Impedance: approx 75k0.
MEASURING RANGES
Flutter ": ±0.1%, ±0.3 %, ±1%, ±3% peak value indication according to DIN /CCIR /ANSI/IEC.
Drift: ±0.5 %, ±2 %, ±5 %.

Variation of flutter indication with frequency: 0.5( -3dB). In 'WTD' position according to DIN/
CCIR. In 'Ext- filter' position according to external filter

600Hz

characteristics.

TEST OUTPUTS
Output 1: absolute pitch (DC component) + flutter
(AC component) linear indication, 0 to 600Hz ±5% or
±100mV.
Output 2: AC components only, according to bandwidth or weighting filter selected. Filter measuring range
selected equivalent to ±1V.
Output 3: value indicated by flutter meter full scale deflection equivalentto +1V.
Output impedance: 10k0 for all outputs.
Mains supply: 110 -125/220 -240V (switchable) 40 -60Hz,
9VA.

Dimensions :300x200x150 (W DH).

Weight: Approx2.3kg.
Price: £455.
Manufacturer:
Woelke
Magnetbandtechnik,
Woelke -strasse 2 -3, 8069 Schweitenkirchen, West
Germany.
UK Agent: Lennard Developments Ltd, 206, Chase
Side, Enfield, Middlesex.
*The ME106E version of this instrument includes rms
indication to NAB /JIS and operates at 3,150Hz ±10 %.
In addition to Including all the features of the ME106 the
ME106E has the additional weightings required for
NAB /JIS and an addition drift range of ± 10%.
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WOELKE wow and flutter meters (previously
known as Miniflux) have always been well
regarded and are widely used both as laboratory
and production line instruments. The new ME106
reviewed here, and its companion the ME108 are
similar instruments but the ME108 has restricted
drift indication and fewer monitoring outputs. In
both cases there is an `E' version available if it is
required to measure to the old NAB or Japanese
JIS standards in addition to the quasi -peak IEC

(DIN) standard.
The instruments are based on a two part moulded
plastic case, the two halves of which bolt together
to retain the front panel with the rear panel connections being secured to the lower half of the
case. Internally the electronic components are
mounted onto three good quality printed circuit
boards; there being a mother board which occupies
the base of the instrument and to which two smaller
boards are soldered by means of pin connectors.
Good quality components are used throughout but
with the exception of the mains fuse, the position
of which selects the input voltage. There are no
component identifications to aid servicing and no
servicing data was provided.
Front panel facilities are basically divided into
two sections, drift measurement and wow and
flutter measurement sections, both of which have
clearly calibrated meters. The drift section has a
centre zero meter which has scales calibrated +5
and ±2 working in conjunction with three interlocking pushbuttons which select the drift ranges
of ±5%, ±2 %, and +5%. In addition there is a
drift zero set control which can be used either to
set the zero indication to an input frequency of
3,150Hz or to offset the zero indication. Finally
there is a potentiometer which varies the turnover
frequency of a lowpass filter in the drift meter for
obtaining a steady indication in the presence of
severe drift; the potentiometer being calibrated in
frequency from 0.1Hz to IHz.

lator adjusted.
Further front panel pushbuttons allow weighted
or unweighted measurements, insert an external
filter socket for a Woelke wave analyser or similar
and switch the mains power on/off with an adjacent
power indicator light.
The meter input is via a front panel BNC socket
adjacent to a green indicator which is illuminated
when the signal level is sufficient for proper operation of the meter, there being a secondary input/
output on the rear panel which duplicates the front
panel input and also provides a lower level DIN
compatible output as opposed to the high level
front panel BNC output from the internal oscillator.
In addition to this DIN compatible input /output
the rear panel has a further 5 -pin DIN connector
for connecting an external filter. In addition to
these there are three BNC output connections on
the rear panel for recording or analysing unweighted drift and flutter, AC components of drift and
flutter or the meter indicated flutter -all very
useful features.

Drift measurement
The available offset of the drift meter zero was
found to depend upon the selected drift range.
With respect to the standard measuring frequency
of 3,150Hz, the meter could be offset -5.95 % to
+7.24 % on the +5 % range or -2.13 % to +2.03 %
on the +2 % and ±0.5 % ranges.
For the measurements of absolute speed or drift
with respect to 3,150Hz, the drift meter is set to
zero with no input signal to the instrument in
which circumstances the output of the internal
oscillator is fed to the input -thus the accuracy of
the drift meter depends upon the accuracy of the
internal oscillator which will be discussed later.
Table 1 shows the accuracy of indication using
the internal oscillator set as the instrument was
received, it being observed that if the zero error is
compensated for the accuracy is very good.
TABLE

i5

1

DRIFT ACCURACY

Range

±2 °., Range

Indi-

Actual Indi-

cated

cated
+4.87% +2%

+5°;,
+4%
+3%
+2%
+1%
o

-1%
-2%
-3%
-4%
-5%

+3.86% +1.5%
+2.86% +1.0%
+1.87% +0.5%
+0.89%

-0.016% 0
-1.10%
-2.09% -0.5%
-3.09°ó -1.0°,ó
--4.06% -1.5%

-5.11 °ó -2.0%

±0.5% Range

Actual Indi.

Actual

cated
+2.07% +0.5%
+1.55% +0.4%
+1.06% +0.3%
+0.52% +0.2%
+0.1%

+0.451%
+0.359%
+0.264%
+0.040%
+0.047%

-0.025 %0

-0.051%
-0.149%
-0.257%
-0.356%
-0.441%
-0.549%

-0.46%
-0.97%
-1.45%
-1.97%

-0.1%
-0.2%
-0.3%
-0.4%
-0.5%

The unusual addition of the lowpass filter in the
drift meter proved to be an excellent practical
feature with a wide range of damping of the meter
100

Win key

Our business is
helping you wïLiyours111
Considering or upgrading a multitrack system ?
We offer a select range of studio equipment, backed with
advice, demonstration and service. Turnkey sell, install, lease or hire.

VARISPEED

For many years QUAD
amplifiers have been a
standard in UK Studios for
quality monitoring. Their
latest model, the 405 current dumping design is
now
available
from
TURNKEY.

By popular demand we
have produced a compact
vari -speed unit that can be
easily connected to any
fixed speed recorder. The
power oscillator is housed
in a free standing case and
connection is via two wires
to the capstan motor.
The hand held remote
We supply and install the TEAC TASCAM multitrack switches between fixed
system. Mixers Models 2, 3 and 5, and tape recorders speed operation and a
3300S, 3340S and 80 -8 are suitable for both multichannel plus or minus 15 percent
pitch control.
and audio production applications.

A new range of signal
processing equipment designed specifically for
budget installations. A
versatile, expanding system that features quality

Low capacitance cables
prevent high frequency
loss. Now available in
standard Tube -Paks.
8
4
2

Pack
Pack
Pack

18

ins, patch

6 0, interconnect
12 ft, interconnect

With every four track
that we sell, we supply,
free of charge, the remarkable 1478 mixdown
mixer. Tone pan and fader
on each channel, and no
noise, distortion or overload.

Custom rolling consoles

for all TEAC recorders.

unique design permits
tape storage or mounting
noise reduction, Sold as a
flat -pack kit.
A

Stop Press - Just announced, the budget stereo
ten band graphic from
Statik Acoustik.
Phone now for details.

and low cost.
Limiter /compressor

Monitoring Systems

JBL

HRH

Microphones and
Accessories
K61TFi

moms
1C1

r:

LTD

-

input, output, attack and
release controls.
Parametic Equaliser Two band boost cut control with peak frequency
tuning.
Reverb Unit - For mic
or line application with
equalisation and mix controls.
Dual Notch - Twin tunable
low
frequency
notches for programme
filtering.
'
Signal Processing

\LNF(

MANrKRiH

_JL

X

Are you ready

for

Multitrack

7

The Turnkey book includes comprehensive informa-

tion about our products and accessories.

Please write or call for your free copy.
Teac's 16 page booklet "Are you ready for multitrack ?" is also available on request.
Call Andrew Stirling at

:

turnkey
8 East

Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts EN4 8RW Supply

&

Installation of Recording Equipment Telephone : 01 -440 9221 Telex : 25769
99

rcticws
resulting from the variable cut off frequency control.

PPM2:

Wow and flutter

Using a 3,150Hz carrier modulated to an accurately known depth at 4Hz, the weighted and
unweighted measured wow and flutter were found
to be identical, as should be the case.
Checking the frequency response of the IEC
weighting curve showed that at all specified frequencies the instrument was close to the centre line
of the curve and well within the allowable tolerances. Similarly, in the unweighted condition, the
frequency response of the instrument was flat up
to a flutter frequency of 400Hz falling to -3dB at
670Hz.
As is to be seen from table 2, the indicated wow
and flutter on all ranges was close to the actual
wow and flutter as derived from a 3,150Hz oscillator frequency modulated to an accurately known
degree at 4Hz with the instrument's weighting in
circuit.
TABLE 2 WOW & FLUTTER ACCURACY
Wow & flutter
Indicated
Actual
range
wow & flutter
wow & flutter
3%
2%
1%

2.93
1.96
0.997
0.990
0.609
0.306
0.300
0.201

1°%

0.6%
0.3%
0.3%

O.39í

0.2%,
0.1%

0.1%

0.101'.

0.102
0.0613

0.1

0.06%
0.02%

.,

0.0204%

The peak indicating ballistics of the meter were
checked using the standard method of applying
bursts of frequency modulation at a repetition
rate of 1Hz and varying the burst length, the results being shown in table 3 which also shows the
standard IEC tolerances.
TABLE
Burst
length

3

METER BALLISTICS
Meter

indication

100ms
60ms
30m
10ms

98

86
60

Standard
requirement
100 %±4%
90 %f6°,%
62 %±6

..

°

21°4,!3'

22'

FIG.I WOELKE OSCILLATOR

I

EC268-10A; BS5428

The latest refinements of BBC programme monitoring philosophy are now embodied in an International Standard.
The new IEC Standard defines considerably closer tolerances than BS4297 for temperature stability and specifies
for the first time the frequency response performance at all signal levels as well as requiring a wider response
than previously. Performance to isolated tone bursts is defined in a more stringent way and a new clause specifies
the reading to be given when very low levels of signal are applied.
PPM2 is a standard performance drive circuit which can be mounted on the rear of a meter movement or by
separate fixing holes. Connections are to a gold plated edge connector, with terminals also provided if direct
wiring is preferred. It is manufactured under licence from the BBC and meets the requirements of the BPO, IBA,
EBU and broadcasting organisations of other countries. Ernest Turner meter movements 642, 643 and TWIN
are
available from stock, as are flush mounting adaptors and illumination kits.
The coaxial red and green pointers of the TWIN offer an unrivalled method of monitoring stereo. PPM2 drive
circuits are aligned for decay tracking such that any two boards will produce pointer overlay on a TWIN during
fallback. This allows accurate checking of channel balance during items of programme intended to be centre stage.
Stereo Disc Amplifier 2
10 Outlet Distribution Amplifier 2
Stabilizer
Frequency Shifter
Peak Deviation Meter
Chart Recorders

SURREY ELECTRONICS
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey

As is evident, the instrument is generally well
within standard requirements and furthermore it
was found that the fall of the meter between 100ms
bursts was precisely to 41 % of full scale which is
the centreline requirement.

Inputs and outputs
The minimum input voltage for operation of the
instrument was found to be 28mV with an input
impedance of 100kû, both of which are to specification and completely satisfactory.
The source impedance of the three monitoring
outputs was satisfactorily low at the specified 10kû
within 1 % with the output voltage of the `output l'
absolute pitch + flutter being fixed at 100mV for
5 % error.
The output voltage of the 'AC components'
output and the `meter indicated flutter' depended
upon the use of weighting and was directly related
to the wow and flutter range in use. The `meter indicated flutter' output is a DC output with + I V
corresponding to full scale meter deflection whilst
the 'AC components' output was +1V for full
scale deflection.
Turning now to the 3,150Hz oscillator output,
this was found to be 540mV from a very low impedance at the front panel connection or a DIN
compatible 11mV from a source impedance of
about 8kû at the rear panel. Whilst as shown in
fig. 1 the frequency stability of this output is reasonable, but could well be bettered for use with pro-

G

U6 78G (STD 04866) 5997

fessional recorders, the absolute frequency averaging 3,146.66Hz was too low as received. Attempts
to correct this using the preset control in the base
of the instrument showed that this control was far
too coarse in action and that it was almost impossible to set the oscillator frequency to better than
about + 1 Hz (0.03 %). The replacement of this
potentiometer type control with a multiturn
potentiometer would clearly be an advantage.

Summary
For the purposes of measuring wow and flutter
to the IEC (DIN) standard, this is clearly an excellent instrument which is capable of accurately
measuring the wow and flutter of all but the very
best professional tape recorders, in addition to
which it has the capability of using a frequency
analyser for locating faults components.
Considering the drift measurement feature this
depends upon the accuracy of the internal oscillator and in these circumstances it is felt that the
use of the instrument to measure less than 0.2 %
drift with any useful accuracy is a doubtful proposition in terms of absolute drift from the 3,150Hz
tone. However drift measurements which do not
require an absolute reference, such as drift from
end -to-end of a reel of tape, are completely satisfactory.
As with all previous Woelke instruments this is
a practical instrument to use and is very well constructed.
Hugh Ford

STABILITY

,3150 Hz
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1.0Hz=0.0327.
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The Soundcraft Series 3 console is ideal for 16- or 24 -track recording studios demanding technical sophistication
at a reasonable cost.
features you're sure
It has been designed with all the facilities the professional engineer expects plus a few extra

to appreciate.
The technical specifications are excellent, partly due to the use of new integrated devices, giving high slew rate,
extended power bandwidth and ultra low noise.The front end circuitry is truly state -of- the-art giving a ldB
noise figure.
The extended range of modules allows up to 32 tracks of monitor mix independent of the input channels whilst
the layout allows engineer and producer to work together without getting in each other's way.
Working with Series 3 is a real pleasure. It is logical to use and sounds excellent.
Ask for the 8 -page colour brochure. We think you'll be impressed.

band with sweepable frequency.
auxiliary sends.
Auto Solo -pre fade or stereo post fade.
Penny & Giles conductive plastic faders.
16, 24 or 32-track monitor mix into mix buss.
4 -band EQ, each

8

Soundcraft
3.
SrÌeS
Series

Extensive TT patch bay.

or punch block interface.
VU or LED array metering.
Channel assign to groups and stereo mix buss.
Series 3 is backed by Soundcraft's comprehensive 2 -year warranty.
XLR

THD
Frequency response

Noise
Input gain

Output capability

+4dBv line inputto any line output at +4dBv, 20Hz < 0.03%, 1kHz < 0.01 %, 20kHz <0.05%
Signal at mic input with 50dB gain (200D at source), 20Hz <0.1 %,1kHz < 0.01%, 20kHz < 0.1%
+4dBv line input to any line output at +4dBv, 20Hz to 20kHz: -1dB
Signal at mic input with 50dB gain (200e at source), 20Hz to 20kHz: -1dB
Relative input noise voltage, 20kHz Bandwidth, now -128.5dBv true RMS (20052 source).
Mixing noise, 24 channels routed to mix all at unity gain,< -80dBv (DIN audio weighted)

Maximum mic, 85dB
Maximum line, 70dB

+22dBv into 60052
(OdBv = 775mV RMS)

LDkJF1OCIWTA
ELECTRONICS LIMITED

Sophisticated. Reliable. And astonishingly Economic.
Soundcraft North America
PO Box 883, JFK Station, Jamaica, New York 11430, USA. Tel: (212) 528 8158 Telex:

01

-2203

Soundcraft Electronics Ltd.
5 -8 Gt. Sutton Street, London EC1V OBX, England.Tel: 01- 251 3631 Telex: 21198
Prices (correct at time of going to press) 24/16 £10,712 $27,426 (FOB New York), 32/16 £13,350 $33,986 (FOB New York). All other territories on request.

ARE YOU REALLY
PLUGGED IN?

.»®

A

ARE YOU USING OUR NEW `440' RANGE OF
MINI -JACKS AND JACKFIELDS

4,;,s, 4.44.,..t. 44..4
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Jackfield illustrated: Type
MJF 2/96 incorporating 96
5 -440P mini -jacks arranged in
paired centres at .312 in.
mounted on 19in x 1.75 in.
panel.

Includes 2 designation strips
with single lacing bar. Panel
colour to suit customer's
specification.

00 00 00 Qo 0o 00°0 0 00 C?0 C>C) op"! t.oÇ.tÓ op_Or 00 rätD 00 00 00 0 tDL? 00
00000 00 00000000 00 00 00 00
0ï 00 00 0 00 00 00 ßtD 0000
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THE NEW "440" RANGE OF MINI -JACKS
COMBINES THE QUALITY AND
REPUTATION ACHIEVED WITH OUR
STANDARD "B" GAUGE P.O. TYPES.

MANUFACTURED
ENTIRELY
IN THE
UK

FOR INFORMATION AND ILLUSTRATED
BROCHURE PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE TO

MINI -AUDIO JACK SOCKETS

MOSSES & MITCHELL LTD.

Tel. FARNHAM 21236
Telex: 858820

'440'

WEYDON LANE, FARNHAM,
SURREY GU9 8QL

Real AudioTransparency

Unconditionally Guaranteed for 5 years
77

0

DX X5

DX700 -800w
1300w

(4ohms + 4 ohms)
(2 ohms + 2 ohms)

Rated R.M.S. Continuous.
MAX R.M.S. Continuous.

DX 350 -400w

(4ohms + 4 ohms)
(2 ohms + 2 ohms)

Rated R.M.S. Continuous.
MAX R.M.S. Continuous.

+8ohms)

Rated R.M.S. Continuous.

+ 4 ohms)

MAX

650w
DX140- 160w
260w

(8 ohms
(4 ohms

DX 140

R.M.S. Continuous.

PERFORMANCE:

THD

less than 0.005% rated output,1KHz;
less than 0.04% at all levels up to

IMP

less than 0.02% at all levels up to rated
output, SMPTE 60 Hz: 7kHz/4:1.

rated output 20Hz- 20KHz.

Malcolm Hill Associates, Head Office, Hollingbourne House, Hollingbourne, Kent,
England. (062780)- 556
Peter Moody, Studio /Broadcast,15 Greenfield Close, Stapleford, Cambridge.
Shelford (02204) 2060.
Ron Blechner, Sound Reinforcement, 6 Lillie Yard, 19 Lillie Road, London SW61UD,
England. (01)- 381 3446
102
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Cadey basic multitrack recorders (2 head).
Speed

15

ips.

Frequency response -30 to 17khz ;- or -2db,
Wow and flutter-0.1% max rms.
Signal to noise -60db
6db pre- emphasis curve at 10khz.
Ins and outs unbalanced jack 0db 600 ohm.
Remotely controlled.
1" 8

track £2400. 2"

16

track £3480. 2" 24 track £4500.

Cadey tape recorders Ltd.,
59 Yantlet Drive,
Strood, Rochester,
Kent.
Tel: 0634 761 17.

Units in use to date -28.
103

SLIMLI N
Penny& Giles
small
development
in the fader
business

Penny & Giles new Slimline fader is only 12 7mm
wide with a 65mm electrical stroke. Yet, within
that 12 7mm body width you can have mono or

stereo outputs, optional switch linear or audio taper
with an infinitely smooth and stepless fade - plus the
other performance advantages of Penny & Giles
conductive plastic faders.
Our small development sounds good
and has a
small price to match.

-

IS§ LAWS,
Audio Sales
PLEASE NOTE NEW ADDRESS
50

CHEAPSIDE
LUTON

TEL:

27195 26693

List of new and used studio equipment.

All prices ex. VAT.

Multitracks
3M M79 24 Tracks 2y.o. With sonaplan remote
3M M79 As above without sonaplan

Ampex MM1000

16

tracks plus

8

track head block

3M M56 16 tracks with varispeed. Well maintained

Ampex MM1000 8 Tracks
Brenell 8 Tracks
Otani 8 Tracks. MX7308. In console vgc
Otani 4 Tracks. MX7000. In console vgc
Otani 2 Tracks. MX7000 In console vgc
Ampex AG440 Stereo. In console
3M M79 Stereo as new.

From

From

Revox A77 Mk 1V. HAS.
Revox A700 1 Year Old

Studer A62's. Stereo

16,500

P.O.A.
7,250
10,000
4,000
1,900
5,000
1,200
1,000
1,400
4,000
400
800
500

Consoles

Write for full details or phone
our sales office.

Neve 8016 series 24 inputs 16 groups 24 monitors

P.O.A.

monitors
monitors
Unused
monitors
Unused

16,500

Trident B series 30 inputs 16 groups
Raindirk series 3 26 inputs 8 groups

24

Raindirk series

16

3 16

inputs

8

groups

16

Raindirk Mobile Mixer 18 x 8 x 16
Sound Techniques 24x16x16. Large console
Sound Techniques 20x10x10. Needs Attention
Audio Applications. 10 into 4.3 band EQ
Allen & Heath. Mod 2. 16x8x16. V.G.C.

P.O.A.
8,000
4,500
6,000
1,750
750

2,200

Various
Dolby M24
P.O.A.
Dolby 361's
325
Master Room MR111
800
Neumann U87. When Available
250
AKG 414
180
JBL 4320. 2 way studio monitors. Walnut
pair
550
4311.
Brand
New
Boxed.
JBL
Walnut
250
each
D.B.X. 154. 4 track noise reduction unit with
remote switching
375
Toshiba. Close circuit T.V. Camera & Monitor
Offers
Crown 1c150. Pre -Amp. As new
250
Hammond A100 organ with Leslie 147 cabinet.
Complete 1,200
Cadac. Monitors with integral Amps. Immaculate.
1,000
(ex Chris Squires)
Eventide Flanger
300
B.E.L. Electronics Stereo Flangers New.
(as used by YES)
P.O.A.
AMPEX 406 1" Tape boxed on reel. Once used.
No Edits.
P.O.A.

Penny & Giles Conductive Plastics Limited

SPECIAL

Newbridge Road Industrial Estate Pontllanfraith Blackwood
Gwent South Wales Telephone Blackwood (0495) 223771

Complete 8 Track Studios supplied from £4,500. When
Available. (Machine, Desk, Mikes, Monitors, Amps, Cans,
Stands, Comp/Lims.)

1640 5th Street Santa Monica California 90401
Telephone 213 393 0014
104
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GETTING B HIND BGW
Even Crown and Yamaha

ir/

'-/R54

411,,

kt

Qv

V44 %50c

ESE

o9

RiCkiT fiAMl

POWER

BGW

750 B/C
CROWN
DC300A

225 Watts /ch.

20

NO FTC
155 Watts /ch.

RATING

200 Watts /ch.

RATING

airflow

None
provided

Passive airflow

None
provided

Passive
16

NO FTC

YAMAHA
P2200

360 Watts/ch

Forced air cooling Active arcfor 2 massive
interrupting
removable modules circuitry

12

only
only

-

The big guns of
Here they are
professional amplification: The respected
Crown DC300A, The cosmetically impressive
Yamaha P2200, And BGW's new,
no- nonsense 7508/C.
Top -of- the -line professional power
amplifiers from the industry's most respected
manufacturers. All boasting impressive
reputations. All costing about 51,000.
The table reveals the specifications.*
You decide which one is best.

THE RELIABILITY FACTOR
Above all else, professional musicians and
audio engineers want to know two things
about their power amplifiers: How
dependably they function under extreme
conditions, and how well they interface with
other components.
BGW's new 750 Series amplifiers have
taken the lead in both areas. Twenty (20)
output transistors as opposed to Crown's 16
and Yamaha's 12 provide a Safe Operating
Area unmatched by either the DC300A or
the P2200. While both Crown and Yamaha
rely on passive "convection" cooling, the
extensive heat sinks on BGW's pro amps are
cooled by forced air for reliable, continuous
performance even on the hottest outdoor
concert stages. Unique new arc -interrupting
not just the
circuitry protects speakers

-

Front panel
magnetic
circuit breaker

Modular all

Relay operated
transient delay

Teflon wiring

circuitry

S

Full complimentary

0.02%

999

S1099

- Model 750C

- Model 7508

1978

fuse only

Hard-wired,
non -modular

None

complimentary

Not specified

919

1974

Rear panel
fuse only

Hard -wired,
non- modular

None

Full complimentary

Not specified $1095

1976

Rear panel

Quasi -

-

from catastrophic
amplifiers themselves
DC offset.
Like all BGW amplifiers, the 750B and C
feature modular construction and
front -panel circuit -breakers rather than hard
wiring and cumbersome rear-panel fuses. The
result: Maintenance is easier both onstage
when time and tempers
and in the studio
can be very short.

-

CLARITY AND PRESENCE

Now that audible Harmonic and
Intermodulation Distortion have been all
but eliminated from professional power
amplifiers, Transient Intermodulation
Distortion (TIM) has become important.
Neither Crown nor Yamaha specifies TIM
levels whereas TIM specs for BGW's 750's
Series are published with the greatest of
pride. The 750B and C consequently produce
clearer, warmer, and more open sound.
Pros will also appreciate another BGW
exclusive: A delay circuit that eliminates all
transient "thumps" when the 750B and C are
activated. Neither Crown nor Yamaha has
anything like it.
POWER
This is where BGW really leaves the
competition behind. While the Crown
DC300A and the Yamaha P2200 are rated at

S

155 and 200 watts, respectively, BGW's

7508/C delivers a full 225 watts per channel
into 8 ohms,* * leaving the competition behind
entirely at 4 ohms, with a whopping 360
watts. Only BGW has FTC rated 4 ohm
power specifications.
Both the DC300A and the P2200 are good
power amplifiers by conventional standards.
But real recording pros don't deal with
convention.
They get behind BGW.
Because the competition already is.

"Based on manufacturers' published specifications and prices

available

7/1/78.

"BOW 750B/C FTC Specification: 225 watts minimum sine
wave continuous average power output per channel with both
channels driving 8 ohm loads over a power band from 20Hz to
20kHz. The maximum Total Harmonic Distortion at any power
level from 250 milliwatts to 225 watts shall be no more than 0.1 %.

SYSTEMS

Get Behind Usl

BGW Systems, INC.
13130 S. Yukon Avenue
Hawthorne, California 90250
In Canada: Omnlmedla Corp., 9653 Cote de Liesse
Dorval, Quebec H9P 1A3

owl

Vitro

ONE TO

B.E.L ELECTRONICS STUDIO FLANGER BF20 (mono or stereo)
The latest in a New Line of Studio Effects
.UHCTgH
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DEPTH

ENHANQ

Giving full flanging in any of 3 operating Modes with
Now Available (off the peg)
Mono model -as supplied to Group 4 studios, Hollywood, USA
True Stereo model with Reverse Sweep Control.
As one side of the stereo signal sweeps up, the other side
sweeps down giving a most unusual shifting stereo image.
This is a true stereo unit, not pseudo stereo as most other units
offer. As supplied to the Music Centre, Wembley.
Customised Stereo Flanger (madeto measure).
Howeveryou want it. We have just customised a unit for
'YES' which is being used on their current USA tour.
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LEVEL

-65DB

noise level better than
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Agents:

Latilis

Kirkham Electronics,
Mill Hall,
Mill Lane,
Pulham Market.
Diss, Norfolk IP21 4XL

Audio Sales

USA:
Studio Maintenance Inc.,
12438 Magnolia Boulevard,
North Hollywood.
California. USA

104 High Street, Houghton Regis, Dunstable, Beds.
Tel 0582 607192 Daytime or
0525 (Ampthill) 403528 Evenings
:

Tel 213 877 3311
:

momma
EQUALUIER!
ALSO:
ANALYSERS
MODEL 140

/3

1

OCTAVE ANALYSER

FOR ROOM ED

MODEL 142A SIGNAL MONITOR
MODEL 150 OCTAVE BAND
ANALYSER

instruments,
incorporated

SERIES 4000 ACTIVE EQUALISER
FEATURES:
27 1/3 octave bands on ISO centers
from 40 Hz through 16 kHz.
10 dB boost or cut on continuous
control. Equal Q in both boost and cut
conditions.
Variable high -pass filter from 20 Hz to
160 Hz with 12 dB /octave roll -off.
Filter Q optimized for best summation
with adjacent bands.

Noise guaranteed to be- 90 dBmor
better.
Sealed Mil -Spec pots.
EQ IN/ OUT switch on front panel

P O

Boa

97 -99 Dean Street, London W1. Tel: 734 2812

PLUS OPTIONAL CROSSOVERS FOR BI- AMPING!

Dual buffered outputs for bi -amp

operation.
Accessory socket to permit insertion
of 12 dB/oct. or 18 dB /oct. low level
crossover for bi -amp outputs.
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512/892 -0752

Scenic Sounds Equipment.
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698 AUSTIN TEXAS 78767

PHONE AREA

Fealon.

AB

A REALLY
PROFESSIONAL

MICROPHONE
THE EAGLE PRO

M90 MICROPHONE

A tough cardioid mike for stage use.
Voice or music. Indoors or out.
A mike with really good feedback control and an amazing
40 to 16000 Hz frequency response.

Three layer windshield. XLR connector.
Custom -built clip for stand use.
A mike that will never let you down.

That's why the real professionals use

it.

EAGLE

Please send me
details of all the Eagle mikes,
mixers, stands and other
studio equipment.

Name

Address

i

Phone

EAGLE INTERNATIONAL
Eagle International Precision Centre, Heather Park Drive.
Wembley HA01 SU. Middlesex. Tel: (01) 902 8832

SS1

107

R. D. G.

TRAD

PRODUCTION COMPANY

HILL VIEW
NEWPORT PAGNELL

FOR SALE

12

ELECTRONICS
SALES LTD.
Telephone: Watford 47988
Specialists in Service and
Repair of T.R.D. recorders.
All parts, motors, etc.,
available. Collection and
delivery:
London
and
Home Counties.
Prices ex- Watford.

Delivery extra.

Lyrec 24T with remote and autolocate
...
track
...
3MS M56 16 track
3MS M79 16

Tel. 0908 613009

track
Studer A80 16 track ...
Studer J37 8 track valve
...
Studer C37 Stereo
...
MCI 11-110 16 track
...
...
Ampex AG440 4 track ...
Amity Schroeder 16 track with remote
...
Scully 280 8 track
...
Telefunken T9 Stereos ...
Neve 20 -4 -16 Mixing Console
Neve 24-8 -12 Mixing Console
3MS 400 Series 16

MIXING CONSOLES
NEVE20x4x 16
...

...
...
x 24 less than two years

Cadac Serie E 28 x 16
old
...
Cadac Serie E 18 x 16 x 16 pre -wired for 28 x
16 x 16, one year old
...
Cadac Serie E 32 x 24 x 24, as new
Trident B 16 x 8 x 16 ...
...
...
Studer Model 189 18x8x8 ...
...
Allen & Heath Modular 2 16 x 8 x 16
Allen & Heath Modular 2 10 x 8 x 16 with
Brennel 8 tracks I" recorder, two items ...
...
Allen & Heath Modular 2 10 x 8 x 16
A M E K 2000 20 x 16 x 16
...
.

£14000
£22000

£20000
£30000
£11500
£9000
£2200

£3100
L1600
£9000

MULTI TRACK MACHINES
3M M79 24 tracks with auto locate ...
...
3M M79 24 track, 8 months old

£15500

...

£ 18000

Studer A80 Mk 2 16 track pre -wired 24,
year old
...
MCI JH 10 24 tracks ...
Ampex MM 100 16 tracks
...
3M M56 16 track
...
...
Studer A80 Mk 18 track
Scully 280 8 track
...
...
Scully 280 8 track
...
3M M79 Stereo with auto locate, as new
3M M79 4 tracks with stereo head block
...
...
Ampex AG 440 4 track
...
Ampex AG 440 stereo

L16500
£9500
£9250
£9000
£6750
£3200
£3000
£4800
£4500
£1800
£1200

Lockwood Academy Loudspeakers
...
...
Altec 604 Monitors
2 IMF TLS50 Mk II Loudspeakers
...
Neal Cassette Recorder
2

RING NOW.
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realistic quote

£5250
... £2900
... £350
... L14000
... £ 16000
... L18000
£20000
£700
£4200
...
L410
£350

LI90

I

£175
£325
£800
...

£600

... £2950
...
£850
... £250

Now available: new Webber laboratory standard test
tapes

+" NAB /CCIR 15ips
+'

f"

NAB
I" NAB
2" NAB
2" NAB

15ips

Isips
15ips

E18
£28
E92
£170

30ips £180

CCIR and other speeds P.O.A.
Manufactured in the United Kingdom.
Why pay more? In stock now.

WANTED: ALL STUDIO EQUIPMENT

Opening shortly in Paris: R.D.G. Audio France. Watch
this space for further details.
For

LI700

I

£45
£80
£22

Wanted: all studio equipment.

£11500
£2400
£650
£7000

Glen Sound Broadcast Monitoring Unit
...
...
2 JBL Monitors 4333
2 Cadac Monitors and amps
I
Otari 4050C Cassette Duplicator
Audio Developments Micro Mixer
...
Alice 623 6 -2 Mixer

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Neumann KM54
AKG D202
...
AKG D224
AKG D 190

£8250
£6000

I

£400
£255
£3100
£275

JBL 4311 Speakers, new, each
Brennell Mini 8, as new
...
Neumann U87, used
Neumann U67 ...
Neumann M49 ...
Neumann M50 ...
Neumann KM56

£17250
L10500

I

MISCELLANEOUS
DOLBY A301 Stereo ...

...
...

2

I

1

...

Sound Techniques 28 -8 -24 Desk
Cadac 28 -16 -24 one year old ...
...
...
2 Dolby A36I
...
.
I
Dolby MI6

...
...
...
...

All prices are exclusive of VAT

:

149B ST. ALBANS ROAD
WATFORD, HERTS.
Tel. WATFORD 47988

Telex 262741

0

0
0

Dear Frustrated

Bored,

How many times do you depress Start/Stop/Rewind
on your multitrack in a day? Tedious isn't it.
The answer: the most powerful piece of control
equipment ever offered for

a tape machine.

The Audio Kinetics
XT-24
INTELOCATOR

What else can offer
The fastest locate program ever written.
Intelligence to improve locate times on
successive searches.

Vari -speed reference display in ips.
Two counters Master and Local.
Operates in minutes and seconds.
Programmable cycle routines.
Multiple locate points.

-

The XT -2
3M M79

ìñ

as

'Programs

for

Ampex MM1200
Ampex AT R 100
MCI JH -16

Studer A80

Eliminate yawning producers and frustrated engineers -Dominate your multitrack.
Phon for literature now on St. Albans 32191
1

Manufacturers of
sound systems
and electronics

Audix Limited
Station Road, Wenden
Saffron Walden

Tel: Saffron Walden
(0799) 40888
Telex: 817444

Essex CB114LG

- TURNER -

PROFESSIONAL STEREO POWER AMPLIFIERS

vu
ppm

.+8

Distortion

MODEL B 302 -XLR
100W -16, 190W -8, 340W -4ohms
±01dB 20Hz- 20kHz, 80W 8ohms
<0.005 %at 1kHz, 80W 8ohms

Noise
Crosstalk

>110dB below 100W 8ohms
>90dB at lkHz, IOOW 8ohms

SPECIFICATION

Power Output
Power Response

+6
+4
+2

The only way
to see
multitrack sound
A &R [Cambridge) PLM 14

LED audio level indicator
Fully modular

-0

Accurate metering at low cost
Precise VU and PPM characteristics
available at the push of a button
38 dB dynamic range
Green LEDS for normal levels, red for
overload
Electronically balanced input
Front panel sensitivity preset
Remotely adjustable brightness
Single +24V power supply
16 channel case /power supply available
now, 4 channel shortly
OEM enquiries welcome

,_ 2

-4

# -6

-8

fir
o

tie
rw

SPECIFICATION
Power Output
Power Response

Distortion
Noise
Crosstalk
TURNI

110

R E

CI

44

/rwc

rift,
I/
o )°,

tts
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-20
-25
-30

se

For

MODEL B502-XLR
100W -16, 170W -8, 280W -4ohms
±01dB 20Hz- 20kHz,150w 8ohms
<0.005% at 1kHz, 150W 8ohms
>110d8 below 170W 8ohms
>90dB at lkHz,15OW 8ohms

LECTRDNIC IND LTD 175 uanr,dge Road Hanwell London W7 3TH Great Britain

4108

-10
-15

further details contact

AMPLIFICATION and RECORDING

(Cambridge) LTD.
French's Mill, French's Road, Cambridge

Tel. (0223) 54507
Tel 01 560 8472

32 tracks available now.
The complete system:
TELEFUNKEN
"magnetophon" 15A

WAK 752

Unprecedented flexibility and operating ease. A system approach to all
accessories: a micro -processor based autolocator with 9-position
memory and stop timer, remote
track selectors and a capstan speed
controller with crystal precise digital
speed read -out. The TELEFUNKEN
M15A multi- track. All in all a totally
new generation of master recorders
from the inventors of modern tape
recording. Up to 32 tracks on 2" tape!
12 1/2" reel diameter capacity.
Versions with the TELEFUNKEN
"telcom c4" noise reduction system
(built -in for up to 24 tracks). Readily
upgradable to higher track configurations. Crystal locked 7.5/15 or
15/30 ips tape speeds, NAB /CCIR/
AES switchable equalization and
clock -timed record /erase functions
to permit gap -less, inaudible electronic splicing. It's the recorder for
the engineer who wants to pay for
performance - not for gadgets: the
experienced professional.

Please send me the brochure on

»magnetophon 15A
Multi-Track -Systems«
Name
Address

Telephone

GOTHAMel
AUDIO CORPORATION

741

Washington Street

New York, NY: (212) 741 -7411
1710 N. La Brea Ave.,

Hollywood, CA: (213) 874 -4444
USA

Hayden Laboratories Ltd.,
Churchfield Road, Chalfont St. Peter,
Bucks. SL9 9EW
Gerrards Cross 88447
U.K.

HAYDEN

AEG -TELEFUNKEN

Magnetbandgeräte
P.O. Box 2154
D -7750

Konstanz

TELE

'NKEN

W.- Germany

professional tape recorders
by AEG-TELEFUNKEN

products now
available in the north of England, from
Cathedral Sounds Limited, manufacturers
and specialist suppliers of studio equipment.
ALLEN & HEATH BRENELL

Special Offer for a limited period only.
SAVE over £750 on AHB professional
studio package consisting of:

S
O
N
°

MOD II Console, 16 x 8
Heavy Duty power supply
Brenell Mini 8 one inch 8 track recorder.
Pro Limiter.
Digital Tape Counter.
Electronic Varispeed unit. plus free of
charge, Cathedral CL4 Quad Comp.,'
Limiter.
Finance available.
for details:

Write

or

telephone

Cathedral Sounds Ltd., Fourways,
LMorris Lane, Halsall, Ormskirk,
Lancs., L39 8SX Tel: Halsall (0704) 840328

The Wollensak 2772AV Stereo High Speed
Desktop Duplicator (E1498.90 + 8% VAT)

Quality The 3M Wollensak 2772AV Duplicator

Acoustic Technology Limited
CONSULTING

ENGINEERS

Acoustic and
Electroacoustic Design
for Studios and Theatres
Specialists in noise insulation
problems room equalisation and
sound reinforcement system design
,

is a high speed
cassette to cassette duplicator for fast stereo (or mono) copies two stereo copies in under four minutes.
If you need to be technical: Crosstalk 45dB, frequency response
50- 10,000 Hz±3dB, wow and flutter 0.15 %rms max., speed
accuracy ±1%, s/n ratio within 3dB of master.
Versatility Because these copies have such professional quality,
leading recording Studios like DickJames Music use them.
They've a rapidly growing place in university or college music
departments, local radio stations, and advertising agencies, too.
Simplicity This duplicator sits happily on any desk or table.
Its colour -coded illuminated push buttons interlock to prevent
accidental damage. Old programme material on copies is
automatically erased. Automatic rewind, manual rewind switch,
visual and aural monitoring facilities.

From Fraser Peacock Associates -the audio visual specialists
Use the coupon for more about this machine's ruggedly reliable
quality. And remember the Fraser Peacock name for advice on
conference presentations, film strips, recording sessions and a
complete range of audio visual equipment for sale or hire.
Please tell me more about the Wollensak 2772AV Duplicator.

Name
Address

Acoustic Technology Limited
58 The Avenue

Southampton SO1 2TA England
Telephone 0703 32995 Telex 47156
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To Fraser Peacock Associates Ltd.

94 High Street, Wimbledon Village, London SW19
Telephone: 01 -947 7551
3M and. Wollensok are trademarks

adi 1500
automatic graohic equaliser

For the first time in the history of equalisation, accurate control of acoustic environments, elimination of
feedback, and adjustment to ideal response is now possible in seconds and the greatest of ease with the new
ADI 1500 using the concept of Automatic Equalisation (pat. pend.) pioneered by ADI. The most critical
equalisation can now be achieved without peripheral equipment whatsoever, using this radical advance in

equaliser design.

Features
Fast, simple, and extremely accurate equalisation to
±0.75dB using easy -to -read red and green LED

indicators
Economical self- contained Auto -EQ (pat.
pend.) circuitry
Double- tuned, minimal phase- shift, monolithic IC
saturation -free active filters on standard ISO centres
(leaves older "gyrator' designs undesirable due to
distortion and saturation)
Low-noise with super -wide dynamic range
Precision pink -noise generator
Time -delay circuit for noiseless operation
Full spectrum controls with ±12dB boost and cut
input level controls
Low -noise, hydraulically- damped, silver- contact
slide controls with centre detent
Highest quality ADI design with rugged 19" rack
mount construction.

Applications
Environmental equalisation for flat frequency
response
Utmost in simplicity of operation
Speediest solution to feedback elimination
Programme material processing and frequency
optimisation
Programme monitoring and visual indication
of feedback frequencies
Acoustic level balancing
Elimination of all peripheral test gear

W. GERMANY, Werner Barden, Herderstrasse

AUSTRIA

25,
6203 Hochheim, W. Germany.
061 46 3753
Audio Bauer AG, CH -8064 Zurich,
Bernerstrasse Norde 182 Haus Atlant.
Tel. 01 -64 32 30
Delta Magnetics, 41 Quai Des
Martyrs De La Resistance 78700,

Tel.

SWITZERLAND
FRANCE/
BELGIUM

ITALY
GREECE

Conslans, France.
Tel. 972 69 81
Ecosound S.A., Rue Pierre Aeby 187,
CH 1700 Fribourg, Switzerland.
Tel. 037/234 818
Audiolab Hellaf, 8 Enianos STR.

Athens 104.
Tel. 855 6222

U.K. Distributors

UFeldon Audio Limited
126

Great Portland Street, London W1. Telephone: 01- 5804314. Telex: London 28668
113
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RADFORD

AUDIO MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

The Possible Dream.

OSCILLATORS
Low Distortion Oscillator

LDO3

A continuously variable frequency laboratory oscillator with a range 10Hz to
100kHz, having very low distortion over the audio frequency band and a fast
setting time.

Specification:
Frequency range:

10Hz

Output
Output
Output
Output

10V

voltage:
source resistance:
attenuation:
attenuation accuracy:

Sine wave distortion:
Square wave rise and fall

time:

(4 bands)

(option 600 ohms)
variable)

150 ohms unbalanced
0 -100dB

(eight

10dB steps plus 0-20dB

1%
Less than

0.001% 10Hz to 10kHz

100 n.secs

Size:

(optional dBm)
110V/130V,220V/240V
17" (43cm) x 7" (18cm) high x 8e" (22cm) deed

Price:

4300

Monitor output meter:
Mains input:

LDO3B

Scaled 0-3, 0 -10 and dbV

Low Distortion Oscillator, balanced output

As LDO3 but additionally fitted with output amplifier and screened transformer
providing a 600 -ohm floating balanced output and 150 -ohms unbalanced.
Unbalance: -80dB !kHz, -60dB 10kHz.
4400
Price:

All dreams are possible. To make them reality
requires skill, integrity and commitment.
That's our business ... taking your dreams
or needs
and turning them into an effective
hardware system, designed to do what you
want done at a price you can afford.
We did it for the Society of Authors and
Composers of Music, in Mexico City. Their dream
was to create three 24-track studios, each with
the ability to function both independently and
jointly with the other two; and all of this
"under one roof."
As their consultants and equipment supplier,
we created the hardware systems for each
studio as well as the equipment interface.
Everything "from microphone to record" was
involved
disk mastering and record pressing,
film re- mixing, high -speed duplicating.

-

to 100kHz

r.m.s. max.

DISTORTION MEASURING SETS

-

DMS4 Distortion Measuring Set
A sensitive semi auto- nulling instrument with high input impedance for the
measurement of total harmonic distortion. Designed for speedy and accurate
use. Capable of measuring distortion products down to 3 parts per million
(0.0003%). Direct reading from calibrated meter scale.

Specification:
Frequency range:

Distortion range (f.s.d.):

10Hz to 100kHz (4 bands)
0-001%-100% (I ranges)
I

Input voltage measurement range: 50mv -100V (3 ranges)
Input resistance:
100k below IV input, 10k above IV input
High pass filter:
12dB /octave below 500Hz
Power requirement:
2 x PP9 included

-

17' (43cm) x 7" (18cm) high x 8g" (22cm)
deep
4350

Size:

Everything.
We did it because we have the skills required
to convert an idea into a system; the integrity
to select the proper equipment, whether it
be our own brand or someone else's; and
the commitment to meeting the client's every
need, without exception.
We've done it for numerous clients.
And we can do it for you too, no matter how
small or large your dream may be.
We'd like to show you why our name is

Price:

DMS3 Distortion Measuring Set
Specification as the DMS4 but manually nulled.
Price: 4250

NOISEMETERS (Psophometers)
ANMI Audio Noisemeter
ANM2 Audio Noisemeter

"Accurate."

ANM3

and
and
Audio Noisemeter and

r.m.s. reading

Microvoltmeter, average responding
Microvoltmeter, True r.m.s. reading
Microvoltmeter, Quasipeak and True

The noisemecers have

16 measurement ranges from 10µV f.s.d. to 300V f.s.d.
a 5" mirror scale of excellent linearity calibrated in Volts and
d8v or dBm. The instruments are in accordance with DIN 45.405 and incorporate recommended weighting characteristics.

incorporating

Brief Specification:
Frequency response as voltmeter:
Input impedance:
Attenuator accuracy:
Meter scale linearity:
Waveform error in true r.m.s. instruments:
Noisemeter included weighting characteristics

4Hz to 250kHz, ±0.5dB
IM ohm shunted by 30pF

0.25%
1%. Typically better than 0.5%
± I% for crest factor 10
WIDE BAND (flat response

voltmeter)

DIN 'AUDIO BAND'
IEC /DIN 'CURVE A'

ntuu
114

CCIR

Accurate Sound Corporation

Fifth Avenue / Redwood City, California 94063

/

(415) 365-2843

/

Size:
Prices:

II;"

x 71" x 8 +" deep overall
(26 x 18.5 x 22cm)
C250, ANM2 1250,
ANM3 4300

ANMI

¡FLEX: ASCO 34 -8327

RADFORD LABORATORY
INSTRUMENTS LTD.
4
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HIGH STREET, NAILSEA, BRISTOL BSI9 IBW. Tel. (02755) 6637
U.S.A.: 416 UNION AVENUE, BOUND BROOK, N.J. 08805

QM2 Series

24 Inputs
8

Very comprehensive facilities
Also 12/4 and 16/8 versions

Out

16

Track Monitor

available

CHI LTOri

MAGNETIC TAPES LTD.

Chilton Works, Garden Road,
Richmond, Surrey, U.K.
Tel: 01- 876 -7957

ANYONE CAN PRODUCE A CASSETTE!

Probably the best
cassette sound you've
ever heard
for record companies and smaller runs for
studios all given the same precise attention with
regard to quality and speedy turnround.
Blanks
wound any length.
Large runs

Collection and delivery service door
to door for both cassette and master
tape copying.

Contact

'SOU
RECORDING`
PLANT

Dave Rees

at
061 -795 7666

r..

to

... but if you require high class work, produced by a company with a
background of experience that very few can match, but at a price you
can afford then we are the people for you. We offer you a complete
pre- recorded and blank cassette service that includes:C3 -C96 specialised lengths.
Agfa /Basf magnetic tape or
32:1 Open reel loop bin
technical equivalent.
duplication.
ICM /Hellerman cassettes or
Master dubbing service.
technical equivalent.
Dolby A & B facilities.
Design, artwork and print
Demo cassette available on
service.
request.
Guaranteed fast turnaround.
Sample cassette produced from
your loop bin master at no extra charge.

Fora quotation or techrvcal advice contact us on

discuss your

requirements.

M
y

01

524 2131

LEEHOLME AUDIO SERVICES LTD
7

Moult vew Road crngford London E4 7EF

relia
2411

A

5232131

sa houe
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ence
New

DNR - Series Portable Dolby Ä Noise reduction Unit for Stereo Nagra IV S

UK Catalogue

See us in New York: Stands 22 '23 at AES, Nov 3-6, and

Stand 251 at SMPTE. Oct 29- Nov2, or send for descriptive leaflet.

FUTURE FILM

now available

DEVELOPMENTS

36/38 Lexington Street, London W1R 3HR Telephone 01 -437 1892

Direct.lnjection.

ourselves...

Both boxes are currently being used by some of the
World's best Studios.
They are highly recommended for use with Guitars,
Keyboards and Bass.
Our D.I.Boxes are available on Worldwide distribution.
For further details contact the Music Laboratory on
01- 3491975.

aoc,

ti
i.,..,.

ORFCT

...

ti

°RRo

Telex 21624 ALOFFD G

May we introduce

The Music Laboratory makes two professionally finished
D.I.Boxes, the Standard and the DeLuxe.

<qB

3

We have been well established as an important
domestic Hi Fi and Video supplier for some years
and we have now finalised a formidable professional
audio section designed to cater for studios and
professional users like yourselves.
To give you some idea of the
standard we set, look at the
company we keep.
We are main agentsfor:
BL (we are the only place to have 4343,
4315, 4301.4380 monitors on dem and
available, and a full stock of drive units).
1

KEITH MONKS, complete range in stock:
TEAC &TASCAM AKG QUAD

Fr..

ALICE REVOX ALLEN &
HEATH NEAL BRENELL.

We also supply:
.

SPECIFICATION DATA FOR D.I.BOXES

Standard

DeLuxe

Maximum Input Level +15dB
Frequency Response 20Hz to 40kHz z .5dB
Input Z 25kn
Output Z 600n
Voltage Ratio -15d8

Maximum Input Level +20dB
Frequency Response 17Hz to50kHzzldB
Input Z 25kn
Output Z 600n.
Voltage Ratio -13.5dB

Ground Lift

Distortion 0.01 above 40Hz
Ground Lift

/a0oratoii
laboratory
76 Lyndhurst Gardens, London N3. Telephone 01-3491975/6.
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DBX Amcron Studer Rusco
Master Room SIS EMI EMT
Dolby MCI Shure 3M Sennheiser
BGW Orban/Parasound A &R
Klark Teknik Agfa to name but a few.
Beyer

Pricing:
very, very competitive with (proper)
professional discount structure.

Stock:
big and getting bigger for fast
delivery times.

Delivery service, demonstration
facilities, consultancy service, and
account facilities.
As you can see, a large percentage
of your equipment requirements
(splicing tape to 24tk masters) can
be obtained from one source at your
normal pricing. We do the running
around and paperwork, you just
'phone.

...give us a try, you have nothing to

lose, - you could gain a lot!

GRAHPS
PROFESSIONAL
86 -88 Pentonville Road. London N1.
Tel: 01- 837 4412 Ext. 66
Telex: 299446

POWER AMPLIFICATION

BY MUSTANG

lrust Jaiiies
Trust
to get it together
time after time
We provide a total
product package for the
industry. Orders of up to
30,000 perfect copies per
week from your /a'r or 1"
master present no problem.
For smaller runs we can turn
your order around in 48
hours.
Design and print of
your cassette stationery is
part of our service together
with choice of shell types and
colours.
Full Dolby facilities
are available in house. Your
inquiries are invited for the
manufacture of 8 track
cartridges.

Q

!

Our

SS.100 and SS.50 are economical amplifiers with outputs
of up to 175 and 100 Watts RMS into 4 -16 ohms, typical THD
figures being 0.1 %, slewing rate > 10v/us, noise > 90dB
down, zero level input, and full electronic protection.
Considering these points with their proven reliability and
robust construction, plug. in output transistors and driver
board, optional balanced input and 100V line output, and

virtually ex stock despatches we reckon we take some beating!
Contact us now for the full technical specifications.

Manufacturers of mixers, integrated mixer amplifiers and slave amplifiers,
studio power amplifiers, transformers, lighting control equipment and
cabinets for the home and export markets.
Contact us for full illustrated technical brochures.

MUSTANG
COMMUNICATIONS
Nelson Street, Scarborough,

Jau»csli)rkc I.imitcd

North Yorkshire Y012 7SZ

Fossebridge Cheltenham
Glos GL54 3JW
tel Fossebridge (028572) 423
We have a lot to live up to ... and we do.

D

England

Telephone

0723 -63298

Dolby

MINIFLUX INDICAIOHS

is a

registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

OTARI
Cassette Copiers
-

Special offer
ITA have a small
number of reconditioned DP -4050
reel to cassette
copiers. Fully
overhauled, and
with new ferrite
heads, they are
offered with a
6 -month

guarantee.
Over nine years ago we developed and demonstrated a peak level meter using a column of leas operated by
a digital circuit.
Today such an instrument would have cost about U50í however. our steady development
production of this type of indicator now results In a wide range of different types with prices
from only £45.50 to [155 for an indicator having a single range of 70dB and capable of capturing half a cycle
of IOkHz without droop.
and increased

The inherent performance of all our indicators fully exceed any Standard and normal applications are met
by a degradation to IEC 268 -10.

Technical Data available.

Hale Lane, London NW7 3NX

1-7 Harewood Avenue,

Marylebone Road, London NW 1.
Tel:Ol -724 2497
Telex: 21879.

MINIFLUX ELECTRONICS LTD
8

Finance arranged. £3000 each +VAT

Tel.

01

-959 5166
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Mushy Peas
or Caviare?

supplying studios, schools, the
broadcasting industry and
governmental departments carrying a full range of products
Beyer Revox Neal Quad JBL Phase
Linear Tannoy Teac DBX
AKG Allen and Heath and Brenell

Turner Ferrograph Uher.

We cater for the
consumer who not only
appreciates a delicacy but is equally
appreciative of the quality in a
pre- recorded cassette.
Is your ear as discerning as your palate?
If so, write and ask for details of our
cassette copying service: we also prepare
blank cassettes cut to almost any length.
The ingredients are excellent and
the price won't upset you!
Bon Appétit! and
Good Listening!

Accessories:
XLR Mics Stands spools De Magnetisers
Splicers Signal Processors Mixers.

PRO -WORKSHOP AND

MOBILE SERVICE FACILITIES
EXPORT

-

Buy and sell second hand Studio

Equipment, collections /delivery

now at new premises

THE
STUDIO
SHOP
Coles Green Rd

London NW2 7EY
Ring 01 -452 1979

Sound Communication (Publishers) Limited
Dewsbury, West Yorkshire.
Telephone (0924) 469436.

./1,/

\i/ \í/'\í/'\í/

'Ives
LIMITED

\í/ \í7 \i7 '\i/' \:
'

SHEFFIELD SOUND CENTRE
SPECIALISTS IN

CAMBRIDGE MICROPHONE
The ribbon pressure -gradient microphone principle is
the simplest and most inherently pure one known. It is virtually incapable of insinuating any message of its own
into the medium.gToday's market for quality enables us,
in our embodiment, to use ridiculously expensive magnetic materials and machining methods for a patented
design giving more than adequate S/N for 20 KHz
bandwidth.ÇOur built-in preamp is a spectacular achievement in its own right, designed by a famous American
Noise Reducer. Its high level output permits the purist
to bypass several stages and transformers. I Our favourite
endorsements come from artists. Violinists, 'Cellists,
Wind -players, Singers, Keyboard -players, Percussionists, Conductors and Producers who have recorded via
our microphones agree on the accuracy and honesty of
the results. The beautiful sounds they hear are theirs- not ours.

CAMBRIDGE MICROPHONES
Irving Street, Framingham, Mass. 01701 U.S. A.
Telephone: 617-879 -2282
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HI -FI

Main agents for Teac, Tascam, AR, Uher, Dokorder,
Revox, Spendor, JBL, Dahlquist, Tannoy, Lowther,

Ferrograph, Marantz, Bic Technics, Quad, Armstrong,
Sony, Nagra, IMF, Dbx, Otari, and many more.
Competitive prices, terms,

101a and 107

part exchange

ECCLESALL ROAD

Tel : 0742 23365

REVOX REVIVAL
WE CAN MAKE YOUR REVOX FEEL YOUNG AGAIN
SERVICING TO ORIGINAL SPECIFICATIONS OR

MODIFICATIONS
15/16 TO 30 IPS VARI -SPEED, SEL -SYNC,
FULL -TRACK, PAUSE, ETC.
SAME DAY SERVICE IF REQUIRED
COLLECTION & DELIVERY BY ARRANGEMENT

GIBSON -BRITTAIN ASSOCIATES LTD.,
38 STORE ST., LONDON WC
1

01
118

rA

NW .- -.14K.

THE INAUDIBLE

12.5

st%II
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Oxgate Farm

580 5352

Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 20p per word, minimum £4.00. Box Nos. 55p extra. Semi -display rates
on application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in JANUARY 1979 issue must reach these offices by 13th NOVEMBER 1978 addressed
to:
The Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.
Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon
2TA,
and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION CR9
ACT 1975:
No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds
of sex (e.g. by
inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder
or
(2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or (3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination
Act. A
statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.
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SERVICES

*If

quality and reliable, prompt service matter,
study our comprehensive quotation for pressings (short runs, too !) from your or our Master -

tapes. Studio facilities (Steinway Grand),
mobile units, sleeve printing service. Please
detail immediate requirements to Mike Bull,
Sound News Studios, 18 Blenheim Road,
London W.4. 995 -1661.
L
*Disc cutting. Masters and Demos, Pressings,
Cassettes, Mobile Recording Studio.
Free
brochure. TAM Studio, 13a Hamilton Way,
London, N.3. Tel. 01 -346 0033.
F
*Your tapes to disc. Vinyl pressings, sleeves,
labels. In our own pressing plant. Top quality.
S.a.e. for photo leaflet. Deroy Records, Cove,
Dunbartonshire G84.
X
*Printed circuits. Euro circuits are specialist

manufacturers of printed circuit boards for
the industry. We understand your problems
and can offer you a considerate and first class
service. When you need fast prototypes or
small /medium runs in an impossible delivery
time, give Pat a ring on West Kingsdown
(047485) 2344. Euro Circuits Ltd., Highfield
House, West Kingsdown, Kent.
K

'\
\

WOLLENSAKS
CASSETTE FAST COPIERS

I2770 mono & 2772 stereo, meticulously aligned
by Experts. HEAVY DUTY RECORDERS: 2551
Visual Sync & 2520 9 watt.

AMP AI AB/

4101,4

1 Stereo or Mono. High Quality. Prompt Personal Service.'
bulk supplies of excellent virgin cassettes.
N

SOUND CASSETTE SERVICES Ltd. \

IP.O. BOX

2,

GERRARDS CROSS, BUCKS.1
Tel. 02813 84409

*Fanfare Records. Tape -disc pressings, demo's,

masters, any quantity. Studio /mobile Neumann
disc cutter. S.A.E. brochure. i Broomfield
Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel. 0483 61684.

X

*Aerco custom pressing agency. Complete service for studios and smaller record companies
saving your time and money. Tel: Woking
(04862) 64082.
HIGH

SPEED CASSETTE COPYING IN
MONO OR STEREO AT COMPETITIVE
PRICES

Long or short runs.
Blank cassettes supplied in bylk.

A growing reputation for reliability.

MORARD SOUND PRODUCTIONS

\
I

\

SERVICE CENTRE

Service and overhaul.
High speed conversions.
Head changes.
Sel -sync.
Automatic double tracking.
Varispeed /varipitch.

MUSIC
LABORATORY

01- 3491975

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE
From your tapes we cut master discs, demo discs,
using our Scully lathe fitted with the latest
ME /76 UK stereo disc -cutting system.
Dolby 'A', Dolby 'B' and DBX Noise Reduction.
Telephone Bracknell (0344) 54935.

London

Road,

Binfield, Bracknell, Barks,
England

WATFORD

47988

All Studio Equipment bought and sold.
See our advertisement on page 79.
I49B

St. Albans Road, Watford,
Herts.
Tel. Watford 47988

00110 0000000000000011100

X

THORNTON HEATH, SURREY
Telephone

01

-689 7424

IF YOU NEED

0000

...

Cassette Duplication
Empty Tape Spools
Blank Cassettes
White Tape Boxes
Tape
8T Cartridge Bodies
Leader Tape
Lubricated Tape
Splicing Tape
Head Cleaner Tape
Why not ring us on 01 -399 2476/7 and let is
quote you for your next requirements.

MEDIATAPE LIMITED, 29a Tolworth
Park Road, Surbiton, Surrey.

CASSETTE SERVICES Ltd. I
I\ SOUND
P.O. Box 2, Gerrard, Cross, Bucks. SL97PH \
Tel. 02813 84409

N NN
TRAD

000000000000m.

CASSETTE FAST -COPYING

STUDIO FACILITIES
*Cathedral Sound manufacture a professional
standard compressor/limiter module for under
£25, mixer modules, and complete mixer
channels. Professional discounts available on
Revox, N.E.A.L., Sennheiser, also MM mixers.
S.A.E. details. Cathedral Sound, Fourways,
Morris Lane, Halsall, Lanes L39 8SX. Tel.
Halsall (0704) 840328.
X
*Attention northern recording studios, we are
looking for creative recording facilities. We
need a studio with an extensive library of
music and voices, both male and female for
the production of AV Sound Tracks. Contact
Robert Bowhill, giving full details at 2a
Prospect Crescent, Harrogate, North Yorkshire. Tel. 0423 502518.
K
*Wow and flutter meter, Rank Kalee type
1740, similar to latest model, calibrated and in
good working order. £150 plus VAT. Burgess
Lane & Co. Ltd., Thornton Works, Thornton
Avenue, London, W4. 01 -994 5752 and 5953.
X
*Revox, Teac, Otani, Brenell, Tascam, Nakamichi, Tannoy sales and service. The Music
Laboratory. 01 -349 1975.
X

01 -399

2476/7

CMXR,
Studio
Products
Stereo Compander
2X10 Band Graphic Equaliser
2X15 Band Graphic Equaliser
31 Band Graphic Equaliser
Digital Delay

Mini Limiter

Auto Phaser
Auto Flanger
Stereo Flanging /Phasing Rack

Atlantex

Atlantex Music Limited,
16 High Street, Graveley, Herts.

el

:

0438 50113

119

STUDIO FAC. (contd.)
The attention of advertisers is drawn to The
Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order
1977 ", which requires that, from 1st January 1978,
all advertisements by persons who seek to sell
goods in the course of business must make that
fact clear. From the above date, consumers
therefore should know whether an advertisement
relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

SHORT RUN CASSETTE
DUPLICATING
BR FACILITIES MARYLEBONE /BICESTER
C90 -68p ea.
C60 -58p ea.
C45 -55p ea.
CIO -48p ea.
24 hour service
Minimum 10

SIMON STABLE PROMOTIONS
08692 (Oxford) 2831

ELLIE JAY RECORDS
For all your RECORD MANUFACTURING
and SLEEVE DESIGN /PRINTING require-

ments.
Please note our new telephone number:
01

WITH
have the

37

YEARS' EXPERIENCE

expertise to design and manufacture

ANY TYPE OF AUDIO TRANSFORMER
AT THE RIGHT PRICE
Whilst we specialise in every kind of transformer
for audio control decks and mixers, demands are
increasing for LOUDSPEAKER TRANSFORMERS
and 100

Both tracks of 4 x C60 cassettes duplicated in approximately 42 minutes. Completely overhauled.
Originally sold for over C2,500-offers in region of LI,500 (exclusive of V.A.T.) considered. Genuine
reason for sale.
Fraser -Peacock Associates Ltd., 94 High Street, Wimbledon Village, London SWI9 5EG
Tel. (01) 947 7551. D. R. Tuckman

*Two Electrosound cassette winding machines,
together with Electrosound splicers, mounted
in work bench with overhead storage rack,
complete with vacuum pump and 240V/115V
50Hz isolating transformer. Lot £1,500
(including VAT). Harris, (0233) 20958 (office
L
hours).
*3M's M79 16+24 H /blocks, 4 x JBL 4311
WX's and an Otani MX 7300 series 8T recorder.
Offers -tel. 0203- 21000.

MALE PLUG
FEMALE PLUG ...
MALE CH. SKT.
FEMALE CH. SKT.
Prices include VAT,

...

.

P

&P 30p

...

...

... E099
... EI 16

... E075
...
..
.. E1 42
3p each over 10 items

SNR PROFESSIONAL CABLES LTD.
6 -8

Linkfield Corner, Redhill, Surrey RHI !BB

TOP PROFESSIONAL
DISC MASTERING
ENGINEER
with excellent technical background /wide
knowledge of recording technology and
high class contact in the record industry,
seeks responsible and rewarding position.

VOLT LINE AUDIO OUTPUT TRANS-

FORMERS for most kir ds of amplifier from 30 watts
to 500 watts output. We have standard designs for
AMCRON and BOSE amplifiers and can also supply

Multi - output

transformers

LOUDSPEAKERS

for

LINEAR
TRANSFORMERS FOR ULTRA
VALVE AMPLIFIERS using KT88 and KT66 BEAM
TETRODES and for these we have standard designs

with exceptional performance.
Many of our output transformers for loudspeakers
have been installed in Theatres, Television
Lecture and Concert Halls, Churches and
Arenas whilst others are in constant use

Studios,

Outdoor
for high

quality portable Public Address Systems.
We will supply single transformers, or any quantity,
with short delivery times and, without obligation on
your part, will quote price and exact dispatch on
receipt of your requirements.
KINDLY

BOX No.

796

COLUMN

in a wide variety of powers.
A recent tendency is the demand for OUTPUT

NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS AND
TELEPHONE NUMBER

E. A. SOWTER LTD.
Transformer manufacturers and designers
P.O. Box No. 36, Ipswich IPI 2EL, England
Tel. 1pswich '0473)52794- 219390

FOR SALE-TRADE
*Spectra Sonics 1024 -24 Recording Console,
24 in -out, producer's desk, 18 months old,
excellent condition, $25.000. Phone (805) 966

6630, 966 1271, U.S.A.
K
*Have gone 16 track. All in excellent condition: 8 track Leevers Rich £4,500 ovno. 4 track
Scully £2,500 ovno. I Allen Heath mixer with
mods 14 -8 -8 £1,800 ovno. Hopkins Grand
Piano, as new, £1,700 ovno. 16 track 3M M56
poa. Tel. The Old Smithy Recording Studio,
Worcester (0905) 820659.
K
*Revox NAB Adaptors. Hammond type, new,
boxed, guaranteed, £2 each. Revox fibre carry
cases only £4 each. Chymes (0734) 690177. L
120

X

NEUTRIC PROFESSIONAL CONNECTORS
NEW LOW PRICES
'Precision built' XLR type

-388 5771

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS
we

HIGH SPEED REEL -TO- CASSETTE DUPLICATOR (MONO)

STUDIO SOUND, NOVEMBER 1978

FOR SALE -PRIVATE
*Two Schoeps CMC 56U variable pattern
microphones. Matched pairs additional capsules, MK4 Cardioid, MK4I Hypercardioid.
Two W20S, W5 windguards. ,Two A20 elastic
suspensions. Perfect condition. £550. Two
K
Dolby 361 units. £550. Bath 22316.
*Cadey 1 inch 8 track, two years old. Good
condition, complete with 50 Scotch tapes,
£1,500, going 16 track. Wheathampstead 3334.
K
*Mixer, Alice G2/3 modified, switched phase
20D8 pad balance mic line 3 band EQ limiters,
echo send, 6 into 2, mint condition £325.
Fisher. Audio Recording Service, 2 Westmead
K
Road, Cookley, Kidderminster 850529.
*Macinnes 18/4 sound mixer, power supply,
stage box, 25 way multicore. Perfect condition,
recently updated by Macinnes, £1,600 o.n.o.
Telephone Little Gaddesden (044 284 -3424. K
*Lacquer discs, approx. 500, all sizes, boxed,
will split. Best offer secures. Telephone High
K
Wycombe 881254.
*Audix PA120 amplifiers. Two off. 100 volt
line. 19in. rack fitting. Brand new, never used.
Offers? Ring Gosport 07017 24476 after 6 p.m.

WANTED
*Tannoy GRF corner horns, good price offered
for one pair in good condition, damaged ones
X
considered. Tel. Mike 0473 49541.
*Pair of JBL 4350's or Lockwood Majors,
3M's M79 stereo machine and 3M's M79
X
P.C. boards. Tel. 0203 -21000.
*Wanted. Revox and Teac Tape Recorders.
Best prices paid. R.E.W. Professional Audio.
01 -836 2372.
X
*Teac 3340 (S) urgently wanted. The Music
X
Laboratory. 01 -349 1975.
*Tannoy Speakers Wanted. The Music Laboratory. 01 -349 1975.
X
*Revox's urgently wanted. The Music LaboraX
tory. 01 -349 1975.

SITUATIONS VACANT
*Major New York City recording studio seeking top notch creative maintenance engineer.
Excellent opportunity. All enquiries confidential. c/o Studio, P.O. Box 275, Old Chelsea
Station, New York (New York 10011), U.S.A.
L
*Sound Mixer required by top audio and video
facilities house. Must be experienced in professional sound recording or broadcast work.
Preferably under 30 and prepared to work
overtime. Basic salary £5,000 plus bonuses.
Contact Stefan Sargent, Molinare Ltd., 43
Fouberts Place, London W.I. 01 -439 7631. K
*Soundout, a dynamic company manufacturing professional band, PA and discotheque
equipment require a test engineer with at least
three years' experience in a production environment. The position involves production test
of amplifiers and mixers, writing test specifications, designing ATE jigs and some post
development work on established designs.
Informal working conditions, usual benefits,
profit sharing scheme. Up to £4,800 p.a. Ring
Todd Wells, 01 -399 3392.
K
TEST ENGINEER
TO WORK ON PROFESSIONAL
SOUND RECORDING EQUIPMENT.
write:

REQUIRED
Phone or

ALAN BROWNING
TRIDENT AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS LTD

SHEPPERTON STUDIOS
SQUIRES BRIDGE ROAD, SHEPPERTON,
MIDDX. Phone: Chertsey 60241

SITUATIONS WANTED
*Capable, creative electronics engineer, 30,
conversant in analogue and digital, seven years
varied industrial experience, plus three years
with I6 -track studio, seeks well paid position
with London Studio or similar. Write Box 795,
C/O STUDIO SOUND.

SPR

CASSETTE DUPLICATING
OPEN -REEL DUPLICATING

LANGUAGES/AUDIO-VISUAL

LTD
-PLUS RECORDINGS
SPEECH
WALK, SOUTHWARK LONDON
4SB.
01-231 0981 /2
3P, PAGES

SE9

K

AUTOMATED MIXING

WANTED
YOUNG, SERVICE
RECORDING ENGINEER

make an interesting range of small
computer systems and graphic visual
displays ideally suited for sound control

We

Responsible for maintaining
equipment
in small studio in Covent Garden.

Call Steve Brown and discover our rare combination
of computing and sound mixing experience

REWARD
Friendly team with
friendly Clients.
Salary according to experience.

Applied Microsystems Ltd.,
Fenlow House Jessamy Road . Weybridge
Phone Weybridge (0932) 48177

Write with details to:

,

Studio Manager
T.P Studios
11

-13

,

Surrey

NealsYard

Monmouth St
London WC2

To hire the very latest

NAG RA &SENKHEISER
sound equipment, contact

*French experienced maintenence engineer
seeks position in English recording studio.
Philippe Melkonian, 27 Rue Jacques Richard,
24500 Champigny, France.
K
*Maintenance Engineer required urgently for
Gus Dudgeon's beautifully equipped private
studio near Maidenhead. Salary negotiable.
Working conditions probably the best in the
country. Please contact Sue Cooke on Bourne

D)

01 -723
6

Audio & Design (Recording) Ltd.
a

vacancy for

a

UK SALES ENGINEER
based in READING, Berkshire
The person we are after should preferably be single, educated
to 'A' level Physics/Maths and /or OND Technology standard
and possess a current driving licence.
Since the work involved will require close contact with our
customers previous experience as an audio electronics engineer
or in a recording studio will be considered an advantage.
After an initial familiarisation period of about six weeks the
successful applicant will be responsible for fitting customers
options to standard equipment and the after sales service /repair
schedules, both in the workshop and on site. Additionally some
degree of sales support and overseas travel will be required.
Salary is negotiable depending on applicant's experience and
qualifications and will include a car allowance.
If you are interested please

write to

The Personnel Director
Audio & Design(Recording)Ltd.
84 Oxford Road
Reading RG1 7LJ

December 31st, 1978.

4441/2

Hayden Laboratories Limited
Bendall Mews, Bell Street, London NW1

Experienced
Service Engineers
required
STUDER
INTERNATIONAL
are
looking for senior engineers with a thorough knowledge of tape machines, studio
equipment and broadcast systems for
installation, maintenance work, and training of local staff under contract to their
local representatives in the Middle East.

Above average salary and conditions are
offered for a minimum 2 year contract
from mid-1979.
Applications in writing, giving personal
details and experience, to:
Mr. E. Spoerri,
Managing Director,

quoting reference (KJB /SESS /0978) giving curriculum vitae and

current salary.
Applications for this post should reach

HIRE

For further details, telephone

End (06285) 20286/20259. Address: Sol Mill,
Mill Lane, Cookham, Berkshire.
K

have

jikf

us

no later than

STUDER INTERNATIONAL AG,
8105 Regensdorf,
Althardstrasse 150,
Switzerland.
CH
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SOME COMPANIES GIVE YOU A PRICE THAT SOUNDS GOOD.
HARRISON GIVES YOU A CONSOLE THAT SOUNDS GOOD!
And "good sound" is what our business is all about. That's why we build consoles with you, the
engineer and studio owner, in mind. We use the highest quality components and circuit designs in
our consoles. These give you maximum reliability and the cleanest and quietest possible sound.
The almost unlimited flexibility of a Harrison console gives the recording and balance engineers the
opportunity to be truly creative. Quality, reliability and flexibility. Others talk about these features...
Harrison delivers them in every console. Harrison consoles, a sound investment.

HARRISON Model 4832, 48 input
channels, 32 output channels, with
Harrison AUTOSET automation

programmer.

Now, Harrison also gives you a
choice. Console Models 4832,
4432, 4032 and 3232 are available with your choice of micro-

phone preamplifiers: with or
without input transformers.

For further information regarding the complete íne of Harrison consoles and automation systems,
please contact the Harrison professional audio dealer in your area:
AUSTRALIA: SONTRON INSTRUMENTS, MELBOURNE
AUSTRIA: STUDER -REVOX, WIEN
BELGIUM: SAIT ELECTRONICS, BRUXELLES BRAZIL: LAREX ELECTRONICA, RIO DE JANEIRO
CANADA: J -MAR ELECTRONICS, TORONTO
DENMARK: QUALI-FI, KLAMPENBORG EASTERN EUROPE: STUDER INTERNATIONAL,
REGENSDORF, SWITZERLAND
FRANZ, KIPPENHEIM

FAR EAST: STUDER -REVOX, HONG KONG

GREECE: ELECTRONICA, ATHENS

FINLAND: INTO, HELSINKI

FRANCE: STUDER FRANCE, PARIS

ITALY: AUDIO PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL, MILANO

GERMANY: EMT

JAPAN: SHINDENSHI MANUFACTURING, TOKYO

MEXICO: ACCURATE SOUND, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA NETHERLANDS: HEIJNEN, GENNEP NORWAY: AUDIOTRON, OSLO SPAIN: NEOTECNICA, MADRID
& TELEVISION, SOLNA SWITZERLAND: STUDER INTERNATIONAL, REGENSDORF UNITED KINGDOM: SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT, LONDON

SWEDEN: ELFA RADIO

EXPORT AGENT:

FACTORY:

Audio Systems International
128 North Highland Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90036
Tel: (213) 933 -2210 Telex: 686101

Harrison International Corp.
Post Office Box 22964
Nashville, Tennessee 37202
Tel: (615) 834 -1184 Telex: 555133

The new DN34
analogue time processor.
mir
MARK -10411111
ON

-3L

ANALOGUE TIME PNOfF3SOP

At.

Think of the effect you'll have.
The new DN34 analogue time processor
exceptionally versatile signal processing
and special effects unit, designed around two
discrete, independently controllable delay
is an

sections.

Like other Klark-Teknik products, the
DN34 is the result of intensive research and
development -the best there is in state- of-theart analogue delay technology.
With a product of this stature you can
achieve all these effects cleanly and noiselessly.
Positive flanging.

Pitch detune.

Negative flanging.

Pitch shifting.

Double tracking.

True vibrato.

Resonant flanging.

Chorus.

Triple tracking.

'Cardboard tube' echo.

Loudness
enhancement.

Doppler/ Leslie effects.

And, if this isn't enough, the DN34 can give
you such new effects as:Crossover flanging.
Ti me- related
frequency synthesis.

Complex Doppler
effects.

The DN34 analogue time processor also
offers you:A dynamic range better than 90dB.
A time sweep range of 70:1
T.H.D. at less than 0.3 %.
Numerous exclusive features includingfull on
board' mixing and phase reversal facilities..
Amazing performance and value for money.

The DN34 is unequalled in the signal
processing field today.
And we're notjust sayi ng that for effect.

HLARH'TEHNIH
You know it's the best.
For further information about the DN34, our new DN70 digital time
processor, and also our DN27 and DN22 graphic equalisers:
Kla-k- Teknik Research Limited, Summerfield,
Kidderminster DY11 7RE, England.
Telephone: Kidderminster (0562) 64027 Telex: 339821.

Worldwide Distributors: AUSTRALIA: Klarion Enterprises, S. Melbourne. BELGIUM: S.E.D. Bruxelles. CANADA: Hammond Industries, Toronto.
DENMARK: Teamsound,Graested. FRANCE: R.E.D. Studio Centre, Paris. GERMANY: Hausmann Concert Electronic, Berlin. HOLLAND: Pieter Bollen,
Eindhoven. ITALY: Laboacustica Sri.. Roma. JAPAN: Continental Far East Inc., Tokyo. NORWAY: Siv, Ing. Benum, Oslo. NEW ZEALAND: General Video,
Wellington. SINGAPORE: Ultralinear International. SOUTH AFRICA: Colosseum Acoustics, Johannesburg. SPAIN: Mabel Sdad.; Barcelona. SWEDEN:
SATT Elektronik, Stockholm. SWITZERLAND: Dr. W A. Gunter, Zurich. TAIWAN: Yang's Audio Visual, Taipei, USA: Hammond Industries, Syosset, N.Y

